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Abstract
Instruments of the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) are oper-
ating on three different Earth-orbiting spacecraft. The Earth Radiation Budget
Satellite (ERBS) is operated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA), and the NOAA 9 and NOAA 10 weather satellites a_'. operated by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). This paper is
the second in a series that describes the ERBE mission, in-orbit envirvnments,
instrument design and operational features, and data processing and validation
procedures. This paper decribes the spacecraft and instrument operations for
the ,second full year of in-orbit operations, whieh extend from February 1986
through January I987. Validation and archival of radiation measureme.nts made
by ERBE instruments during this second year of operation were completed iz_
,luly 1991. This period includes the only time, November 1986 thTvugh Jan-
uary 1987, during which all ERBE instruments aboard the ERBS, NOAA 9, and
NOAA 10 spacecraft were simultaneously operational. Th.is paper covers normal
and special operations of the spacecraft and instruments, operational anomalies,
and the _,:sponses of thee in.s'truments to in-orbit and scasorml variations in the
,solar cT_viro77nlent.
Introduction
The objective of the Earth Radiation Budget Ex-
periment (ERBE) is to deduce long-tern_ trends in
monthly averages of the Earth's longwave and short-
wave radiation fields. To accomplish this objective,
ERBE instruments were launched into Earth orbits
aboard the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS)
(operated t).,,, NASA) in October 1984 and aboard
the NOAA 9 and NOAA 10 spacecraft (operated
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration) in December 1984 and September 1986,
respectively. Validation aim archival of data from
the first. 15 months of instrmnent operation, Now'm-
bet 1984 through January 1986, were completed in
March 1990. Reference 1 describes mission strategy
and operation of the ERBE instrmnents aboard the
ERBS and NOAA spacecraft during that 15-month
period. Reference 1 also gives the overview of the
ERBE inission, the design and operational features
of the ERBE instruments, and a description of the
ERBE science data processing.
Validation and archival of data from the ERBE in-
struments for the period from February 1986 through
January 1987 were completed in July 1991. From
February 1, 1986, until October 24, 1986, data
are available only from the instruments aboard the
ERBS and NOAA 9 spacecraft. On October 24
both instruments aboard the NOAA 10 spacecraft
became operational. Thus began a period during
which ERBE instruments were operational oil. ERBS,
NOAA 9, and NOAA 10. The overlap period for
measurements from the three scanners was cut short
by the failure of the scanner instrument on the
NOAA 9 spacecraft on Jammry 20, 1987. The pe-
riod of overlap of scanner data was further shortened
by operational problems with the scanner instrument
on the NOAA 10 spacecraft during November and
December 1986.
This paper describes the in-orbit operation of
the ERBE instrunwnts during their second fllll
year of operat.ion, from February 1986 through
Jammry 1987. The discussion includes normal and
special spacecraft and instrument operations, oper-
ational anomalies, and the responses of the instru-
ments to in-orbit and seasonal variations in the solar
environment.
Nomenclature
Acronyms and Abbreviations
ACR
AVHRR
BB
CAL
CPU
DAC
Det
ERBE
ERBS
FOV
active cavity radiometer
Advanced Very High Ilesolution
Radiometer
blackbody
calibration
Central Processing Unit
digital-to-analog converter
detector
Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
Earth Radiation Budget Satellite
field of view
FOVL
GSFC
Hcx
HK
HIRS
INT
IVT
LaRC
LW
MAM
MFOV
NASA
NESDIS
NOAA
NS
NSSDC
PAT
POCC
QC
RAT
SAGE
SAS
SBUV
SC
SMA
SOCC
SW
SWICS
TDRSS
temp.
TOA
FOVlimiter
GoddardSpaceFlightCenter
hexadecimal
housekeeping
High-ResolutionI fraredRadiometer
Sounder
internal
InstrumentValidationTape
LangleyResearchCenter
longwave
Mirror AttenuatorMosaic
mediumfieldof view
NationalAeronauticsandSpace
Administration
NationalEnvironmentalSatelliteand
DataInformationService
NationalOceanicandAtmospheric
Administration
nonscanner
NationalSpaceScienceDataCenter
ProcessedArchivalTape
PayloadOperationsandControl
Center
qualitycontrol
RawArchivalTape
StratosphericAerosolandGas
Experiment
solaraspectsensor
SolarBackseatterUltraviolet
scanner
SolarMonitorAssembly(onnon-
scaimerinstrument)
SatelliteOperationsandControl
Center
shortwave
ShortwaveInternalCalibrationSource
TrackingandDataRelaySatellite
System
temperature
top of atmosphere
TOT total
UT universaltime
WFOV widefieldof view
Symbols
V
X, KZ
C_
0
azimuth positions, deg
unit vector in direction of orbit angu-
lar momentum
unit vector in direction of spacecraft
velocity
coordinate axes
azimuth angle, deg
beta angle (angle between Sun and
orbit angular momentum vectors), (leg
elevation (scan) angle, (leg
Subscripts:
E ERBS
LH local horizon
N NOAA
N S nonscanner
SC scanner
a azimuth angle
0 elevation angle
Mission Overview
The goal of the Earth Radiation Budget Exper-
iment is to produce monthly averages of hmgwave
and shortwave radiation parameters on the Earth
at regional to global scales using radiation mea-
surements obtained from three sets of nearly iden-
tical instruments flying on three separate spacecraft.
These three spacecraft are the ERBS spacecraft, op-
erated by the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC),
and the NOAA 9 and NOAA 10 spacecraft, op-
erated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA).
The ERBS spacecraft was launched by the Space
Shuttle Challenger in October 1984 and was the first
spacecraft to carry ERBE instruments into orbit.
The second and third sets of ERBE instruments were
launched aboard the NOAA 9 and NOAA 10 oper-
ational meteorological satellites in December 1984
and September 1986, respectively. The Payload
Operations and Control Center (POCC) at GSFC
directs operations of the ERBS spacecraft and its
ERBEand StratosphericAerosolandGasExperi-
ment(SAGE)II instrumentsusingbothgroundsta-
tionsandtheTrackingandDataRelaySatelliteSys-
tem(TDRSS)network.TheInformationProcessing
Divisionat GSFCreceivesandprocessesspacecraft
and telemetrydata from ERBSand providesthat_
data to the LangleyResearchCenter(LaRC)for
furtherprocessing.GSFCalsoprovidesLaRCwith
ephemerisdataforall threespacecraft.TheSatellite
OperationsandControlCenter(SOCC)at the Na-
tionalEnvironmentalSatelliteandDatahfformation
Service(NESDIS)operatestile NOAA spacecraft
andtheir EItBE instrmnents,providesdecommuta-
tion processingof thetelemetrydata,andgenerates
ERBEdatatapesfor LaRC.
Data Processing,Validation, and
Distribution of Science Data Products
The Langley Research Center has tile responsibil-
ity of processing and validating all science data from
tire ERBE mission and of distributing the resulting
data products to the science colnmunity. The Et/BE
data processing syst.em at LaRC uses modular soft.-
ware subsystems to process the ERBE data, starting
with the input telemetry and ephenreris data from
GSFC and NOAA and ending with the production
of the required science data products.
Figure 1 shows the major steps in the science data
processing, together with the primary input and out-
put data products. These steps are discussed in de-
tail in reference 1. Major data products are tile Raw
Archival Tape (RAT) and the Instrument Validation
Tape (IVT) from the Mcrge/FMd of View Count
Conversion subsystem, the Processed Archival Tape
(PAT) from the Inversion subsystem, and monthly
averages from tire Monthly Time/Space Averaging
subsystem. Additional data products produced at
the final processing stage inehlde a nested averages
product, a solar monitor data product, and a scene
validation product. All archival data products are
distributed first to the ERBE Science Team for re-
view and validation and then to the National Space
Science Data Center (NSSDC) for archival.
Table 1 presents smnmary information about the
RAT and PAT archival products for each spacecraft
for each month of operation covered in this paper.
The information includes the percentage of data out-
put to the RAT and to the PAT, the (late of archival
at NSSDC, and a notation on special operational
events during the month.
Instrument Design and Operational
Capabilities
Instrument design is discussed in detail in refer-
ences 1, 2, and 3. The ERBE nonscanner and scan-
ner instruments (fig. 2) have several iinl)ortant de-
sign features in conmlon. Both instrmnents have
rotating azinmth and elevation beams that give t.henl
tim capability to rotate the optical axes of the de-
tectors in two degrees of free(tom. Both instru-
ments can perform two (tiffereilt types of in-flight
calibrations: solar calibrations using the Sun as
the calibration source, an(t internal calit)rations us-
ing tenrperature-controlled blackbodies and special
Shortwave Internal Calit)ration Sources (SWICS).
Both instruments have microprocessors that process
and execute groui_(t-conlmanded or stored conmrands
to direct and control their operation.
The nonscanner instrunlent (fig. 2(a)) consists of
four Earth-viewing detectors h)cated on the head as-
sembly. The solar monitor assembly (SMA) houses
the solar monitor detector and is attached to the hea(t
assembly at an angle of 78 ° from na(tir. The four
Earth-viewing detectors are Ullchot)pcd active cavity
radiometers (ACR's), whereas the solar monitor is
an unfiltered choppe(t ACR designed to measure (ti-
rect solar radiation for calibrating the Earth-viewing
detectors. Two of these detectors have wide field-
of-view (\VFOV) apertm'es alh)wing the detectors to
view the entire disk of the Earth; the other two de-
te(:tors have incdimn field-of-view (MFOV) at)ertures
allowing tile detectors to view an area about 1100 kin
in diameter. Two of the Earth-viewing (tetectors,
one WFOV and one MFOV, and the solar monitor
detector measure total radiatioll, whereas the other
two Earth-viewing (tetectors measure shortwave ra-
diation. The spectral characteristics of the five non-
scanner detectors are listed in table 2(a). The total
radiation detectors are mlfiltere(t, and the shortwave
spectral t)ands are achieved t)y use of fllse(t silica
dome filters placed over the detectors.
The scanner instrument (fig. 2(b)) has three
coaligned (tetectors, each consisting of an active and a
conlpensating therinistor t)olometcr flake. These de-
tectors are essentially identical in design except for
optical filters on two of the detectors that restrict
their spectral ranges. (See ref. 3 for more detail.)
Tile spectral characteristics of the three scalmer de-
tectors arc listed in tabh, 2(b). The Mirror Attenu-
ator Mosaic (MAM) assenfl)ly of the scanner instru-
ment directs attenuated, diffuse solar energy to the
instrument as the Sun passes through the field of view
of the detector during solar calibrations.
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Boththenonscannerandthescannerinstruments
canoperatein severaldifferentmodes othat radi-
ationmeasurenmntscanbemadeovera widerange
of operationalconditions.Eachinstrmnenthasits
own microprocessorto control anddirect the var-
ious operations.Table3 lists the operationaland
pulsediscretecommands for both instruments, which
are discussed in detail in reference 1. Both instru-
ments can operate at azimuth ankles between 0°
and 180 °. The nonscanner instrunmnt can oper-
ate at. fixed elevation-beam positions of 0 ° (nadir),
78 ° (solar ports), and 180 ° (stow or internal cali-
bration position). The scanner instrument has three
Earth scan modes (normal, short, and nadir), a stow
mode, and a solar calibration (or MAM) scan mode.
Table 4 lists tile scan elevation-angle positions and
views (Earth, space, MAM. and internal calibration
source) for each of the 74 radiometric measurements
in a ,1-second scan cycle for the normal Earth scan
mode. the short scan mode, and the solar calibration
or MAM scan Inode.
The Et/BE nonscanner instrument output con-
sists of a coInplete cycle of radiometric and house-
keeping measurements every 16 secomls, and tile
scanner instrument output consists of four 4-second
scan cyel('s of radiometric and housekeeping measure-
ments during the same 16-second period. A list of
the data output by both instruments in a 16-second
record is shown in table 5, which also indicates the
specific instrument data that are included on tile
RAT and PAT archival products and the units of
each data quantity. Note that the RAT contains all
the data outpllt t)y each instrmnent and that most of
the hous(,keeping mea_urements have t)een converted
to engineering units. The PAT, on the other hand,
contains the converted vahtes of the radiometric
measurements and none of the housekeeping data.
Coordinate Systems and In-Flight
Geometry
A familiarity with Earth-Sun-spacecraft geome-
try and associated in-flight coordinate systems is
helpflfl in understanding in-flight operations and in-
strument data output. Pertinent coordinate systems
and in-flight geometry are described here, beginning
with a description of the instrmnent coordinate axes.
An additional description of tile general Earth-Sin>
spacecraft geometry is given in appendix B of refer-
ence 1, which illustrates the important role that the
Sun plays in Earth radiation measurement missions.
When (liscussing detector pointing vectors, it is
convenient to assume that tile origin of a set of coor-
dinate axes is at the focal point of the detector of in-
terest. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate the fixed and
rotating axes systems of the nonscanner and scanner
instruments, respectively. The fixed axes of the non-
scanner instruinent are noted by the subscript NS,
and the fixed axes of the scanner instrument arc
noted by the subscript SC. The axes of the rotat-
ing azimuth beam are noted by the subscript a, and
the axes of the rotating elevation beam are noted by
the subscript ¢).
The azimuth beam of each instrument has a sin-
gle degree of freedom relative to the fixed axes, thus
permitting the entire head assembly (the structure
below the pedestal) to rotate about the fixed X-axis.
The rotating (t-axes are aligned with the fixed axes
when the rotation angle c_ is zero. A positive rota-
tion (clockwise) about the fixed X-axis of either in-
strument produces a positive azimuth angle (_ that is
measured from the fixed Z-axis. The azimuth beam
of either instrument can rotate between angles of 0 °
and 180 ° .
The nonscanner elevation beam can rotate in one
degree of freedom relative to tile azinmth beam, thus
permitting the optical axes of the four Earth-viewing
detectors to rotate about the Y_-axis. Figure 2(a)
shows the alignment of the rotating 0-axes with the
fixed axes and rotating (>axes of tile nonscanner in-
strument when the elevation angle ¢ is zero. A neg-
ative (counterclockwise) rotation about the rotating
Y_-a.xis of the nonscanner inst.rument produces a pos-
itive elevation angle 0 that is measured from t he fixed
X-axis. The elevation beam operates only at three
elevation positions: 0 ° (nadir), 78 ° (solar ports), and
180 ° (internal calibration source). The optical axis
of tile solar monitor is fixed on the azinmth 1)cam at
an elevation angle of 78 ° , which is 12 ° down from the
spacecraft, horizon.
Like its counterpart on the nonscanner instru-
ment, the elevation or scammr Imam of tile scan-
ner instrument shown in figure 2(b) can rotate in
one degree of fi'eedom relative to the azimuth beam,
thus permitting the optical axes of the three Earth-
viewing detectors to rotate about the !_-axis. A pos-
itive rotation (clockwise) about the rotating Y()-axis
pro(hines an increase in scan (elevation) angh, ¢ that
is measured from the rotating Za-axis. Figure 2(b)
shows the alignment of the rotating O-axes when the
elevation or scan angle is 90 °. The Zo-axis is aligned
with the optical axes of the Earth-viewing detectors
and is, therefore, aligned with the rotating Za-axis
when tile angle O is 0 °. The scanner elevation beam
can rotate between angles of 14 ° (the space-look po-
sition for Earth scan modes) and 233 ° (the l)osition
of MAM). The optical axis of the MAM assembly is
fixed on the azimuth beam at an elevation angle of
11° down from the YscZxc-plane.
Figure 3 illustrates how tile fixed axes of the
ERBE instrunmnts are aligned with the axes of
the spacecraft oil whicil t.hcT are mounted. The
ERBS spacecraft axes have the subscript notation E
(ERBS), and NOAA spacecraft axes have ttm sub-
script notation N (NOAA). NOAA 9 and NOAA 10
have the same coordinate system. As ill figure 2,
NS refers to nonscanner instrument anti SC rehws
to scanner instrument. Note that only the orienta-
tion of these axis systems relative to each other is
important, not the locations of their origins. The
positive Y-axis of the ERBS spacecraft is in the di-
rection in which the solar panels are tilted, and the
positive Z-axis of both NOAA spacecraft is parallel
to the axis of the boom that supports the spacecraft
solar panel.
Figure 4 illustrates how the axes of the two types
of spacecraft, are aligned with their respective in-
flight local horizon axes, and on which side of the
orbit the Sun is positioned relative to the orbit plane
and spacecraft velocity vector. Here, NLH is the
component of the spacecraft velocity vector in the
local horizon plane, I_I is the orbit angular momen-
tum vector, and XLH and ZLH are local nadir vec-
tors for NOAA and ERBS spacecraft, respectively.
Shown also in figure 4 is the position of the instru-
ment azimuth bemn (a-axes system) relative to the
local horizon system when the rotating azimuth axes
are aligned with the fixed axes.
The attitude or orientation angles of a spacecraft,
which are provided in the telemetry data, are de-
fined relative to the specific local horizon system in
which the spacecraft operates. Tim spacecraft at-
titude angles and the azimuth and elevation angles
of the instruinents are used to compute the pointing
vectors of the primary radiometric detectors, as well
as those of tim solar monitor and MAM, in the appro-
priate local horizon system of figure 4. The pointing
vectors for the ERBS spacecraft of figure 4(a) are
then transformed into the NOAA local horizon sys-
tem of figure 4(b) so that all pointing vectors will
have a coinnlon local horizon system. The pointing
vectors in this cominon axis system are used to com-
pute the Earth locations of the primary radiomet-
ric measurements. A detailed description of how the
pointing vectors and the Earth locations of the scan-
nor detector measureinents are computed is given in
reference 4.
When the ERBS spacecraft, is flying X-axis for-
ward (i.e., the positive X-axis is in the direction of
the positive spacecraft, velocity vector), the Sun is
norinally on the right side of the ERBS orbit (look-
ing downrange or down the velocity vector). When
the Sun crosses the ERBS orbit plane from right to
left, the spacecraft is yawed (i.e., rotated about the
nadir or ZE-axis ) 180 ° to reposition the solar panels
so that they tilt to the left, side of the orbit. About
36 clays later, when the Sml again crosses the orbit
plane, this time from left to rigilt, the spacecraft is
again rotated 180 °. The NOAA spacecraft are in
approximate Sun-synchronous orbits, and the space-
craft always fly with their Y-axes in the direction of
the negative velocity vector with the Sun on the left
side of the orbit.
Appen(tix B in reference 1 describes the local-
horizon coordinate axis systems in which the SmVs
position is normally calculated. The azimuth and
elevation angles of the Sun in this system can t)e
related directly to the Sun angles in the instrunlent
axes systelns of the ERBE nonscamwr and scaIlller
instruments described earlier in this section.
General Discussion and Analysis of
Mission and Instrmnent Operations
This section presents a discussion of th(_ inst.ru-
ments aboard each spacecraft set)arately, t)egim_ing
with a brief description of operational resp(msibili-
ties and procedures. An overview of calibrations and
normal Earth-viewing operations is then l)rt's(mtt'(t:
this is folh)we(t by discussions of the effects of the
solar elwironlnent on instrum(mt ()l)eratiolis. of op-
erational anomalies, and of instrument housekeeping
lnea.sureln(_nt s.
ERBS Spacecraft
The ERBS spacecraft and the ERBE instruments
at)oard it are controlled an(t el)orated by NASA at its
Payload Operations and Control Center (POCC) at
the (_o(l(tard Space Flight Center, Gre(ml)clt. Mary-
land. The LaRC ERBE personnel are responsibh"
tbr planning changes in the instrmnent el)oration,
and the plans art" coor(tinated with POCC person-
nel who implement the changes. The operatiomd
status of the instrmnents and housekeeping measure-
mcnts is monitored (tirectly at the ERBS POCC dm'-
ing real-time passes. A telecommunication link t)e-
tween LaRC and the ERBS spacecraft via the POCC
haas permitted LaRC personnel to do limited real-
time monitoring of the ERBE instrument operations
and housekeeping data. This comnnmication link
h_s proven particularly vahmt)le when the resolution
of spacecraft or instrument t)rot)lems has required
participation by LaRC personnel.
In-Flight Operations
Table 6 lists the operational modes in which
the instruinents nornmlly operated t)etwe(,n
February1986and,January1987andshowstheten>
peraturevahmsfor thoseconunands that require in-
put data. Changes from the norlnal operational
modes were required to obtain calibration data. Ta-
bles 7(a) and 7(b) list. the ot)erational mode con>
mands executed by the nonscanner and scalmer in-
struments, respectively, aboard tile ERBS spacecraft.
during the period of this paper. (Tables 8(a) and 8(b)
and tables 9(a) and 9(b) list the santo infornlation for
the instruments on tile NOAA 9 and NOAA 10 space-
craft;, respectively.) The tables list each inode conl-
mand executed, its hexadecimal command code, and
the date and tinm of command execution (in hours,
minutes, and seconds of universal time (UT) all(| in
minutes of universal day). Spacecraft yaw rnaneuv(}rs
()f the ERBS spacecraft are also noted in table 7.
The nonseanncr instrmnent on ERBS operated at
an azimuth-bcaIn position of 0 ° and an elevation-
beam position of 0 ° (nadir). In this configuration
tim solar monitor asselnbly was norlnally on the Sun's
side of the orbit. Tile scanner instrulnent operated at
an azimuth angle of 180 ° and in the normal Earth-
scan mode. In this operational configuration, the
detectors were l)ositioned to view space on the dark
side of the orbit at the beginning of each scan cy('lc.
Appendix C ill reference 1 presents a. discussion of
the normal Earth scan mode of operation.
All heaters and calibration sources on the space-
craft that are controlled by mode commands re-
mained off during normal operations, exceI)t for
the nonscanner detector heaters and tim solar port
heaters. Table 6 lists the normal status or I)O-
sitions of tile power relays for both instruments
(On = Closed; Off = Ot)en). The positions of these
relays, excet)t for those marked with "a" under "Bi-
l,evel Switch Indicators," are controlled by pulse dis-
crete conlnlands. (See table 3.) The instrunmnt
power and either the t)ulse A or Imlse B switches
nmst t)e on for an instrument to respond to nlode
commands and produce output data. The non-
scanner calibration power must be on for the detector
calibration inode comInand to activate tile calibra-
tion heaters, and thus the detector calibration t)ower
switch remained on at all times. On tile other hand,
the scanner blackbody calibration heater is controlled
directly by a pulse discrete comnmnd. Therefore,
the tmlse discrete commands of tile scanner heater
were inserted into the scanner internal calibration
sequences to turn the scanner blackbody heaters on
and off at the times required. (See table A1 in ref. 1.)
Power to the azinmth and elevation motors is con-
trolled through the motor power bus relay by' the az-
imuth and elevation ino(le colnnlands, respectively.
Tile azinmth motor power for either instrmnent is
6
turned on when a new azilnuth mode command is
executed and is turned off when the rotation is com-
pleted. The elevation motor power for an instru-
ment is turned on and off in the same way by ele-
vation mode commands. The elevation motor power
of the scanner instrmncnt on the ERBS spacecraft re-
mained on at all tiInes. Tile azimuth motor power for
both instrmnellts and the elevation motor power for
the nonscanner instrunmnt are turned on when the
azimuth and elevation inode conmlan(ts are executed.
Most of the in-flight instrunmnt operational mode
commands were associated with instrmnent ca.li-
brations. (See table 7.) Internal calibrations of
t)oth instrunmnts and solar calibrations of the non-
scanner instrument ilormally were all performed at
approximately the salne time every other Wednes-
day. Appendix A in reference 1 describes the pre-
programmed, or automated, instrument calibration
sequences used for the instrmnents on tile ERBS
spacecraft and how these sequences have been com-
t)ined with additional commands to facilitate in-flight
calibrations. Solar calibrations of the scanner instru-
ment were discontinued in October 1985 because of
problems experienced on October 19 and 20, 1985, in
conjunction with the pitch nlaneuver. (See ref. 1.)
Table 10(a) lists seine important characteristics of
tile ERBS spacecraft orbit on January 1, 1985, 1986,
and 1987. Tables 10(b) and 10(c) list tile orbit char-
acteristics for tile NOAA q and NOAA 10 spacecraft,
respectively. The 1985 data are included to provide a
continuity with the first year of operation. Although
the ERBS st)acccraft orbit is slightly elliptical, the
resulting differences in minimmn and maxiinum alti-
tudes have not impacted tile ERBE instrument data
collection or mission operations. Tile rotation rate
of -3.95 ° per day of tile right ascension of the as-
cending node of the ERBS orbit, produces a range
of beta angles (/_) during the year from 10 ° to 170 °.
(See fig. 5(a).) This variation in .i3 produces a wide
range of heating conditions for the instruments. The
effects of /'3 on the ERBS mission operations and
on the instrument housekeeping temperatures are
discussed later in the section entitled "Monitoring
and Analysis of Instrunmnt Housekeeping Measure-
ments." Figures 5(a.), 5(t)), and 5(c) show _he an-
imal variation in ./t angle for the orbits of the ERBS,
NOAA 9, and NOAA 10 spacecraft., respectively.
Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) show the orbit/3 angles
for each month of the year for the ERBS, N()AA 9,
and NOAA 10 spacecraft, respectively. A more gen-
eral description of how .3 affects Sun angles at the
spacecraft and on the Earth is given in appendix B
in referen(:e 1.
Whentile 3 angle of the EI1BS orbit is between
10° and 90 °, the Sun is oil the left side of the orbit,
looking downrange. Figure 4(a) (where the X-axis
is backward) presents an illustration of the geonletry
for this case. Tile spacecraft positive X-axis points
uprange along the negative velocity vector, and tile
scanner illstrmnent elevation beam rotates Kern right
to left as one looks down the velocity vector from
behind the sI)acecraft. \Vhen i] is t)etween 90 ° and
170 °, the Sun is on the right side of the orbit (X-axis
forward), as illustrated in figure 4(a). In this case,
the spacecraft positive X-axis is pointed downrange,
and the elewtt.ioIl beam scans from left to right.
When /3 apt)roaches 9() ° fl'om either direction, the
ERBS spacecraft is yawed (rotated about the Z- or
nadir axis) 180 ° to reposition the spacecraft solar
panels to tilt to tile Sun's side of the orbit. This
occurs about every 36 days. The dates and times of
tile 180 ° yaw turns are indicated in tabh' 7. During
these turns both instruments continued to operate in
their normal modes. However, data acquired during
tile yaw turns are not int:luded ill the science data
products because the locations of the measurements
on the Earth are questiona})l('.
When the EI;IBS spacecraft operates ill full-Sm_
conditions, the scanner instrument operates at an
azimuth position of 145 ° to prevent the detectors
from directly scanning the Sun. Full-Sun orbits oc-
curved ill ,hlne and August 1986 when /3 was less
than 24 °, and ill D, bruary and Decenfl)er 1986 when
3 was greater than 156 ° (see figs. 5(a) an(t 6(a)) and
tile ERI3S spacecraft was ill sunlight continuously.
Regularly scheduled calibrations were not performed
during the fllll-Sun periods; instead, a set of calibra-
tions was performed immediately prior to and after
tile fllll-Sun periods. Because the Sun terminator ix
continuously ill tile fimb-to-linfl) view of tim Earth
during these periods, the nonseanner _VFOV detec-
tors tie not view any regions of tile Earth that are to-
tally illunfinated or totally dark. Tile azinmth-I)eam
rotations that occurred t)efor(_ and after full-Sun con-
ditions were the only scmmer instrument azimuth-
beam rotations that were performed fronl Febru-
ary 1986 through January 1987. These rotations were
all normal.
The elevation beam of the scanner instrument on
the ER.BS stmcecraft contimuxt to exhibit some ef-
fects of the rotational anomaly that started in 1985.
However, no actual hang-ups (inalfunct.ions) of tile
bea.m like those that occurred during May 1985 were
observed. (See ref. 1.) An analysis of the scanner
elevation-beanl anomaly was reporte<t ill reference 5.
Figm'es 7(a), 7(b), an<t 7(c) show daily values for tile
mean, minimum, an(t maxinmm scan a.ngles for the
scanner instruments aboard the ERBS. NOAA 9, and
NOAA 10 spacecraft, respe(:tiwqy. Unedited average
values are based on all scan angles, and edited aver-
ages include only angles that passed rigorous range
and rate-()f-(:hange edit tests. The average ext)(,cted
scan angle is about 87.9 ° when sc;tll [)ek/iil rotat ions
are (:onq)lett!ly tmifornl in the n<>rmal Earth scan
Inod(?.
Figure 7(a) shows that the unedit_'d mean scan
angles varie(t significantly (hn'ing the year ('(_v,,re(t t)y
this paI)er, bh)st of tim wtriation in the mean scan
angle ix eaus('(l t)y a skewing of the Earth scan i)()rtion
of a scan (:y(:lc (m(,asm'ements 9 lhrough 70 in ta-
ble 4). l,()wer averages mean that the m('asur('menls
are skewe(t towar(t the spa(:e-h)ok side of the seam
Even wilh this skewing, the scan t)attern was nor-
real and the pointing angles of the (t('tect()r ,verc ('()r-
rectly determined. Most of the time th(' e(tite(t and
mm(tit('(t vahles of the mean scan angle were aboul
the same, in(ticating that the skewing of lh_' s('an
pattern did not result in tim rej(,(:tion of st:an angles
,luring editing. Variations in the mean scan angle
Dora the expe('le(t mean wduc arc correlatc_t with
wu'iations in / (figs. 5(a) and 6(a)). The dit[rrcnce
tu,t we(m lhe aclual and expected averages is generally
smaller when/_ angh's are near their ext.r('mr vahws.
which is also when the instrument houseket'l)ing tem-
peratures are highest. (See the next seclion.) The ,;¢
angle correlation ix at)parent (luring t.Iw entire y('ar.
but the large swings in mean scan angh' become less
t)ron(mnced after the first few nl(mlhs.
Another effect of tile elevation-l)eam anomaly was
a misalignment of the ra(tiometric (teteetors with
the internal (:atil)ration sour(:es at a scan angle of
190 °. This misalignment resulte(t in a ilonunifl)rm
response of the shortwave (h,tet't()rs t() the output
of the internal calibrati(m s()ur('('s during internal
calibrations. The effect was most pronommed at
measurenmnt 71, the first of the four m(,asur(,nwnts
at the I)osition of the internal ('alil)ralion sources.
The angular misaligmn(mts (If th(' (teteetors at the
internal calibration sources were nol usually larg('
enough to tie r('jecte(t t)y th(' editing I)ro('ess an(t.
theretore, (lid not significantly aft'cot the mean scan
angles of figure 7(a). However, lhe misalignments
still invalidate(1 many of the shortwave measm'(un(mts
ma(te during internal calibrations for most of the
l)('.riod of this t)aI)er.
Mo'nitorir_g (rod A nalysis of l_strum_ Tit
Housel_:c_Tm_g Meas'u.r<'.mr_7/,_
Instrllnl(,nt h()llsekeeping nieasllrCHwlits arc Hl()]l-
itored during real-time eonlmunication eonta('ts with
the spacecrafto ensuretimt tile instrulnentsare
functioningnormally.SincetheERBSstmceeraftor-
bil produceda widerangeof 3 angles, causing the
EI/BE instruntents onboard to experience large vari-
ations ill }mating and requiring changes ill normal
operational nlodes, tile monitoring of housekeeping
measurenmnts of these inslrunlents is particularly
important. In the real-time monitoring procedure,
the housekeeping nmasurcments are checked against
both yellow limits, which indicate that an instrument
may be apt)roaching a critical condition, and red lim-
its, which indicate that the inst, rument is at risk of
being damaged.
An analysis of instrument housekeeping measure-
ments has also been perforIned during tile ERBE
science data processing. This processing produces
a complete history of the actual measured values of
all housekeeping temperatures and voltages, and it
accunnllates the nfinimuln, nlean, and maxinnun val-
ues of all ilousekeeping measurenmnts for each day.
The processing inchldes testing the vahle of every
housekeeping measurement to determine if the value
is within specified linfits and if its rate of change
is less than a specified value. Values used to test
the magnitudes and rate changes of selected house-
keet)ing Ineasureinents of the instruments on the
EI{BS stm(:cerafl are listed in table 11. These edit
lilnits are significantly more restrictive than those
enlployed in the real-time monitoring process men-
tioned above. The more restrictive limits are em-
ployed because the output, of tile radiometric de-
tectors may be affected by tenlperature or voltage
changes before the healtll of the instrunmnt is actu-
ally threahmed. The processing t)rocedures identify
(flag) tile data vahles that excee(t the expected input
linfits.
Figures 8 and 9 are plots of the daily mini-
mum, mean, and maximum values for selected house-
keeping measurements of the ERBE instruments
aboard the ERBS spacecraft. The plots cover the pe-
riod from February 1986 through ,January 1987. The
nonscanner heat sink and aperture temperatures and
tile scanner detector temperatures are computed to
a [figher resolution than the plotted vahles, and this
difference accounts for the unusual appearance of the
plot;ted values of these parameters. Tile computed
resolutions of tile nonscanner heat sink and aperture
temperatures are 0.013°C and (}.010°C, respectively,
and the comtmted resolution of the scanner detector
l enlpcrature is 0.001°C. Differences in the minimum,
mean, and maxinmm values of a given housekeeping
measurement on a given day were primarily due to
in-orbit variations ill Sun angles.
Changes from (lay" to day in values of the house-
keeping measurements are primarily due to changes
in the [_ angle. In general, housekeeping tempera-
lures increased as ,3 approached mininlum and max-
imum extremes. When fl is greater than 156 ° or less
than 24 ° , the spacecraft is ill continuous sunlight.
At the specific '3 angle of 156 ° , or at its supple-
ment, 24 °, tile Sun is at the Earth's limb as viewed
fl'onl the spacecraft and the spacecraft will experi-
ence maxiinum heating conditions. Two separate ge-
ometries occur for these flfll-Sun conditions for the
ERBS spacecraft. During February and August, .3
stays near 156 ° (or 24°). During the full-Sun peri-
ods of June and December, i57passes quickly through
156 ° (or 24°), both before and after attaining ex-
treme values of 10 ° (or 170°). During these periods
there is a distinct dog-ear (double maximum) ap-
pearance to plots of the heating effects. These heat-
ing effects are seen both in the nonseanner instru-
ment (see, for example, fig. 8(c) for the field-of-view
limiter temperatures) and in tile scanner instrument
(see, for exainple, fig. 9(e) for tile blackbody temper-
atures). A description of 3 is given in appendix B of
reference 1.
The heat sink, aperture, and field-of-view lim-
iter tenlperatures of tile nonscanner instrmnents (see
figs. 8(a), 8(b), and 8(c), respectively,) all affect the
radiometric output of tile Earth-viewing detectors.
The heat sink and aperture temperatures of the
Earth-viewing detectors are tightly controlled, and
therefore their effects are not modeled ill tile radio-
nletric data-conversion algorithms. However, when
values of these nmasurements are flagged because
they fail the edit limit tests, the corresponding ra-
diometric data are rejected from further science data
processing.
The heat sink temperatures varied only about
0.1°C during the time period covered by this paper
(fig. 8(a)). The spikes usually indicate calibrations.
Aperture t enlt)cratures varied by less than 0.6°C,
with peaks occurring during periods of nlinimum or
maximum fl angles (fig. 8(b)). Temperatures of the
solar monitor heat sinks and apertures (fig. 8(d)) are
not controlled, and their values are nlore variable
than those of tile Earth-viewing detectors. There-
fore, the effects of the variations of the solar monitor
temperatures are modeled in tile radiometric data-
conversion algorithms during processing of the data
acquired during solar calibrations. However, because
of the extreme heating conditions, calibrations are
not perfornled during these full-Sun periods.
Temperatures of the FOV limiters of tile non-
scanner instrument are not controlled, but their val-
ues are accurately measured and are included in tile
radiometricdata-conversionalgorithms.Theseten>
peraturcsareverysensitiveto i'J(fig. 8(c)). The max-
imuIn values occur when .i__ 24 ° or 156 ° (when the
Sun is very near the limb of the Earth). St)tile Fog
limiter temperatures approached their upper limit
edit values when /:t _ 24 ° or 156 ° in February, June,
August, and December 1986.
The nonscamler blackbodies are used prinmrily
during internal calibrations of the instruments, and
wu'iations in their temperatures do not affect the out-
put of the radiometric detectors during normal op-
eration (fig. 8(e)). The nonscanner electronic slice 3
and power converter temperatures (fig. 8(f)) are used
primarily in the real-time data monitoring proce-
dures. They are called passive measurements be-
cause these t.emperatures are available in the teleme-
try data stream even if the ERBE instrmneilts are
powered down. These housekeeping temperatures
are very sensitive to variations in _5', and like the
FOV limiter temt)eratures, their maximmn values on
ERBS correlate with the periods of i!_ that produce
full-Sun conditions (fig. 6).
The temperatures of the scanner detectors varied
by 0.3°C during tile tiIne period of this paper, and
the largest variations are correlated with the periods
of minimum and maximum i:¢ (fig. 9(a)). The effects
of the detector temperatures arc.* modeled in the ra-
diometric data-conversion algorithms of the scammr
instruments. The digital-to-analog converter (DAC)
voltages all drifted gradually during the period of
this t)aper (fig. 9(b)). However, the gradual changes
in the values of these output voltages have not af-
fected the outtmt of the scanner radiometric detec-
tors, and thus edit-limit values are not shown itt ta-
ble 11. The instantaneous rate of change in the wdues
of the DAC voltages affects the output of the detec-
tors, and the effects of the rate changes are modeled
in the radiometric data-conversion algorithms.
Values of the temperatures of the blackbodies
and the two passive analog temperatures from tim
scanner instrument (figs. 9(c) anti 9(d)) are included
for comparison with the corresponding measurements
on the nonscanner instrument (figs. 8(c)and 8(f)).
These temperatures exhibit behavior similar to that
for corresponding time periods of the nonscanner in-
strument and correlate with variations in the .;4 angle
of the ERBS orbit. The sharp upward spikes in the
blackbody temperatures occur when the blackbody
heaters are turned on during internal calibrations.
NOAA 9 Spacecraft
The NOAA 9 spacecraft and the ERBE instru-
ments aboard it are controlled and operated by
the NOAA Satellite Ot)erations and Conlr()l Center
(SOCC) located in Suitland, Maryland. The oper-
alional status of Ill(' instrmnents and hous(q_('t't)ing
measurements is monitore(t (luring wal-time c(mtacts
with the spacecraft by SOCC personnel. A telecom-
munication link between LaRC and NOAA 9 sI)aCe-
craft via the sect? has permitted LaRC persomlel to
do limited real-time monitoring of the Et_BE instru-
ment operalions and housekeeping (tata. This ('om-
munication link has been very helpful, particularly
when the res()lutitm of spacecraft or inst rum('nt prob-
lems has re(tuired particit)ation by I.aRC 1)(ws()nnel.
In-Flight OpeTutions
I)uring the second year of operation, the EI/BE
instruments aboard the NOAA 9 spacecraft took
Earth-viewing radiation measurements c(m' muously,
except during calibrations. Tables 8(a) and 8(b)
list the operational mode comman(ts executed [)y tile
Et'{BE ilonscanlleF all(] sel:tIlller ilIstrlllllelltS, rc_sp('c-
tivtqy, ()n the NOAA 9 si)acecraft fl'om ki_bruary 1986
through ,lanuary 1987.
Tile NOAA 9 orbit was nearly SllIl-SvltehrollOllS
(see table 10), anti i3 wtried only at)out 16 ° (luring tfi('
year (fig. 5(1111. The resulting in-orbit solar environ-
mcnt was more t)enign anti much less variable than
that fi}r the ERBS st)acecraft. There were n{} t)('rit}ds
during the year when the spacecraft, was ill full-Sun
orbits, and no st)ecial spacecraft or instrum('nt ot)er-
ations were require(l to t)e perform(,(t I)(,caus(' of the
solar cmvironment. However, it was at)out 6° less (m
January 1, 1987, than it was a year (,arlicr. Also,
the local time of t,lm ascending no(te is 37 minutes
later on January 1, 1987, than it was a year earlier.
These different:es result from a faster-than-nolninal
rate of change in the right ascension of t he ascending
no(te of the orbit, that is, faster than one that would
maintain a Sun-syncllronous orbit.
Table 6 lists the operational mo(tes in which the
instruments aboar(l NOAA 9 normally t)l)erate(t t)e-
tween February 1986 and January 1987 anti shows
the teml)eratu.rc wflo.es for those commands that re-
quire input data. All heaters and calibration sources
controlled by mode conunan(ts rt'mained off' during
norlllal operation, excet)t for the llOllSCallllCr (telector
heaters and solar port heaters. Tat)It" 6 lists tile nor-
real status of the power relays for t)oth instrmnents
oi1 the NOAA 9 st)ac(x:raft, which are ll!.e sanle as
those for the instruments on the ERBS spacecraft.
The nonscanner instrmnent on tilt' NOAA 9
spacecraft was expected to ot)c,ratc' at an azimuth an-
gle of 170 ° to t)revent Sun-glint interferent:e with the
Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SBUV) instrmucnl. In
fact,theproblemwith theazinmth-beamrotationre-
suitedin operationat all azimuthangleof 180° at
all times,exceptduringsolarcalibrations.Thenon-
scannerinstrumentoperatedilormallyat tile Eartll-
viewingor nadir-pointingelevation-beamposition.
Tile scannerinstrumentnormallyoperatedat the
cross-trackazimuth-beampositionof 0° andin tile
normalEarthscanmode.Like tile scaimerinstru-
menton the ERBSspacecraft,tile scannerinstru-
inent detectorson the NOAA 9 spacecraftviewed
spaceon the darksideof theorbit andscannedthe
Earthfrom (lark to sunlit regions.
All in-flight instrmncnt operational mode conl-
mands were associated with instrument calibrations.
(See table 8.) Appendix A in reference 1 describes
the preprogramme(t, or autonlated, instrument cali-
tlration sequences used for tile ERBE instru-
ments and how these sequences have been coln-
bined with auxiliary commands to facilitate in-flight
calibrations. Internal and solar calibrations of
both instruments were normally performed every
other \Vednesday froln Fet)ruary 1986 through
January 1987.
The azinmth-beam rotation anomaly of tile non-
scanner instrument on the NOAA 9 spacecraft; which
was first observed in 1985 (sec ref. 1), continued ill
1986. Operation of the azimuth beam during solar
calit)rations was usually normal and the calibrations
were usually performed suct:essflflly. Ilowever, after
the solar calibrations, the azimuth beam rotated to
the 180 ° position instead of the commanded position
of 170 °. Tim result was that the instrmnent operated
at an azimuth angle of 180 ° instead of the desired
operating angle of 170 °. The position of azimuth
beain is shown on the RAT as 170 ° when, in fact,
the beam was actually positioned at 180 ° . The Earth
h)cations of tile nonscanner nleasurenlents were cal-
culated using the erroneous position of 170 °. How-
ever, this error does not affect the accuracy of the
h)cations of the measurenmnts because the detectors
are nadir-pointing during n()rmal operation.
The elevation-beam rotation anomaly of tile scan-
ner instrument, which was discussed in reference 1,
continued in 1986. However, no actual hang-ups
of tile beam were observed during the time period
of this paper. Figure 7(b) shows the edited and
uncditcd values of the mean scan angle for each day
during the period of this paper. Unedited average
values are based on all scan angles, and edited aver-
age values include only those angles that passed rig-
orous range and rate-of-change edit tcsts. The spikes
in the data show the effect of MAM scan operations
during solar calibrations.
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Tile ,3 angle of the NOAA 9 orbit is much less
variable than that of the ERBS orbit (fig. 5), and
figure 7(b) does not show the periodic variation in
values of the mean scan angle seen in the ERBS
data of figure 7(a). During most of the time, the
unedited values of the mean scan angle arc equal
to or only slightly lower than the expected vahm
of 87.9 °. Another difference between the data of
figures 7(a) and 7(b) is that the edited and unedited
values of the mean scan angle for NOAA 9 arc not.
as close together during some time periods as they
were for tile case of ERBS. The edited and unedited
mean values of the scan angles that are lower than
expected are generally correlated with periods when
some scanner housekeeping temperatures are higher
than normal. During these periods, the differences
between the edited and unedited mean values are
more pronounced.
Although values of the scan angles for the ERBS
scanner were influenced more by the Earth-viewing
portion of the scan, the nman scan angles for the
NOAA 9 scanner were influenced more by variations
in t)eam angles near the internal calibration sources.
The Earth-viewing portion of the scan for the case
of NOAA 9 was normally symmetrical, but tile vari-
ation of the scan angle at the expected position of
190 ° varied more than was the case for ERBS. The
significantly lower values for the edited mean scan
angles were generally duc to out-of-limit scan an-
gles being rejected at the internal calibration sources.
The larger detector nfisalignments at the internal
calibration sources affected the shortwave detector
measurenlents during internal calibrations more than
those of ERBS. As was the case with ERBS, the ef-
fect was most pronounced at measurement 71, the
first of four measurements made at the internal
calibration sources.
At 18:49 UT on January 20, 1987, tim elevation
beam of tile scanner instrmnent stopped scanning
and all primary data from the instrument showed
zeros. Several at.tempts were made to restore the in-
strument t.o operational status, but they were un-
successful. The instrument would not respond to
Central Processing Unit (CPU) reset commands, and
the primary data were never restored to valid values.
The cause of the failure could not be determined,
although it was believed to be related to a timing
problem between the instrument and the spacecraft.
Monitoring and Analysis of Instrument
Housekeeping Measurements
Instrument housekeeping measurements are mon-
itored during real-time communication contacts with
the spacecrafto ensurethat the instrumentsare
flmctioningnormally. Ill the real-timemonitor-
ing procedure,the housekeepingmeasurementsare
checkedagainstboth yellowlimits, which indicate
that an instrumentmaybe approachinga critical
condition,and red limits, which indicatethat the
instrumentis at riskof beingdamaged.
Table 11showsthe valuesusedin the science
data processingat LaRCto test the magnitudes
and ratesof changeof selectedkey housekeeping
measurementsof the instrunmntson tile NOAA 9
spacecraft.Aswasthecasewith ERBS,theselimits
aremuchmore restrictivethan thoseusedin the
real-tiincmonitoring.
Figures10 and 11 are plotsof the mininnml,
mean,and nlaxiinllin valuesof key housekeeping
measurementsfor tile instrunmntson the NOAA 9
spacecraftor eachdayfromFebruary1986through
January1987. Differencesin the minimuinand
maximunlvaluesof thehousekeepingnleasurements
during a givenday are about the sameas those
for tile inst.rumentson the ERBSspacecraft,and
they are due to in-orbit variation(figs.8 and 9).
However,day-to-dayvariationsin tim valuesof the
measurementsarenotnearlyaslargeasthoseforthe
instrumentsoil tile ERBSspacecraftbecauseof the
smallervariationin thevaluesof/_ (figs.5and6).
Only small variations(0.10°C)occurredin the
heat.sink tenq)eratures(fig. 10(a)) of the non-
scannerinstrumenton NOAA 9, andthe aperture
temperaturesvariedonly about0.20°C(fig. 10(b)).
Thebehaviorof thesecontrolledtemperatureswas
abouttile sameasthat for the instrumentson the
ERBSspacecraft(figs.8(a)and 8(b)). The mean
valuesof tile solar monitor heat sink and aper-
ture tenlperatures(fig. 10(d))werenearlyconstant
for 3 > 52 ° , and the maximum values of the tem-
peratures occurred near the mininmm value of i3
(fig. 50,)).
Only slight changes occurred in the day-to-day
vahles of the nonseammr field-of-view limiter, black-
body, attd passive analog temperatures (figs. 10(c),
10(el, and 10(f)), and tile highest values occurred
near minimum/:_ (figs. 5 and 6). Tile spikes in these
housekeeping measurements correspond to the pe-
riods when the blackbodies were turned oil during
internal calibrations.
Little (0.1°C) or no variation was seen in the
detector temperatures for tile NOAA 9 scmmer in-
strument (fig. ll(a)) prior to its failure on ,lan-
uary 20, 1987. Thi_: variation is about one-third the
variation observed for the scanner detectors on the
ERBS spacecraft (fig. 9(a)). Detector temperatures
are modeled in tile radiometrie data-conversion algo-
rithms of the scanner instruments. The DAC volt-
ages (fig. ll(b)), like those for the instrument on the
ERBS spacecraft, all drifted during the period of this
paper. The blackbody temperatures (fig. 11(c)) show
only small day-to-day variations in temperature, but
internal calibration events are observed in the plots
as tall spikes.
All plots of housekeeping measurements h'oln the
NOAA 9 scanner instrument (fig. 11) reflect its fail-
ure in January 1987. The t)lots of detector lemper-
atures (fig. ll(a)), DAC voltages (fig. ll(b)), and
blackbody temperatures (fig. l l(c)) show no data
following the scanner faihlre on ,January 20. How-
ever, the electronic slice 3 and box beam t,enqwra-
tures (fig. 1 l(d)) are transmitted in spacecraft house-
keeping channels and are considered valid after the
scanner failed. These passive measurements in-
creased after the sea.rotor faihn'e, and then they
dropped following a CPU reset.
NOAA 10 Spacecraft
The NOAA 10 spacecraft was launched into or-
bit September 17, 1986. The spacecraft and tile
ERBE instruments aboard it. are monitored and con-
trolled by NOAA in the same manner as that de-
scribed for NOAA 9 in the previous section. From
launch until October 24, 1986, the instrmnents were
checked out and evaluated, and internal and solar
calibrations of the mmscanner instrument and inter-
nal calibrations of the scanner inst.rument were per-
formed. The archival period for HAT data fronl the
NOAA 10 spacecraft began on October 24, the day
during which the contamination covers of the scan-
net instrunlent were released, and both instrmnents
made Earth-viewing science measurements in their
normal operating modes for part of the day. The
archival period for PAT data fronl the NOAA 10
spacecraft began oil October 25, the first, fllll day dur-
ing which both instrunmnts made Earth-viewing sci-
ence measurements ill their normal operating modes.
In-Flight Operation.s
The NOAA 10 orbit was nearly Sun-synchronous
and had a mean local time of about 7:30 a.m. at the
ascending node. The orbit resulted in relatively low
!3 angles (see fig. 5(c)) that caused the spacecraft to
be near or in full-Sml orbits during the operational
period of the NOAA 10 spacecraft covered by this
paper (October 1986 through ,January 1987). Dur-
ing that entire time period, the scanner instrument
operated at an azimuth-beam position of 35 ° instead
of the cross-track azimuth angle of 0° to prewmt tile
scanner detectors from directly viewing the Sun.
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Duringmostoftileoperationalperiod,theEl{BE
instrunmntsaboardthe NOAA 10 spacecraftop-
erated in their normal modesand madeEarth-
viewingradiationmeasurements.However,changes
in modeoperationhavebeenrequiredto obtain
calibrationdata. Also,an anoinalyduringan at-
temptedsolar calibrationof the scannerinstru-
menton November12,1986,resultedin the scan-
imrinstrumentbeingstowedfromNovember18until
December5, 1986.Tables9(a)mid9(b)list tileoper-
ationalmodecommandsexecutedbytheERBEnon-
scmmerandscannerinstruln0nts,respectively,onthe
NOAA10spacecraftromOctober24,1986,through
January31,1987.
Table6 lists tile modesin whichthe ERBEin-
struinentsaboardtile NOAA10spacecraftnormally
operatedforeachoperationalcategory,togetherwith
thedatavaluesusedduringtheperiodfor tilemode
commandsthat requiredinput data.
The nonscannerinst.rmncntoperatedat all az-
inmthangleof 180° andin tilt, normalEarth-viewing
elevationmodeexceptduringperiodsof calibration.
The scannerinstrumentnormallyoperateda.t an
azirnuth-beanlpositionof 35° and in the normal
Earth scanmode. Like the scannerinstruments
on the ERBSand NOAA 9 spacecraft,the scan-
ner instrumentdetectorson the NOAA 10space-
craft viewedspaceonthe darksideof theorbit and
scannedtile Earthfromdarkto sunlitregions.
All heatersandcalibrationsourcescontrolledby
inodecomnmndsremainedoff duringnormalopera-
tion. exceptfor thenonscammrdetectorheatersand
solar port heaters. Table6 lists tile normalsta-
tusof tile powerrelaysfor both instrumentson the
NOAA 10spacecraft.Thenormalpositionsof the
relaysarethe sameasthosefor the instrumentson
theERBSspacecraft.
Mostof the operationalmodeconnnandsof the
in-flightinstrumentswereassociatedwith instrument
calibrations.(Seetable9.) AppendixA in reference1
describesthepreprogrammed,or automated,instru-
mentcalibrationsequencesof the instrmnentsand
howthesesequenceshavebeencombinedwith aux-
iliary comnmndsto facilitatein-flight calibrations.
Duringtile operationalperiodof NOAA 10covered
by this paper,a setof instrmnentcalibrationswas
normallyperformedon alternateWednesdays.This
setofcalibrationsincludedinternalandsolarcalibra-
tionsof tilenonscannerinstrumentandinternalcali-
brationsof thescannerinstrument.Nosolarcalibra-
tionsofthescannerinstrunlentwereattemptedafter
theazimuth-beamanomalyonNovember12,1986.
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After tile scannersolarcalihrationOil Novem-
her12,1986,theazimuthpositionsensorindicated
that the azinmthbeamrotatedto 180° insteadof
the desiredangleof 35°. Sincethe spacecraftwas
operatingin full-Sm_orbitsduringthis period,tile
instrumentwasconmmndedto tile stowpositionon
November18to prewmthedetectorsfrontscanning
theSunat thecross-trackazimuthpositionof 180°.
Ananalysishowedlaterthat theazinmthbeamhad
rotatedcorrectlyto 35° on November12. Tile in-
strmnentwascommandedbackto thenormalEarth
scanmodeonDecember5, 1986,andit. operatedill
that modeandat.tile aziinuthangleof 35° through
Jamlary1987.Nomoreazimuth-beamrotationswere
art.erupteduringtileperiodofthispapeLandhence
nomoresolarcalibrationswereperformed.
Somemisalignnlentof tile detectorsat the inter-
halcalibrationsourceswasobserveduringmostof
the internalcalibrationsof tile scannerinstrument
throughDecember1986. However,elevation-beam
rotation wasgenerallysmoothwith no significant
sluggishnessuntil neartile endof December1986.
(Seefig7(c).)Thegapin themeanscanangleplotre-
flect.stheperiodfromNovember18until December5
duringwhichtile scannerwasstowed. Rotational
motionof theelewltionbeambecamerraticin Jan-
uary,andsluggishnessand hang-upproblemswere
moreseverethanhadheenobservedwith the scan-
her instrunmntson theERBSandNOAA9 space-
craft..Newsoftwarefor sciencedataprocessingwas
developedto processand edit the dataduring the
periodsof severerotationproblems.This software
SClmratedgood and bad elevation-tmanlposition
dataduringperiodsof elevation-bemnproblclnsand
correctlycomputedpointingw_ctorsof tiledetectors.
Monitoring and Analysis of Instrum.ent
Housekeeping Mcasur'e_rnents
Instrument housekeeping mcasurenmnts are nlon-
itored during real-time conmmnication contacts with
the spacecraft to ensure that the instruments are
hmctioning normally. In the real-time monitor-
ing procedure, the housekeet)ing measurements are
checked against t)oth yellow limits, which indicate
that an instrument may be approaching a critical
condition, and red limits, which indicate that the
instrument is at risk of being damaged.
Table 11 shows the values used in the science data
processing at LaRC to test the lnagnitudes at_(t rates
of change of selected key housekeeping nmasureinents
of the instruments on tile NOAA 10 spacecraft. As
was the case with ERBS and NOAA 9, tiles,:,, limits
are much more restrictive than those used in the
real-time monitoring.
Figures12and 13 are plotsof tile mininmm,
mean,and maxinmnlvaluesof key housekeeping
measurementsfor tile instrumentson theNOAA10
spacecraftoreachdayfromtile first dayofarchived
data(October24,1986)throughJanuary1987.Note
that the abscissafor thesefiguresstartsat Febru-
ary1986,notOctober1986.Thisistoprovideacon>
parisononthesamescaleamongthethreespacecraft
discussedin thispaper.Day-to-dayvariationsin the
valuesof the nleasurementsarenot nearlyas large
asthoseforthe instrunmntsontheERBSspacecraft
becauseof the smallervariationin thevaluesof ,_,
but they are larger than the variation seen in the
NOAA 9 values.
Ahnost no variation occurred in the values of the
heat sink temperatures of the nonscanner instrument
on NOAA 10, and tim aperture temperatures var-
ied by" no more than 0.30°C (figs. 12(a) and 12(by).
The solar monitor temperature changes, as well as
changes seen in the day-to-(lay values of the non-
scanner fieht-of-view limiter, blackbody, and passive
analog temperatures (figs. 12(c) 12(f)), were in re-
sponse to changes in i_ (fig. 5(c)). These changes in
temt)erature with/3 arc similar to changes seen on the
ERBS spacecraft.. (See, for example, figs. 8(d), 8(e),
and 8(f).) The spikes in these housekeeping measure-
ments correspond to nonscanner calibration events.
The temperatures of the scanner detectors on the
NOAA 10 spacecraft varied by no more than 0.2°C
(fig. 13(a)). The DAC voltages (fig. 13(by), like
those for the instrunmnts on the ERBS and NOAA 9
spacecraft, all drifted during the period of this pa-
per. The blackbody (fig. 13(c)) and passive analog
(fig. la(d)) temperatures show day-to-day variations
that are related to changes in i3. The spikes in the
data correspond to instrument calibrations.
Discussion and Analysis of Operations
Month by Month
Introduction
This section discusses spacecraft and instrument
operations for the ERBS, NOAA 9, and NOAA 10
spacecraft separately for each month, beginning with
February 1986 and continuing through January 1987.
During most of this time the instruments were in
their normal operating nlo(tes. The discussion ad-
dresses the percentage of data archived (see table 1),
.J angles (see figs. 5 and 6), spacecraft maneuvers (see
tables 1, 7, 8, and 9), instrument calibrations (see ta-
bles 1, 7, 8, and 9), and other instrument operations
(see tables 1, 7, 8, and 9).
Table 1 summarizes spacecraft and instrument
operations for each spacecraft for each month, and
it also gives the percentage of data archived to both
the RAT and PAT products. The percentage of
data archived is actually the percentage (if 16-secon(t
records archived. All a.rchived record can contain
fill data and/or poor quality data that are flagged
as bad. However, the t)ercentage of data archive(t
is usually a good approximation of the t)erccntage
of usable data, particularly for data from the ERBS
st)acecraft.
Differences between the RAT and PAT data per-
centages arise because of data quality t)robh'nls and
because of constraints imt)ose(t on the data archive(t
to the PAT. Data quality t)roblenls are rarely en-
countered in the ERBS data. and this is reflccte(t
in the small (tifferences. generally h,ss than 1 per-
cent, between the perc(mtages of data archived to
the ERBS RAT and PAT products. On calibra,
tion days the differences are generally on the order
of 3 percent, since s()mc data collected during cali-
brations do not meet the constraints discussed be-
low. On (tab's when spacecraft yaw maneuvers are
performed on the ERBS spacecraft, diff(wences are
generally greater than 3 percent, again because some
data collected during these maneuvers do not Ineet
the constraints discussed beh)w. Data recow'ry was
nearly always greater from the ERBS spacecraft than
from the NOAA spacecraft. The losses in data re-
covery, as well as the larger differences between the
NOAA 9 and NOAA 10 RAT and PAT data percent-
ages, occur because of less efficient, data processing
procedures at NOAA. The less efficient t)rocc(htres
at. NOAA reflect the fact that tile NOAA st)acecraft
are operational weather satellites, wher('as EI{BS is
dedicated to the ERBE and SAGE II instrmnents.
The following constraints in chart A must be met
if data archive(t to the FIAT are to t)e included on
the PAT:
(*hal'! A
N()llSC;tll ll(q" _('_t1111('1"
]llStrlllll(!llt t)OW(q e O11
Nadir (Earth-viewing) (qevation
Not in solar ('alilJralion mo(h,
Not in internal calibration
llll)do
IllS{r/llll(_ll{ I)O1.V('F Oil
Azimuth lIl()lor p(:,v(,r ()If
Not in solar calibration
IlI()(tC
In Earth-vi('wing scan
lllO(IO
In addition, certain quality indicator flags for
both the nonscanner and scanner instrument data
nmst be set if the data are to t)e included on the PAT.
These constraints ensure that no record is written
to the PAT that does not contain at least one good
scanner or nonscanner measurement. If the scanner
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instrumentis in stowfor anentireday,nodataare
archivedto thePATfor that day.
All the operationalmodecommandsexecuted
by tile nonscannerandscannerinstrumentsoil the
ERBS and NOAA 9 spacecraft from February 1986
through January 1987 are listed in Tables 7 and 8,
respectively. Table 9 lists all operational mode con>
nmnds executed t\v the nonscanner and scanner in-
struments on the NOAA 10 spacecraft from Octo-
ber 1986, the first month for which data from these
instruments were archivcd, through January 1987.
These tables are based on the command echo word
from the telemetry data processing, which is an echo
of the last command executed by tile instrument. Oc-
casionally, a data dropout will obscure a command
that was actually received and executed by the in-
strument; thus the commands listed in tables 7, 8,
and 9 may not exactly reflect instrument operations.
When this occurs, it wiii be noted in the text and
tables. Figures 5 and 6 show tile f3 angles tbr ERBS,
NOAA 9, and NOAA 10 for the entire year and
for each month covered in this discussion. Figure 7
shows tile daily mean scan angle for all three scanner
instrmnents, whereas figures 8 13 show the responses
of instrument housekeeping temperatures and volt.-
ages to the operations discussed in this section, as
well as the effects of changes in Earth-Sun-spacecraft
geometry.
Since elevation-beam motion problems were seen
throughout the year on the ERBS and NOAA 9 scan-
ner instruments, these problems are not discussed in
the subsequent month-by-month sections. Elevation-
Imam anomalies are discussed in the section enti-
tled "General Discussion and Analysis of Mission and
Instrument Operations" on page 5.
The nonscanner instrument aboard the NOAA 9
spacecraft, was intended to operate at an azimuth
position of 170 ° , except, during solar calibrations,
to avoid interference with the SBUV instrument on
that spacecraft. However, continuing problems with
the nonscanner azimuth-beam rotation (see ref. 1)
resulted in nonscanner operation at an azinmth po-
sition of 180 ° for the entire year except during solar
calibrations. During this period, tile instrument was
conmmnded to an aziinuth position of 170 ° and re-
ported its azimuth position as being 170 ° . However,
analysis of the data indicated that the instrument
azimuth beam was actually at 180 ° . Since the non-
scanner instrument is nadir-pointing in its normal
Earth-viewing operational inode, this discrepancy in
azimuth position did not affect the calculation of
nonscanner view vectors.
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Medium field-of-view (MFOV) data from the non-
scanner instrument aboard tile NOAA 10 spacecraft
were not included in the PAT product because anal-
yses revealed significant discrepancies between the
NOAA 10 nonscanner MFOV data and the scanner
data. At. present, these data are set to a default vahm
and the associated flags indicate bad data. These
data may be archived at a later elate after corrections
have been made to the processing algorithms.
ERBS b'pacecraft Operations
ERBS spacecraft February 1986. In Febru-
ary 1986 the percentage of data archived to the t:IAT
was 99.98 and to tile PAT was 99.89. (See table l(a).)
The f3 angle increased from about 91 ° on Febru-
ary 1 to about 158 ° on February 21, the maximum
for the month, and then it decreased to about 140 °
by the end of the month. (See figs. 5(a) and 6(a).)
From February 18 through February 24, the space.-
craft, was in smllight continuously during every orbit.
and both the scanner and nonscalmer instruments
experienced above-nornlal heating from February 18
through February 24. The spacecraft operated with
its X-axis positive for tile entire month. Since
never reached 9(1°, no yaw inaneuvers were performed
in February 1986.
Tile nonscmmer instrmnent operated in the nor-
mal nadir or Earth-viewing elevation mode and at
the normal azimuth position of 0 ° during the month
except during the internal and solar calibrations
performed on February 5, 15, and 26. As inen-
tioned above, the nonscanner instrument experienced
above-normal heating during the full-Sun pexio(t, but
instrument health was never endangered.
Tile scanner instrument operated in tile normal
Earth scan mode during the entire month of Febru-
ary. The azimuth operated at 180 ° for most of the
month; however, the azinmth beam was rotated to
145 ° from 15:54 UT on February 16 m_til 21:06 UT
on February 25 to prevent the scanner detectors from
scanning the Sun as the spacecraft orbit approached
flfll-Sml conditions. Successflfl internal calit,rations
were performed on February 5, 15, and 26. No scan-
her solar calibrations were performed in February.
Solar calibrations were discontinued for th(. ERBS
scanner following problems encountered in changing
scan modes during the pitch maneuw_r perfo_ reed on
October 19, 1985. (See ref. 1.)
ERBS spacccr@ March 1986. In March 198(5
the percentage of data archived to the RAT wns 99.94
and to the PAT was 99.71. (See table l(b).) The
/3 angle decreased from about 137 ° on Mmch 1 to
about 29 ° on March 31. (See figs. 5(a) and 6(a).)
Both instrunmnts howedincreasedheatingtoward
the endof the monthbecauseof low J angle,al-
thoughthespacecraft,wasneverin fllll sunlightdur-
ing March. Thespacecraftwasconfiguredwith its
X-axis positive until about 15:07 UT on March 12
when a. 180 ° yaw Inaneuver was performed. The
st)acecraft operated with its X-axis negative for the
remainder of the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in tile nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation nlode and at the nor-
real azinmth t)osition of 0° the entire month exeeI)t
during calibratioils. Successflfl internal and solar
calibrations were performed on March 5 and 19.
The scanner instrunlent operated in the normaJ
Earth scan nlode and at tile normal azinmth position
of 180 ° for the entire month. Successful internal
calibrations were pcrfornled on March 5 and 19.
ERBS spacecraft April 1986. In April 1986 the
percentage of data archived to tile RAT was nearly
100 and to the PAT was 99.73. (See table 1(c).)
The ,'_ angle increased from about 30 ° on April 1 to
about 125 ° on April 30. (See figs. 5(a) and 6(a).)
Both instruments experienced higher than normal
temperatures during the first few days of April be-
cause of the low/;¢ angle, although the spacecraft or-
bit never entered flfll sunlight for a complete orbit.
The spacecraft was configured with its X-axis nega-
tive until April 18 at 16:17 UT wtmn the spacecraft
performed a 180 ° yaw turn. The spacecraft oper-
ated with its X-axis positive for the remainder of
the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode and at tile nor-
trial azimuth position of 0 ° the entire month except
during calibrations. Sueeessflfl internal and solar
calibrations were performed on April 2, 16, and 30.
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scall mode and at the normal azinmth position
(if 180 ° for the entire month. Successflfl internal
calibrations were perforlned on April 2, 16, and 30.
ERBH spacecraft May 1986. In May 1986 the
percentage of data archived to the RAT was 99.98
and to the PAT was 99.77. (See table l(d).) The .3
angle increased froitl about 127 ° on May 1 to about
130° on May 5. The i'_ angle then decreased t.o
about 50 ° by the end of the month. (See figs. 5(a)
and 6(a).) The spacecraft was configured with its
X-axis positive until 14:48 (IT on May 21 when the
spacecraft executed a 180 ° yaw turn. The spacecraft.
operated with its X-axis negative for the remainder
of tile month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
nlal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at. the nor-
inal azinmth position of 0 ° the entire month except
during calibrations. Successflfl internal and solar
calibrations were performed oil May 14 and 28.
The scmmer instrument operated in the nornml
Earth scan mode and at the normal azimuth position
of 180 ° for the entire month. Successflll internal
calibrations were perfornled on May 14 and 28.
ERBS spacecraft June 1986. In June 1986 the
percentage of data archived to the RAT wa.s 99.99
and to the PAT was 99.79. (See table l(e).) The .,_
angle decreased from about 46 ° on June 1 to 10 °
on June 11, its lowest value of the year. The /_
angle then increased to about 81 ° by the en(t of
the month. (See figs. 5(a) and 6(a).) The low
.i'4 angle during this month caused tile spacecraft.
to be continuously in sunlight during every orbit
froin about June 6 through June 17. As discussed
previously, when 3 ix near 156 ° or 24 ° , both El/BE
instruments experience above-normal heating. Since
3 passes through 24 ° both before and after reacifing
10 ° on June 11, there is a dog-ear or double maxima
pattern in the temperatures on both instruments.
(See, for example, fig. 8(dr for nonscanner solar
heat sink and aperture tenlperatures and fig. 9((:)
for scanner blackbody temperatures.) Since J never
reached 90 °, no yaw turn was performed in June,
and the spacecraft operated with its X-axis negative
during the entire month.
The nonscanner inst.rument operated in the nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode with its azinmth
at. the norntal position of 0° the entire month ex-
cept during calibrations. Some housekeeping tem-
peratures exceeded their norinal values during the
full-Sun period, but the health of the instrument was
not threatened. Maximmn temperatures were seen
on .hme 6 through 9 and again on June 14 through
17. Internal and solar calibrations were performed
successflllly on June 4, 19, and 25. On June 4 the
address and data commands for azimuth angle A
were sent twice. No apparent reason exists for this
occurrence, and the calibration was not affected.
The scanner instrunwnt operated in the nornml
Earth scan mode for the entire inonth. The scanner
azinmth operated at. tile normal aziInuth position of
180 ° until June 4 at 16:45 UT when the azimuth
beam was rotated to 145 ° to prevent the detectors
froin scanning tile Sun while ill flfll-Sun conditions.
The azimuth Imam was rotated back to 180 ° fob
lowing the full-Sun period on June 18 at. 15:20 UT
and remained at 180 ° through the end of the month.
Some scanner temperatures were higher during the
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full-Sunperiodwith peaksonJune6 through8 and
June 14through16. Scannerinternalcalibrations
wereperformedonJune4, 19,and25.
ERBS spacecraft July 1986. In July 1986
the percentage of data archived to the RAT was
nearly 100 and to the PAT was 99.85. (See ta-
ble l(f).) The fi angle increased from about 85 ° oil
July 1 to about 126 ° on July 18, and then it de-
creased to about 97 ° by the end of the month. (See
figs. 5(a) and 6(a).) The spacecraft was configured
with its X-axis negative until 15:24 UT on July 2
when the spacecraft executed a 180 ° yaw turn. The
spacecraft operated with its X-axis positive for the
remainder of the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode and at the nor-
real azinmth position of 0° the entire month except
during calibrations. Successful internal and solar
calibrations were performed on July 9 and 23.
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal azimuth posi-
tion of 180 ° for tile entire month. Scanner internal
calibrations were performed on July 9 and 23.
ERBS .spacecraft August 1986. In August 1986
the percentage of data archivcd to the RAT was 99.94
and to the PAT was 99.68. (See table l(g).) The/_
angle decreased from about 95 ° on August 1 to about
21 ° on August 23, and then it increased to about 45 °
by August 31. (See figs. 5(a) and 6(a).) The low
./_ angle caused the spacecraft to be continuously in
sunlight every orbit from about August 19 through
August 26. This condition is similar to the one
seen in February, but with a single peak centered
on August 23. Heating effects can be observed in
both instruments. (See, for example, fig. 8(d) for
solar monitor heat sink and aperture temperatures
and fig. 9(c) for scanner blackbody temperatures.)
The spacecraft operated with its X-axis positive until
14:55 UT on August 1 when a 180 ° yaw turn was
performed. The spacecraft operated with its X-axis
negative for the remainder of the month.
The nonscanner instruinent operated in tile nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode, and its azimuth
operated at the normal azinnlth position of 0° for
the entire month except during calibrations. Some
housekeeping temperatures were higher than normal
during the full-Sun period, but the health of the in-
strument was not threatened. Internal and solar cap
ibrations were performed on August 6, 17, and 28.
All calibrations were successful except for the solar
calibration on August 6 when the azimuth beam was
rotated at the wrong time during the orbit, and thus
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the Sun never passed through the field of view of tile
detectors.
The scanner instrument operated in tile normal
Earth scan mode during the entire month. The
azimuth operated at 180 ° from the beginning of the
month until August 18 at 16:00 UT when the azimuth
was rotated to 145 ° . The azimuth was rotated back
to 180 ° on August 27 at 18:10 UT where it remained
for the balance of the month. Scanner temperatures
were higher during the full-Sun period, but the health
of the instrument was unaffected. Successful internal
calibrations were performed on August 6, 17, and 28.
ERBS spacecraft September 1986. In Septem-
ber 1986 the percentage of data archived to the RAT
was 99.90 and to the PAT was 99.72. (See ta-
ble l(h).) The /3 angle increased from about 48 °
on September 1 to about 150 ° on September 30.
(See figs. 5(a) and 6(a).) Both instruments exhib-
ited increased heating at the end of the month, but
the spacecraft was never continuouslv in full sunlight
during an orbit. The spacecraft was configured with
its X-axis negative froin the t)eginning of the month
mltil 13:31 UT on September 11 when the spacecraft
performed a 180 ° yaw turn. The spacecraft oper-
ated with its X-axis positive for the renminder of
the month.
The nonscanncr instrument operated in the nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode, and the azinmth
operated at 0 ° for the entire month except during
calibrations. Nonscanncr housekeeping and analog
temperatures were higher at the end of the month,
but they never threatened the health of the instru-
ment. Successful internal and solar calit)rations were
performed on September 3 and 17.
The scanner instrmnent operated in the normal
Earth scan mode with its azimuth at 180 ° for the
entire month. Scanner housekeeping and analog
temperatures were higher at the end of the month,
but the instrument health was never threatened.
Successful internal calibrations were performed on
September 3 and 17.
ERBS spacecraft-- October 1986. In October 1986
the percentage of data archived to the RAT wa,_ 99.98
and to the PAT was 99.83. (See table l(i).) The/3
angle decreased from about 149 ° on October 1 to
about 52 ° on October al. (See figs. 5(a) and 6(a).)
The spacecraft was configured with its X-axis pos-
itive from the beginning of the month until Octo-
ber 17 at 14:28 UT when the spacecraft executed
a 180 ° yaw turn. The spacecraft operated with its
X-axis negative for tile remainder of the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
real Earth-viewing mode, and the azimuth operated
at,0° for the entiremonthexceptduringcalibra-
tions.Sll(:CeSSflllinternalaIldsolarcalit)rationswere
performedonOctober1, 15,and29.
Thescannerinstrunmntoperatedin the normal
Earth scanmodewith its azimuthat 180° for the
entiremonth. Successfiflinternalcalibrationswere
performedonOctober1, 15,and29.
ERBS spacecraft November 1986. In Novem-
ber 1986 the percentage of data arehived to the RAT
was 99.97 and to tile PAT was 99.84. (See table l(j).)
The N angle decreased from at)out 51 ° on Novemt)er 1
to about 49 ° on November 4. Tim /'_ angle then in-
creased to about 131 ° by Novenlber 30. (See fiRS. 5(a)
and 6(a).) The spacecraft was configured with its
X-axis negative from tile beginning of the month un-
til 14:56 UT on November 2() when the spacecraft
perforlned a 180 ° yaw" maneuver. The spacecraft op-
erated with its X-axis positive for tile remainder of
the month.
The nonscanner instrmnent olmrated in the nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode with its azimuth
operating at 0 ° for the entire month except during
calibrations. Internal and solar calibrations were per-
fornmd on Now,nfl)er 12 and 26. These calibrations
were suceessful.
The scanner instruntent operated in the norlnal
Earth scan mode for the entire month. The scan-
her azimuth operated at 180 ° for the entire nionth.
Successful internal calibrations were performed on
November 12 and 26.
ERBS spacecraft December 1986. In Decem-
ber 1986 the percentage of data archived to the RAT
was 99.98 and to tile PAT was 99.68. (See table l(k).)
The /;_ angle increased from about 133 ° on Decem-
ber 1 to ahnost 170 ° on Deccmt)er 11, the maximunl
value for the year. Tile /'3 angle then decreased to
about 91 ° by December 31. (See figs. 5(a) and 6(a).)
The spacecraft operated in continuous sunlight from
December 6 through 16 because of the high /3 dur-
ing this period. Sitice /_ passes quickly through the
maximmn heating conditions at /3 _ 154 °, this pe-
riod of flfll sunlight resembles the one seen in June
that exhibited a dog-ear pattern (double maxima)
of temperature values. Heating effects can be seen ill
both instrmnents. (For example, see fig. 8(d) for non-
scanner solar heat sink and aperture temperatures
and fiR. 9(c) for scanner blackbody temperatures.)
Tile spacecraft was configured with its X-axis posi-
tive from the beginning of the month until 15:15 UT
on December 31 when the spacecraft performed a
180 ° yaw maneuver. The spacecraft operated with
its X-axis negative for the remainder of the (lay.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode with its azinmth
operating at 0 ° for the entire month except during
calibrations. Some housekeeping temperatures were
higher than normal during the full-Sun period. Tem-
peratures never exceeded the estat)lished safety limits
for the instrument. Suecessflll internal and solar cal-
ibrations were perfornmd oil Decenlt)er 4, 18. and 24.
The scanner instrument el)crated in the normal
Earth scan mode for tile entire month. The scanner
azimuth ot)erate(t at 180 ° until 20:07 UT on Deeem-
t)er 4 when the azimuth beanl was rotated to 145 °
to prevent the (tetectors fronl scanning the Sun. The
azimuth beam was rotated back to 180 ° on Dccenl-
ber 17 at 16:47 UT and remained there for the rest
of the month. Scanner hous(,k(,(,ping t.cnq)(watures
were higher (hiring the fldl-Sun period, but most
data involve(t in ra(tionwtric conversion wcr(" not ad-
versely atf(,cted. Successful internal calibrations were
p('rformed on Decenfl)er 4, 18, and 24.
ERBS spacecraft. January 1987. In .January
1987 tile t)ercentage of data archived to tim RAT was
99.98 and to the PAT wt_s 99.74. (See table 1(1).)
The 3 angle decreas(_(t from about 89 ° on January 1
to about 5,1° on January 16. and then it increased to
91 ° on Jaimary 31. (See figs. 5(a)and 6(a).) 'Flit'
spacecraft flew with its X-axis negative frolil the I)e-
ginning of the month until January 30 tit 11:.15 UT
when the spac(wraft perfi)rnmd a 180 ° yaw maneuver.
The sI)aeecraft operated with its X-axis positive for
tim ronmin(t(,r of the month.
The IlOllS(:aIiller iils{rilillell[ op(_i';tt(,(t ill the llor-
real Earth-viewing m()de, and the azimuth operated
at 0 ° for the entire month exeet)t during calibra-
tions. Successflfl internal and solar ealit)rations were
perfornm(t on ,January 7 and 21.
The scanner instrmn(ml operated in tim normal
Earth scan mode with its azimuth at 180 ° for t.h(,
entire month. Successflll internal calibrations were
performed (m January 7 an(t 21.
NOAA 9 Spacecraft Operations
NOAA 9 spacecraft Nebruary 1986. Ill Febru-
ary 1986 the percentage of data arehived to the RAT
was 89.42 and to the PAT was 86.98. (See table 1 (a).)
'File ;3 angh, decreased from about 53.0 ° at the I)e-
gilming of tile month to about 52.6 ° at, the end of the
month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode and at an az-
imuth position of 180 ° for the entire month except
during calit)rations. Successfill internal and solar
calibrations were t)erformed on February 5 and 19.
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Thescannerinstrumentoperatedin the normal
Earthscanmodeandat thenormal0° azimuthposi-
tion for theentiremonthexceptduringcalibrations.
Internalandsolarcalibrationsof thescannerinstru-
mentwereperformedonFebruary5 and19. These
calibrationsweresuccessful,althoughtherewassome
misaligninentof the detectorswith the internal
calibrationsources.
NOAA 9 spacecraft March 1986. In March 1986
tile percentage of data archived to the RAT was 87.74
and to the PAT was 86.97. (See table l(b).) No
data tapes were received from NOAA for March 14
and 15. Excluding these 2 days, the percentages of
data archived were 93.79 to the RAT and 92.96 to
the PAT. The _3 angle decreased from about 52.6 ° at
the beginning of the month to about 52.1 ° at the end
of tile month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode and at an azimuth
position of 180 ° for the entire inonth except dur-
ing calibrations. Successful nonscanner internal and
solar calibrations were performed on March 5 and 19.
Scanner internal and solar calibrations were per-
formed on March 5 and 19. The solar calibration
on March 5 was lost because of a data dropout; the
other calibrations performed in March were success-
fill. The scanner instrument operated in the nor-
real Earth scan mode and at the normal 0° azinmth
position except during calibrations.
NOAA 9 spacecraft April 1986. In April 1986
the percentage of data archived to the RAT was 96.31
and to tile PAT was 95.61. (See table l(c).) The ;_
angle increased fi'oln about 52.1 ° at the beginning of
the month to about 53.6 ° at tile end of tile inonth.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode for the entire
month except during calibrations. Tile instrument
azimuth beam operated at 180 ° for the entire month
except during solar calibrations. Successful non-
scanner internal and solar calibrations were per-
formed on April 2 and 30. Internal and solar cali-
brations were also performed on April 16, but a data
dropout obscured all internal and most solar cali-
bration commands. The data dropout occurred just
after the blackbody heaters were turned on during
the precalibration sequence and continued until a few
minutes after the SMA shutter was turned on dur-
ing the solar calibration. (See table 8(a).) This solar
calibration appears normal anti all radiometric data
look good.
The scanner instrument operated in the nor-
real Earth scan Inode anti at the normal azinmth
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position of 0° for the entire month except during
calibrations. Successful scanner internal and solar
calibrations were performed oil April 2, 16, and 30.
NOAA 9 spacecraft May 1986. In May 1986 the
percentage of data archived to the RAT was 96.39
and to the PAT was 94.90. (See table l(d).) The 3
angle increased from about 53.7 ° at the beginning of
the month to about 56.2 ° at the end of the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
nml Earth-viewing elevation mode and at an az-
imuth position of 180 ° throughout the month except
during calibrations. Successful internal and solar
calibrations were performed on May 14 and 28.
The scanner instrument operated in the norlnal
Earth scan mode and at the normal 0° azimuth po-
sition for the entire month except during calibra-
tions. Successful internal and solar calibrations were
performed on May 14 and 28.
NOAA 9 spacecraft June 1986. In June 1986 the
percentage of data archived to the RAT was 98.77
and to the PAT was 95.42. (See table l(e).) The 3
angle increased froIn about 56.3 ° at. tile beginning of
the month to about 57.8 ° at the end of the month.
This was the maxinnun fl angle for the year.
The nonscanner instrument operated ill its nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at an az-
inmth position of 180 ° throughout the nlonth except
during calibrations. Successful internal and solar
calibrations were performed on June 11 and 25.
The scanner instrument operated in its norInal
Earth scan mode and at its normal 0° azimuth posi-
tion for the entire month except, during calibrations.
Succcssflll scanner internal and solar calibrations
were performed on June 11 and 25.
NOAA 9 spacecraft duly 1986. In July 1986 the
percentage of data archived to tile RAT wins 96.63
and to the PAT was 93.39. (See table l(f).) The 3
angle decreased from 57.8 ° on the first of the month,
its maximum value for the year, to about 55.7 ° at
the end of the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode and at an aziInuth
position of 180 ° throughout the month except dur-
ing calibrations. Successful nonscanner internal and
solar calibrations were performed on July 9 and 23.
The scanner instrument operated in its nornml
Earth scan mode and at its normal 0° azimuth po-
sition for the entire month except during calibra-
tions. Successful scanner internal calibrations wcre
performed on July 9 and 23. A successful solar cal-
ibration was performed on July 23, but the solar
calibrationattemptedon July9 wasobscuredby a
datadropout.
NOAA 9 spacecraft August 1986. In August
1986 the percentage of data arehived to the RAT was
97.28 anti to the PAT was 95.67. (See table l(g).)
Tile _ angle decreased from about 55.6 ° to about
50.1 ° during August.
Nonscanner internal and solar calibrations were
successflllly performed on August 6 and 20. Tile
nonscanner instrument operated in its normal Earth-
viewing elevation mode and at. an azinmth posi-
tion of 180 ° during the entire month except during
calibrations.
The scanner instrument operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at. its normal azimuth posi-
tion of 0 ° for the entire month except during solar
calibrations. Successflfl scanner internal and solar
calibrations were performed on August 6 and 20.
NOAA 9 spacecraft September 1986. In Septem-
ber 1986 tile percentage of data archived to the RAT
was 99.15 and to the PAT was 98.05. (See table 1 (h).)
The .2 angle decreased from at)out 50.0 ° to about
44.1 ° during September.
The nonscanner instrument operated in its nor-
mal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at an azinmth
position of 180 ° for the entire month except, dur-
ing calibrations. Successful nonscanner internal and
solar calibrations were pcrfornted on September 3
and 17.
The scanner instrument operated in its normal
Earth scan mode and at its normal azinmth posi-
tion of 0° for the entire month except during calibra-
tions. Successflfl internal and solar calibrations were
performed on September 3 and 17.
NOAA 9 spacecraft October" 1986. In Octo-
ber 1986 the percentage of data archived to the RAT
was 98.74 and to the PAT was 97.87. (See table l(i).)
The /3 angle decreased from about 44.0 ° to about
41.1 ° during the month.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode and at an azimuth
position of 180 ° for the entire month except during
calibrations. Nonscanner internal calibrations were
successflflly performed on October 1, 15, and 29.
Successful solar calibrations were performed on Oc-
tober 15 and 29. A solar calibration attempted on
October 1 was unsuccessful because azinluth-beam
rotation problems prevented the instrument from
rotating to the correct Sun azinluth position.
The scanner instrument operated in tile normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal 0° azinmth po-
sition for the entire month except during calibra-
tions. Scanner internal and solar calibrations were
successfully performed on October 1, 15, and 29.
NOAA 9 spacec_'aft NovembeT" 1986. In N()vem-
ber 1986 the percentage of data archived to the RAT
was 98.25 and to the PAT was 97.62. (See table l(j).)
The _3 anglc reached its nfininmm value for the year
of about 41.1 ° on November 1 and then inere_sed to
about 42.8 ° by the end of the month.
Except during calil)rations, the nonscmmer in-
strument operated in the normal Earth-viewing el-
evation mode and at an azimuth position of 180 ° for
the entire month. Successful nonscanner internal and
solar calibrations were perfornm(t on November 12
and 26.
Successful internal and solar calibrations of the
scanner instrument were performed on November 12
and 26. Except during solar calibrations, the scanner
instrument operated in the normal Earth scan mode
and at the normal cross-track azinmth angle of 0° for
the entire month.
NOAA 9 spacecraft December 1986. In De(:em-
ber 1986 the percentage of data archived to the RAT
was 98.18 and to the PAT was 97.37. (See table l(k).)
The /3 angle in(:reas('(t fl'om about ,12.8 ° to about
45.7 ° during December.
The nonseanner instrument operated in its nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode and at an azimuth
position of 180 ° for the entire month except during
calibrations. Nonscanner internal calibrations were
successfully performed on Deeenfl)er 10 an(t 24. Solar
calibrations attempte(t on these clays were unsuecess-
fill because azimuth rotation prot)lenls left. tile instru-
ment at 180 ° during t)oth solar calibration attempts.
Except during periods of calibration, the scanner
instrument operated in the normal Earth scan mode
and at the normal cross-track azimuth-I)eam position
of 0°. Scanner internal and solar calibrations were
successfully performed on December 10 and 24.
NOAA 9 spacecraft January 1987. In Jan-
uary 1987 the percentage of data archivcd to the RAT
was 98.30 and to the PAT wa,s (_3.48. (See table 1(1).)
Because of the scanner instrument failure, data were
archived to the PAT for only the first. 20 days of the
month. For this period, 98.39 percent of the data
were archived to the PAT. The 3 angle increased from
about 45.8 ° to about 46.9 ° during ,January.
Successful internal and solar calibrations of
the nonscanner instrument were performed on
January 21. The instrument operated in the nadir,
or Earth-viewing, elevation mode and at an azimuth
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positionof 180° during the entire month except
during calibrations.
The scanner instrument operated ill the normal
Earth scan mode and at the normal cross-track
azimuth position of 0° until the instrument failed at
18:49 UT on January 20. No scanner calibrations
were performed during January. A calibration sched-
uled for January 21 w_s not performed because the
instrument failed on Jamlary 20.
NOAA 10 Spacecraft Operations
NOA A 10 .spacecraft October 1986. The
NOAA 10 spacecraft was launched into a Sun-
synchronous orbit on September 17, 1986. This
spacecraft carried the third and final set of ERBE
scanner and nonscanner instruments. Data were
archived to the RAT for tile period of October 24 31,
although scanner data are available for only tile pe-
riod after approximately 17:25 UT on October 24.
Data were archived to the PAT for only tile pe-
riod of October 25 31 when both tile nonscanner
and scanner instruments were making Earth-viewing
measurements. No data were arehived to tile PAT for
October 24. The percentage of data archived to the
RAT was 97.34 and to the PAT was 96.79 for their
respective archival periods. (See table l(i).)
The NOAA 10 spacecraft orbit was in full Sun
when /_ was less than 28 ° or greater than 152 °. (See
appendix B of ref. 1.) The Sun's [;_ angle increased
from about 26.4 ° Oil October 24 to about 26.8 ° on
October 31. Thus, tile spacecraft was in a full-Sun
orbit for the month of October. During the month
the scanner azimuth beam operated at 2{5° instead
of tile cross-track azimuth position to prevent the
scanner detectors from scanning tile Sun.
Tile nonscanner instrument was uncaged on Sep-
tember 25. The instrunmnt contamination cov-
ers were deployed and the instrument began nor-
mal Earth-viewing operations oil October 20. At
12:28 UT on October 24, the instruinent was com-
manded to stow in preparation for the release of the
contamination covers of the scanner instrument; at
20:46 UT on this day, it was commanded to tile
nadir position and resumed normal Earth-viewing
me_urenmnts. The instrument continued to oper-
ate in the normal Earth-viewing elevation mode for
the reInainder of the month except during calibra-
tions. The azimuth beam operated at 180 ° during
the entire month except during solar calibrations.
Nonscanner internal and solar calibrations were
successflflly performed oil October 25 and 29.
The scanner instrument was uncaged on Septem-
ber 30. The instrument was stowed at about
12:29 UT on October 24. (See table 9(b).) While
tile instrmnent was in stow oil this day, the contam-
ination covers were deployed and the azimuth beam
was rotated to 35 ° . Normal Earth-viewing opera-
tions began at about 17:25 UT oil October 24. Froin
that time through the end of the month, the instru-
ment operated in the normal Earth scan mode and
the azimuth beam operated at 35 ° . Scanner inter-
nal calibrations wcre performed oil October 24, 25,
and 29. The elevation beain rotated smoothly dur-
ing this month. No scanner solar calibrations were
performed in October.
NOAA 10 spacecraft November 1986. Novem-
ber 1986 was the first full month of ERBE data col-
lection on the NOAA 10. This was also the first
month during which the ERBE instruments oil all
three satellites (ERBS, NOAA 9, and NOAA 10)
were concurrently operational. The percentage of
data archived to the RAT was 97.45 for the entire
month and to the PAT was 97.72 for the period of
November 1 18. (See table l(j).) The PAT product
was not archived for the period of November 19 30
because the scanner instrument was in stow and did
not acquire Earth-viewing data during this period.
The Sun's 23 angle increased fronl about 26.8 ° at
the beginning of tile month to at)out 27.9 ° by the end
of the month. Since the spacecraft orbit was in flfll
sunlight for the entire nlonth, the scanner inst rmnent
operated at an azimuth position of 35 ° to prevent the
detectors from directly scanning the Sun.
Successful internal and solar calibrations of the
nonscanner instrument were performed on Novem-
ber 1, 5, 12, and 26. The instrument operated in
the normal Earth-viewing elevation mode and at an
azimuth position of 180 ° for the entire month except
during calihrations.
Suecessflfl scammr internal calibrations were per-
forlned oil November 1, 5, and 12. A successflll so-
lar calibration was performed on November 12 al-
though tile fllll automated calibration sequence was
not used. (See table 9(b).) A successful caged inter-
nal calibration was performed oil Novemtmr 26 while
the instrument was in stow.
The scanner instrument operated in tile normal
Earth scan mode from the beginning of the inonth
until November 18 except during tile solar calibra-
tion oll November 12 and from 16:52 UT to 18:33 UT
on November 13 when it was in stow. At 18:24 UT
on November 18, the scanner instrument was placed
ill stow where it remained through the end of the
month. This was done because the instrunlent indi-
cated that it was operating at an azimuth position of
2O
180° insteadof tile expected35° afterthesolarcap
ibratkmonNovember12. Furtheranalysis(ref. 4)
revealedthat tile instrumentwasactuallyat thecor-
rect35° azimutht)osition.OilNovember19azinmth
loadcmnmandsweresentup for angleA (35°) and
angleB (154.65°).Thesewerethesameanglesthat
hadbeensentuponNovember11in preparationfor
the solarcalibration. On November20 whilestill
in stow,the scannerinstrumentwascommandedto
azimuthpositionB andthento A. (Seetable9(})).)
NOAA 10 spacecraft December 1986. The per-
centage of data archived to the RAT was 97.90 for
the entire inonth of December 1986 and to the PAT
was 98.00 for the period of Decenlber 5 31. (See ta-
ble l(k).) The PAT product was not archived for the
period of Decenfl)er 1 4 when the scanner instrunlent
was in stow. The 3 angle (tecrea_se(t front about 27.9 °
at the beginning of the month to about 25.8 ° at the
end of the month. Because tile spacecraft orbit was
in hill sunlight during the entire month, the azinmth
beam of the scanner instruntent continued t,o operate
at an off-track position of 35 ° to prevent the detectors
from directly scanning tile Sun.
The nonscanner instrument operated in the nor-
real Earth-viewing elevation mode throughout the
month except during calibrations. The instrument
operated at an azimuth-beam position of 180 ° dur-
ing the entire month except during solar calibra-
tions. Successflfl internal anti solar calibrations were
performed on December 10 and 24.
The scanner instrument was in stow for the first
5 days of December. On December 4, while still in
stow, the instrument was commanded to an azimuth
position of 0° and then to an azinmth position of
35 °. Normal Earth scan operations were resumed at
15:36 UT on December 5. The instrument had been
placed in stow on November 18 because it appeared
to have been operating at an azinmth position of
180 °, which would have put it at risk of scanning the
Sun. Analysis (ref. 4) indicated that the scammr was
actually operating at tile proper azimuth position
of 35 ° during this tittle. The instrunmnt operated
in the normal Earth scan mode front the time that
it came out of stow on December 5 until the end
of the month. The scanner instrument operated at
an azimuth position of 35 ° for the entire month to
prevent the detectors from scanning the Sun during
this flfll-Sun period.
Scanner elevation-beam operation was very good
during most of the month, but it became irregu-
lar during the last 2 days of tile month. Successful
internal calibrations were performed on I)ecember 10
and 24. Because of the problems encountered
with the November 12 solar calibration, scanner so-
lar calibrations on tile NOAA 10 instrument were
discontinued.
NOAA 10 spacecraft January 1987. In ,lan-
uary 1987 the percentage of data archived to the RAT
was 96.43 and to the PAT was 95.82. (See table 1(1).)
Tile 2 angle decreased fi'om about 25.8 ° at. the be-
ginning of the month to about 21.2 ° by the end of
the month. The spacecraft orbit was in full sunlight
during this time. Because of this, the scanner inslru-
inent contimled to ot)erate at an off-lrack azimuth
position of 35 ° to prevent the detectors from directly
scanning the Sun.
The nonscammr instrument operated in the nor-
mal Earth scan elevation mode for the entire month
except during calibrations. The instrument oper-
ated at an azinmth-beam position of 180 ° for the
entire month except during solar calibrations. Suc-
eessfld internal and solar calibrations were performed
on January 21.
The scammr instrunmnt operated in the normal
Earth scan mode and at an azimuth position of
35 ° for the entire nlonth. The scanner instrument
experienced severe elevation-beam motion problenls
throughout the month. (See fig. 7(c).) These
problems first occurred on ,lanuary 1 anti worsened
throughout the month. This was the first time since
launch that elevation-beam rotation t)roblems were
encountered with the NOAA 10 scanner instrument.
These problems were nmch more severe than any
associated with the ERBS and NOAA 9 scammr
instruments.
A scanner internal calibration was performed on
January 21. Because of the severe elevation-beam
motion problems experienced by the instrument, the
detectors were not aligned with the internal calibra-
tion sources at the proper tinles and the calibration
was unsuccessflfl.
Concluding Remarks
hi-flight operatioils and data acquisition have
been discussed for the second flfll year of operation
of the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
instrunlents. During this period tile thir(t and fi-
nal set of ERBE instruments was launched into
Sun-synchronous orl)it aboard the NOAA 10 space-
craft. These instrmnents I)ecame operational on Oc-
tober 24, 1986, thus initiating a period of concurrent
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measurenmntsfrom all threesetsof ERBE instru-
ments. Oil January 20, 1987, the scanner instnanent
aboard the NOAA 9 spacecraft failed. All sul)sc(tuent
attempts to communicate with the instrmnent have
been unsuccessful. As a result, no scanner data were
obtained from this instrument after January 20, 1987.
Thus, the period of simultaneous operation of three
EFtBE scanners that began on October 24, 1986,
en(led on January 20, 1987. This period of simulta-
neous operation was fln'ther shortened by problems
with the NOAA 10 scanner instrument that resulted
in that. instrument being stowed from November 18
through Deccmt)er 5, 1986.
Data Coverage and Archival
Data coverage for the ERBE scanner and non-
scanner instrmnents on the Earth Radiation Bud-
get Satellite (ERBS) and NOAA 9 spacecraft spans
tile entire year from February 1986 through Jan-
uary 1987. For the instruments on the NOAA 10
spacecraft, the collection of ERBE science data be-
gan in Oct.ol)er 1986 and continued througll Jan-
uary 1987. The first NOAA 10 data were archived
to the Raw Archival Tape (RAT) in October 1990
an(t to the Processed Archival Tape (PAT) in Jan-
uary 1991. Archival to the RAT of the second year
of ERBE data from all t.hrce spacecraft was com-
pleted ill January 1991, att(l archival to the PAT was
completed in July 1991.
The monthly average archival rate for ERBE data
from the instruments aboard the ERBS spacecraft
was nearly 100 percent for t)oth the RAT and PAT
products. More data losses occurred an(t the data
coverage was somewhat more w_.ria.bl(, for the ERBE
instruments at)oard the NOAA 9 spacecraft. The
monthly average rate of NOAA 9 data archived to the
RAT was 97 percent, with a minilnunl of 89 percent
in February 1986 and a maximum of 99 percent
in Septexnt)er 1986. Tile monthly average rate of
NOAA 9 data archived t.o the PAT was 96 percent,
with a miniinunl of 87 percent in February 1986 and
a maximum of 98 percent in Jmmary 1987. These
rates were soinewhat higher and less variable than
those obtained during the. first year of operation of
the ERBE instruments at)oard tile NOAA 9. The
monthly average archival rate of data from the ERBE
inst.ruments aboard tile NOAA 10 spacecraft wa_s
97 percent for both the RAT and PAT products. The
minimum archival rate to the RAT was 96 percent
in January 1987, and the maxinmm was 98 percent
in December 1986. Tile lninimum archival rate to
the PAT was 96 percent in ,lammry 1987, and tile
maxinmm was 98 percent in December 1986. These
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percentages do not include days for which no data
were archived.
Operations During Normal Earth-Viewing
Measurements
For more than 98 percent of the 1-year time
period covered by this paper, both ER.BE instru-
ments on the ERBS and NOAA 9 spacecraft made
Earth-viewing science measurements. The non-
scammr instrument on the NOAA 10 spacecraft
made Earth-viewing measurements over 97 percent
of the tittle during the pcriod froIn October 25, 1986,
through Jaimary 31, 1987. The period of the Earth-
viewing measurcnmnts of the scanner instrument on
NOAA 10 was reduced because the scaimer was
stowed from November 18 until Decemt)er 5, 1986.
The nonscanner instruments operated in the nadir
(Earth-viewing) elevation mode, and the Solar Mon-
itor Assembly (SMA) shutters remained off dur-
ing normal operation. The detector and solar port.
heaters remained Oil, but all other nonscanncr in-
strument heaters, including the ones that control the
output of the calibration sources, remained off. Tile
temperatures of the heat sinks and apertures of the
Earth-viewing detectors on all three nonscanner in-
struments were controlled to nearly constant values
during normal operation.
The scanner instruments on the three sI)acecraft
normally oI)erated in the normal Earth scan mode,
and the instruments on tile ERBS and NOAA 9
spacecraft normally operated at a cross-track az-
imuth position. Because of fllll-Sun conditions, the
instrument on the NOAA 10 spacecraft operated
continuously at an azinmth position of 35 °, an(t
the instrument on the ERBS spacecraft periodically
operated at an azimuth position of 145 °.
Calibrations
Interna.1 and solar calit)rations of both the non-
scammr and scanner instruments on all three space-
craft were generally performed on Wednesdays at
14-day intervals during the time period of this pa-
per. Additional calibrations of the ERBE instru-
ments aboard the NOAA 10 spacecraft were per-
formed during tile first few months after launch. The
nornml calibration schedule for the instruments on
the ERBS st)acecraft was altered during flflt-Sun pe-
riods. During these periods, regularly scheduled cal-
ibrations were not performed. Instead, a s(,t of cali-
t)rations was normally performed immediately prior
to and after the full-Sun periods.
Duringthesecond},earofoperationof tim ERIIE
iilstrlllll(mtsaboardtheEI/BSspacecraft,30SllCCCSS-
ful intornalcalibrationsworetmrfornmdon thescan-
her itlStrllllll_Ilt. No scaIlIl(T solar calibrations were
performed during that, period. On the nonscanncr
instrument,. 30 successful internal calibrations and
29 successflll sola.r calit)ratiol> were perfi)rmed. All
but one of the attempted calibrations during the sec-
ond y0ar of operation were successful. A nonscam_or
solar calibration was mmucccssflll because the instru-
ment was rotated to the calibration position at the
wrong time during the orbit; as a resull, the Sun did
Dot pass t,lu'ough the field of view of the detectors.
During tim second year of operation of the EIIBE
instruments aboard t.hc NOAA 9 spacocraft, 2_ suc-
cessflfl internal calibrations and 22 successful solar
calibrations were l)erformed on the scanner instru-
mont. In addition, 24 successful internal and 22 suc-
ccssflfl solar calibra.t.ions weft' peribrmed on the non-
sCailnt?r instrument. As with the instrunlent, s on tim
EI/BS spacecraft, almost all calil)rations attompted
were successfld. Data Kom two scanner solar calibra-
tions and one nonscatmcr internal calibratitm were
lost because of data dropouts. Three nonscatltl(_r so-
lar calibrations were unsuccessfld btK'_lllSC i)roblclnS
with azimuth-beam rotation resulted in thc instru-
ment being at the incorrect azinmth position for the
calibration.
During the first 4 months of op('ration of the
EFIBE instruments ab(mrd the N()AA 10 spacecraft,
nine successful intt,rnal and solar calibrations were
perfornmd on the nons(:alltlt_r instrmnent. In ad-
dition, nine successflfl internal calibrations and one
successful caged internal calibration were performed
on the sca, mmr instrument. A single scanner solar cal-
ibration was successfldly perfornmd although the flfll
automated calibration sequence was not used. All
calibrations attompted on the NOAA 10 instrmnents
during this time period were successflll.
Solar Environment and Its Effect on the
Response and Operation of Instruments
The precession rate of the ERBS orbit produces
variations in the Sun's 3 angle fl'om 1()° to 170 ° over
a 72-day t)eriod (where i';¢denotes tim angle betw(xm
the Sml and the orbit angular momcntmn vectors).
The orbit i)lane crosses the Sllll about ev('ry 3(i (lays,
and tim st)acecraft is in full-Sun orbits near the two
extremes of _. Solar heating increasos during the
full-Sml t)(_rio(ls, and housekeeping tcmpcratur(_ mea-
surem(mts on 1)oth instrum0nts incr('as(_ significantly.
Wh(m lhe orbit plane cr()ss(,s th(' Sllll. Ill(! EtlBS
sI)a('('craft is yawed 180 ° at)out th(' nadir axis t() r(_t)o-
siti(m th(_ solar t)ancls to tilt t.o tho Sun's side ()f the
orbit. The yaw rotation also has the ett'cct ()f reori-
('nting the sCgtllll(_r instrum('nl so that th(' primary
Earth scan motion is always fr()m the dark side to
t.h(_ SmFs side of the orbil. During full-Sml t)('ri()(ts,
tilt' scanner instrunl(']lI ot)('rat(_s at an aziIlllll h p()-
sit i(m of 1:15_>to t)r(w('nt the dtqoctors from directly
viewing t h(' Sun.
The pr(x:cssion rate of tilt' asc('n(ting no(h' of the
NOAA 9 orbit continu('s to incr('ase an(1 t() mak('
the orbit less Sun synchr(mous. This (,ffo('t has
caused the local time of the asc(m(ling no(t(' of th('
orbit to increase by mort' than 50 minul(,s })clwc(q_
.lmmary 1, 1985, and ,lammry l, 1!187. The 3 angh'
varied fi'om about 41 ° to 58:' during th(' li,'.' 1)crio(l
of this paper, and tim resuhing solar (mviromn(mt was
mort benign and less wu'ial)te than that ()f t.h(' El/lgS
orbit. No lporio(ts ()(:(:urrcd wh(m the sl)a('ocrafl
was in full Smi ('ontinu()usly, a11(t n() (:}lang;('s ill ill('
ot)(:ralion of l h(' illslium(mt W('l'C rc(tuir('d l)(,(';ms(, ()['
changing orbit (:omtiti(ms.
The i:¢ angle of tho Sun-syn('hr()nous orl)it ()f t h('
NOAA 10 spac(,craft w_ried 1)('tw('en 21 _: and 28 °
from ()ctot)(w 1986 to Jammry 1987. Variations in
instrument housck(_(_ping tcmI)(,ratm'('s (luring this
period were larger than thos(! for 111(' Salll(' porio(t on
the NOAA 9 stmc('(:raft, and they wcr(' significantly
lower than t,h()s(, on thc EtlBS spa('(,('raft. Th('
sl)acccrafl was ill flfll Sun contimumsly, an(t tilt
scanll(?r instrmn(mt ot)(!l'aI('(t at all azimuth aliglc ()f
35 ° t() t)r(w(mt the (tct(,ct()rs from straining th(' Sm_.
Anomalies in the Operation of the
Azimuth and Elevatinn Beams
Tile prol)lem with lhc azimuth t)()sition S('llsor ()f
th(' nonsca,nn('r inst, rum('nt on tho N()AA 9 spa(:('-
craft continuc(t during th(' time pcrio(t ()f this tm-
per. which caused t,lm azimuth beam to operat(, much
of the lime a! a position of 180 ° instead of the (It'-
sired position of 170 °. After a s()lar ('alit)rati(m (m
Noven_b(_r 12, 198(i. an erroneous oul.tml by lh(' az-
imuth position sensor of th(' NOAA l0 s('amter in-
strmnent caused EI{BE support t)ersom_('l 1() have
(hml)ts about tim actual azimuth t)osition. For this
r('a,son, the inslru/t|(ml was stowed fl'()m N()vclnl)(T 18
until December 5, 1986. I{c(:aus(' ()I' lhis pr()bh'm,
solar calibrations of the sCallllCF illSti'lllll('lll I)11 th('
NOAA 10 spacecraft wcrc dis<'ontimu'd.
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Problems continued with the rotation of the eleva-
tion beams of the scanner instruments on the ERBS
and NOAA 9 spacecraft. Sluggishness in beam ro-
tation continued, but no serious hang-ups (malflmc-
tions) in beam rotation, like those that occurred in
1985, were observed. The primary effect of the slug-
gishness was misalignment of the detectors with the
internal calibration sources.
Rotation of the elevation beam of the scanner
instrument on the NOAA 10 spacecraft, was very
smooth until near the end of December 1986. Ro-
tation problems increased in January with serious
hang-ups of the beam. Beam hang-up problems were
more severe than any observed with the elevation
beams of instruments on the ERBS and NOAA 9
spacecraft. New software was developed to pro-
cess and edit the data to ensure correct colnputa-
tion of detector pointing w,ctors during periods of
elevation-beam rotation anomalies.
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Table 1. Smnmary Infornlation h)r RAT and PAT TaI)es Archived at the NSSI)('
[For explanation of aI)tJreviations, see "Nomenclature" (mp. 1]
(a) February 1986"
ERBS spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
RAT PAT
99.67 98.24
99.98 99.96
100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00
100.00 99.98
99.98 99.98
100.00 99.98
100.00 99.98
100.00 100.00
100.(){1 1()0.0()
100.00 100.00
99.96 99.94
99.91 99.80
99.96 99.94
100.00 99.72
100.00 99.78
100.00 99.98
100.00 100.(}0
100.00 99.98
10(}.00 100.00
100.00 99.96
1(}0.00 99.98
100,00 99.98
1()0.00 99.98
10{}.(}{) 1(}0.00
100.00 99.70
99.98 99.93
1(}{}.0{} 1{}0.0{)
Special events
SC INT, all NS CAL's
SC INT, all NS CAL's
SC INT, all NS CAL's
Day ot't
month l
1
2
3
,1
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
NOAA 9 spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
93.07
98.57
93.11
99.87
81.50
38.70
51.24
56.96
55.80
100.00
100.00
92.76
99.94
100.00
93.28
93.24
99.87
91.87
93.56
99.94
98.56
96.09
99.85
99.96
84.28
99.94
92.24
PAT
99.()7
92.70
91.20
63.44
98.69
75.94
37.61
49.93
56.78
55.50
9.().17
98.00
91.72
99.67
99.39
92.48
93.02
99.06
91.00
92.93
99.02
98.07
90.15
98.31
98.8:.;
82.37
99.50
91.70
Special events
All CAI "s
All CAL's
'zPerc(mt_tg(_ of (b_ta for all days in month (m
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Per(:entag(_ of (tata for (lays in month with data on
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
I)at(' on which tape w_s archived _tt the NSSI)C:
t_ AT ..................................
PAT ..................................
1";11BS
99.98
!)9.S9
!)9.!)S
!)!).S!)
,]llil(_ 1989
Sept. 1!)89
N()AA i)
89.12
N(i.!)S
8!). 12
86.9_
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Table1. Continued
(b) March1986a
ERBS spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
RAT
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.78
99.87
99.43
99.96
99.81
99.96
100.00
100.00
99.87
99.98
99.98
99.74
99.89
99.96
99.98
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.98
PAT
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.96
99.83
99.63
99.74
99.37
99.93
99.70
99.94
98.19
99.96
99.28
99.83
99.93
99.50
99.78
99.61
99.96
99.94
98.96
99.72
99.69
99.74
99.76
99.89
99.91
99.76
99.74
99.74
Special events
SC INT, all NS CAL's
Yaw turn (4-) to ( )
SC 1NT, all NS CAL's
NOAA 9 spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
Day of
month RAT
1 99.39
2 93.83
3 100.00
4 99.98
5 82.85
6 95.02
7 79.70
8 100.00
9 98.61
10 92.83
11 92.56
12 100.00
13 97.52
14 0.00
15 0.00
16 87.44
17 67.20
18 99.80
19 98.65
20 84.52
21 99.76
22 94.19
23 94.07
24 93.54
25 96.98
26 93.37
27 93.72
28 93.15
29 92.46
30 100.00
31 98.81
PAT
99.22
93.57
99.59
98.81
82.17
94.33
77.98
99.61
96.76
92.48
92.04
99.02
96.48
0.00
0.00
86.33
65.93
97.39
97.48
84.30
99.35
93.35
93.43
92.93
96.15
91.50
93.07
92.74
92.30
99.70
97.91
Special events
SC INT all NS CAL's
All CAL's
"Percentage of data for all (lays in re{ruth (m
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Date on which tape was archived at the NSSDC:
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
ERBS NOAA 9
99.94 87.7,1
99.71 86.97
99.9,1 93.79
99.71 92.96
Sept. 1989 Jan. 1990
Nov. 1989 May 1990
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Table 1. Continuc(l
(c) April 1986 n
ERBS spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
RAT
100.00
99.94
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
1(}0.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.98
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100,00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
1(}0.{)(}
1{}0.00
1(){).{}(}
PAT
99.94
99.44
99.76
99.76
99.85
99.67
99.44
99.85
100.00
99.87
99.80
99.96
99.61
99.83
99.93
99.59
99.70
97.81
99.87
99.80
99.85
99.85
99.78
99.87
99.69
99.96
99.91
99.89
100.00
99.61
Special events
SC INT all NS CAL's
SC INT, all NS CAL's
Yaw turn (-) to (+)
SC INT, all NS CAI/s
Day of
month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3()
NOAA 9 spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
RAT PAT
90.15 89.54
99.94 99.30
93.19 92.91
99.63 !)7.89
99.98 99.78
97.{i3 97.07
99.57 99.(}7
100.00 99.69
97.24 96.5(}
100.00 99.24
99.91 99.28
99.98 99.8(t
98.80 97.22
93.35 93.20
91.61 90.72
87.56 86.26
93.57 92.41
85.43 85.04
99.39 99.00
99.98 98.7,1
96.50 96.04
93.81 9:3.41
98.76 97.26
!}7.85 97.57
97.65 97.123
98.80 98.04
93.61 923.17
97.50 96.26
94.83 94.31
93.04 92.37
Special events
All CAL's
All SC CAL's
All CAL's
"Pereentage of (Iata for all days in month on
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Percentage {}fdata for days in month with data on
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Date on which tape was archived at the NSSDC:
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
ERBS
1(1(}.(}(}
99.73
1(}0.(}0
99.73
Sei}t. 1989
Dec. 1989
N()AA 9
96.31
95.61
96.31
95.61
May 1990
,hme 19.(}(}
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Table1. Continued
(d) May1986"
ERBSspacecraft
Percentageof
dataon
RAT
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
lO0.O0
100.00
11)0.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.76
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.48
100.00
100.00
PAT
99.89
99.96
99.94
99.98
99.93
99.87
99.93
99.81
99.91
99.93
99.83
99.78
99.87
99.46
99.67
99.96
99.98
99.93
99.85
99.96
98.17
99.5t)
99.35
100.00
99.85
99.98
99.93
99.61
99.33
99.87
99.81
Specialevents
SCINT, all NSCAL's
Yaw t,,,,'n (+) to (-)
SC INT, all NS CAL's
Day of
month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
NOAA 9 spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
RAT PAT
95.87 94.61
96.74 96.13
95.41 94.56
97.54 96.76
96.13 94.46
99.44 97.09
98.02 96.63
99.94 99.13
(,t4.48 93.67
99.94 99.28
97.96 96.06
99.94 99.33
86.24 83.57
99.91 98.72
99.33 97.54
100.00 98.33
100.00 99.50
94.63 93.63
99.98 99.43
99.94 98.93
99.94 98.00
58.39 57.83
99.94 99.24
93.15 92.57
96.39 95.37
99.85 98.61
99.98 98.69
99.67 97.85
99.67 98.28
95.26 91.59
94.48 86.43
Special events
All CAL's
All CAL's
"Percentage of data for all days in month on
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Percentage of data for (lays in month with data on
RAT . .................................
PAT ..................................
[)ate on which tape was arehived at tile NSSDC:
RAT ..................................
PNF . .................................
ERBS
99.98
99.77
99.!t8
99.77
Sept. 1989
Mar. 1990
NOAA 9
96.39
94.90
96.39
94.90
Apr. 1990
June 1990
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Table1. Continued
(e) ,June1986"
ERBSspacecraft
Percentageof
data ,n
RAT PAT
100.00 99.96
100.00 99.80
99.76 99.31
100.00 99.57
100.00 99.87
100.00 99.87
100.00 99.44
100.00 99.89
100.00 99.59
I00.00 99.78
100.00 99.61
100.00 99.76
100.00 99.85
100.00 99.96
100.00 99,94
100.00 99.50
100.00 99.8O
100.00 99.83
100.00 99.46
100.00 99.98
100.00 99.93
100.00 99.94
100.00 99.67
100.00 99.93
100.00 99.76
100.00 100.00
99.89 99.74
100.00 99.94
100.00 99.96
100.00 99.94
Specialevents
SC1NT,all NSCAL's
SCINT, all NSCAL's
SCINT, all NSCAL's
Dayof
month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18 ,
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
NOAA9 spacecrafl
Percentageof
dataon
RAT PAT
100.00 92.63
99.28 91.52
98.83 93.91
97.233 95.91
99.98 98.8l
99.87 97.85
100.00 89.35
94.98 85.15
95.81 87.22
99.87 97.37
99.91 98.13
100.00 98.26
99.98 98.02
100.00 97.65
99.76 97.70
99.91 98.00
100.00 97.94
!)5.89 93.85
100.00 97.93
99.63 !)7.26
93.46 91.81
99.89 97.96
98.70 96.54
100.00 97 .-16
100.00 97.63
1(}0.00 97.93
99.48 96.33
100.00 97.04
91.74 88.9;3
98.70 96.59
Special events
All CAL's
All CAL's
apercentage of data for all days in month on
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Date on which tape was archived at the NSSDC:
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
ERBS
99.99
(.t9.79
99.99
99.7!)
Dec. 1989
Mar. 1990
NOAA ,q
98.77
95.12
9S. 77
!15.12
May 1990
,Inn(' 1990
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Tat}It1. Continued
(f) July 1986(z
ERBSspacecraft
Percentageof
dataon
RAT
99.98
99.93
100.00
100.00
100.00
1{)0.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
1(10.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
1{)0.00
1(}0.00
1{}{}.0{}
100.00
100.00
100.00
10(}.0{}
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.0(}
PAT
99.87
98.07
100.00
99.83
99.61
100.00
IO0.O0
100.00
99.93
100.00
99.96
100.00
99.98
99.76
99.70
99.85
100.0{}
99.87
99.94
100.00
IO0.O0
99.78
99.72
100.00
IO(}.O0
99.94
9{).98
99.96
99.80
99.96
99.87
Special events
Yaw turn (--) to (+)
SC INT, all NS CAL's
SC INT, all NS CAL's
I
iDay of
!month
1
2
i 3
4
o
i 6
7
8
9
10
I 11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28 I
29 i
30
31_
NOAA 9 spacecraft
Percentage of
data m-
RAT PAT
99.63 97.43
99.94 96.93
99.94 98.07
99.94 97.28
9{t.94 97.04
85.09 82.39
96.83 91.04
94.39 85.96
93.24 89.59
92.70 89.87
95.22 92.54
98.85 91.96
97.69 93.2(/
98.52 88.11
83.78 80.46
93.31 90.94
99.98 97.48
98.54 96.15
99.11 97.30
85.94 82.28
99.87 97.83
99.94 97.69
99.94 97.9:]
{)7.94 96.{)2
96.67 94.09
1{)0.00 98.28
93.15 90.83
96.46 93.78
99.81 97.15
99.98 97.35
99.22 98.13
"Percentage of (tara h}r all (lays ill illOllth oll
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
[)ate on which tal)e was archived at the NSSDC:
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Special ev('nts
SC INT, all NS CAL's
All CAL's
ER BS N()iXA 9
10().0{) 96.63
99.85 {_3.39
100.(}(} !_6.(13
99.85 ' ' ',13.39
I)ec. 1989 May L990
Apr. 1990 June 1990
3O
Table1. Continued
(g) August 1986 (_
ERBS spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
RAT PAT
100.00 98.15
100.00 99.93
98.74 98.48
100.00 99.30
100.00 99.93
100.00 99.52
100.00 99.67
100.00 99.87
100.00 99.98
99.98 99.67
100.00 99.98
100.00 99.93
100.00 99.93
100.00 99.78
100.00 99.61
100.00 100.00
99.93 99.(i3
99.83 99.61
100.00 99.94
100.00 99.76
100.00 99.94
100.00 99.76
100.00 100.00
100.00 100.00
100.00 99. !)8
99.89 99.20
!)9.91 99.76
100.00 99.76
100.00 99.50
100.00 9!).72
100.00 99.89
Special events
Yaw turn (+) to (-)
SC INT, NS INT
SC INT, all NS CAL's
SC INT, all NS CAL's
[
I
I Day of
month
1
2
3
l 4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
i 31
NOAA 9 spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
RAT PAT
97.50 95.67
99.93 98.24
92.15 90.33
98.93 96.94
100.00 98.57
89.67 88.33
100.00 99.13
98.61 97.96
98.89 97.43
100.00 [ 99.39
100.00 99.28
99.(i3 !)7.!)4
89.94 87.96
99.93 99.41
96.06 95.41
99.94 97.09
92.78 !)2.15
99.5,1 92.43
100.00 98.9.,1
91.35 89.98
97.54 89.93
96.02 95.31
99.94 98.94
93.56 92.59
94.17 93.44
99.80 99.19
93.89 92.87
98.41 96.94
100.00 97.31
97.44 97.15
100.00 99.57
Special events
All CAL's
All CAL's
"Percentage of data fi)r all days in month on
RAT ..................................
PNl' . .................................
Percentage of data for days in illonth with data on
RAT . .................................
PAT ..................................
Date on which tape was; archived at the NSSI)C:
I_AT ..................................
PAT ..................................
ERBS
99.91
99.68
99.94
!)!).(iS
Mar. 1990
May 1990
NOAA 9
97.28
95.67
97.28
95.67
Mar. 1990
.hm(' 1990
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Table1. Continued
(h) September1986a
ERBS spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
RAT
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
IO0.O0
100.00
98.61
100.00
lO0.O0
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.83
100.00
98.63
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.96
100.00
lO0.O0
100.00
100.00
100.00
lO0.O0
PAT
100.00
99.98
99.52
99.63
99.46
99.98
99.91
99.76
99.94
98.54
97.37
99.78
100.00
100.00
99.94
99.98
99.52
99.98
98.54
99.98
100.00
99.96
99.98
99.89
99.93
99.98
99.98
99.98
100.00
99.96
Special events
SC INT, all NS CAL's
Yaw turn (-) to (+)
SC [NT, all NS CAL's
Day of
month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
NOAA 9 spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
RAT PAT
95.11 94.15
99.87 96.04
99.83 94.85
99.91 99.61
99.44 99.00
99.81 98.33
100.00 93.94
99.94 99.78
96.91 96.19
100.00 98.61
98.63 98.00
99.94 99.19
99.83 99.50
99.80 99.24
99.85 98.96
100.00 99.56
97.80 96.87
98.91 98.63
98.76 96.94
100.00 99.83
99.46 99.11
99.94 99.69
99.96 99.63
97.61 97.15
93.78 93.15
99.93 99.22
99.94 98.93
99.94 99.26
99.91 98.96
99.81 99.20
Special events
All CAL's
All CAL's
aPcrcentage of data for all (lays in month on
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Percentage of data for days ill month with data on
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
Date on which tape was ar(:hived at the NSSDC:
RAT ..................................
PAT ..................................
ERBS
99.90
99.72
99.90
99.72
May 1990
July 1990
NOAA9
99.15
98.05
99.15
98.O5
May t990
Dec. 1990
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Table1. Continued
ERBS spacecraft,
Percentage of
data on
I
RAT I PAT J
l[)0.00 { 99.96
1[)0.[10 I 99.96
l()().l)() I 99.94
100.()0 I 99.96
100.(10 [ 10{}.(1()
10().()0 I 99.67
100.0[) I 99.96
100,011 I 99.8[)
100.00 I 99.96
1()(1.0(1 F ,99.N9
100.0(I I 99.74
100.00 ] 99.96
100.l)0 1 99.!),4
100.00 I l(R).(R)
100.00 I 99.96
1()(),00 I !)9.S9
l(JO,O0 I 98.19
100.00 I 99.!t8
100,00 I 9.9.N)
lO0.O(I I !)9.!)1
l[)0.[)(I I 99.76
100.00 I 99.93
100.00 I 99,78
I00.00 I 99.94
I00.00 1 99.93
99.67 I 99.44
9!),83 I 99.67
10l).00 I 99.94
100.00 I 99.94
lO0.O(I I 99.981
100.[)0 I 99.96 /
Special events
SC INT, all NS CAL's
SC INT, all NS CAL's
Yaw turn (+) to ( )
SC INT, all NS (?AL's
I)ay of
lnonth
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
ll
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
2,1
25
26
27
28
29
31)
31
(i) Octot)er 198ff _
NOAA 9 spacecraft
Percentage o[
data on
RAT i PAT
i
99.30 I 97.7N i
99.87199.37
99.76 I 99.57
100.00 I 98.52
992)4 I 99.85
99.94 199.76
96.(J4 19,1.56
!)4.74 190.33
9,1.76 I 94.[14
98.01) 196,93
93.33 192.61
99>;1 I 99.04
100.00 [ 98.80
100.0(I I 99.5-1
9!1_7 198.98
96.69196.07
99.94 I 99.20
lO0.O0 ] 99,09
9&72 I q7,4_
99..(1_ I .1.1.J.
99.87 I 99.20
!)!).15 [ 98.24
94.74 I .9,1,00
98.52 196.96
99.94 I 99.43
i)9,91 I 99A6
q9.76 I 99.24
98.91 I 98.19
100.00 199.44
99.74 199.63
99.(i7 1!)8.85
Special (wents
All SC CAL's, NS INT
All CAL's
All CAL's
l)ay of
month
1
2
3
4
5
(i
7
8
9
l(I
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
21
25
26
27
28
2!1
30
31
_Percentage of data for all days in month on
R AT .......................................
PAT .......................................
Perc(,ntage of data for days in nlOllt h with (]ata on
I/AT .......................................
PAT . ......................................
I)ate on which tal)e was archived at the NSSI)C:
RAT . ......................................
PAT .......................................
NOAA 10 spacecraft
RAT PAT
().(J0 0.011
I).(J0 (I.00
I).00 0.00
I).(JO (J.O0
0.00 (I,O()
0.00 0.00
().00 0.1)0
(I.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0,0(] 0.00
0.0(t 0,00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.(10
0.00 0.00
0.00 I 0.0l)
0.(J0 0.0I)
[).(10 I (L()[)
[).(J0 0.0l)
).0( O.OI)
0.00 I (I.0()
().0I) 0.00
95.7-1 0.00
9!),9_ !)7.57
95.91 95.4(i
99.30 9&67
99.35 98..1.1
9S.7-1 9S,39
!)5.!)] !)5.59
93.81 93,43
Sp('('ial events
SC INT
SC INT. all NS CAL's
S(? INT, all NS ('AIFs
EtlBS NOAA 9 NOAA 10
99.98 98.74 25.12
99 .;";3 !)7.87 21 .N6
99.98 98,74 97.34
99.S3 97.S7 96.79
Aug. 1988 Nov. 1988 Nov. 199(J
Apr. 1989 May 19_9 June 1991
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Table1. Continued
(j) November198ff_
ERBS spacecraft NOAA 9 spacecraft
Pert(ullage of Percentage of
d$lta Oll dP_ta on
Day of I)ay of
IIAT PAT Specia( events month RAT I'AT Special events month
1(}0.00 99.80 1 98.56 98.00 1
10(}.0(} 99.87 2 1011.00 99,35 2
t00.00 99.85 3 96.48 96.20 3
100.(1[) 99.96 4 97.83 97.72 4
99.76 99.59 5 89.81 88,9l 5
99.56 99.37 6 99.94 99.65 6
100.00 100,00 7 .(t9.94 99.63 7
(00.0(I 99.96 8 (,t(,).72 98.93 8
ll_L(t{_ 99.98 9 99.80 99.31 9
10(I.00 99..()3 10 99.85 99.61 10
100.0[) 1 [)0.00 11 99.78 98.78 11
I
l(l[).(10 9.1/.9( SC INT, a(( NS CAL's 12 99.9,1 .(t8,85 Al( CAL's 12
190.00 99.83 13 99.74 99.56 13
l[)0.0(I 9.(t,96 1,1 .(19,_3 99.1 ( 14
100.00 99.98 15 9,11.9,1 97.72 15
1011.(10 99.96 16 99.52 !18.67 16
99.93 9(,).85 17 95.46 94.98 17
99.93 99.69 18 .1t2.76 92,24 18
99.91 99.85 19 93.20 92,65 19
l()0.00 98.17 Yaw turn ( ) to (+) 20 t011.00 99.31 20
10(I.O0 99.98 21 100,00 99.67 21
l[)(I.00 99.96 22 97.02 96.44 22
11)(I.()0 99,98 23 99.83 !19.35 2;3
100.00 99.96 24 (00.110 99.44 24
99.93 99.89 25 100.[10 98.48 25
1(10.00 99.98 SC INT, all NS CAL's 26 96.30 95.87 All CAL's 26
100.0(I ((10.00 27 99.59 99.02 27
(00.00 99.94 28 97.31 96.63 28
1110.00 100.00 2!) 95.19 94.87 29
l(}(t.O_l 99.9t; "_,0 99.98 99.70 30
"Percentage of data for all days in lllOilt}l Oll
RAT . ......................................
PAT .......................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT .......................................
PAT .......................................
Date (m which tape wax archived at the NSSI)C:
R AT .......................................
PAT .......................................
NOAA 10 spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
RAT PAT Special events
99.37 98.87 SC INT, a(l NS CAL's
99.78 99.72
99.98 99.80
99.85 !19.81
99.93 99.87 SC INT, a(l NS CAL's
89.85 88.52
98.;311 98.24
99.!18 !19.81
99.98 99.81
94.15 93.87
93.22 93.20
99.96 99.59 All CAL's
98.52 98.43
100.0{} 99.93
99.98 99.89
99.80 99.69
99.93 99.69
9(I.:37 90.19
82.44 11.011
92.83 0.00
9.1t.87 0.0[)
.()9.96 0.00
99.93 0.110
88.00 0.00
99.52 0.00
99.41 0.00 A(1 NS CAL's
99.(,t8 0.011
100.011 11.00
99.91 0.0()
98.63 ILO0
ERBS NOAA 9 NOAA 10
99.97 98.25 !)7.45
99.84 97.62 58.63
99.97 98,25 97.45
99.84 97.62 97.72
,lan. I991/ May 1990 ,lm, _991
May 1990 Aug. 1990 Jm,e 1991
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Table 1. Continued
(k) Decelnber 1986 a
ERBS spacecraft, NOAA 9 spacecraft
Percentage of Percentage of
(ta'(a on dat, a t)n
l)ay of I)ay of
RAT PAT Sl)ecial events month I/AT PAT Sperial events lnolllh
10[).00 9(.).96 1 99.81 99.56 1
10[).0[) 99.96 2 96.57 95.15 2
100.90 99.96 3 93.3[) (,)2.1. () 3
l(}0.(10 11)0.1)0 SC INT, all NS CAL's 4 99.87 99.3[) 4
100.00 99.98 5 !19.91 99.69 5
100.1)0 99..(t6 6 11}0.00 !19.61 6
100.00 99.93 7 9.(),94 9.().(H 7
100.00 99.98 8 98.8l 97.76 8
100.00 101).00 9 9,1.56 .9"L44 9
10(I.0(I 93.67 10 97.17 96.44 All SC (?AL's, NS INT 10
100.0(} 99.94 11 92.20 !tl.87 11
l()0d)0 9.(t.!)8 12 100.0(} 98.98 12
100.011 99.98 13 100.00 99.72 13
100.0[) 100.00 14 9(`).89 99.37 li
100.(10 99.98 15 100.0[) 99.61 15
99.56 !t!).5(I 16 99.91 !t9.56 16
100.00 99.98 17 99.31 98.52 17
100.00 99.94 SC INT, all NS CAL's 1_ 98.69 !17.96 18
1()0.00 10(I.0(I 1(`) 99.98 !19.37 19
1(10,00 99.93 2(I 99.94 (.)9.35 20
100.00 99.94 21 99.9l 98.94 21
100.00 99..()4 22 !)9.91 99,15 22
100,00 99.89 23 100,0(1 98.!)8 23
100.110 99.96 SC 1NT, all NS CAL's 24 93.22 92.31 All SC CAL's. NS INT 21
l[)0.[)(I 99..() I 25 99.98 99.35 25
1()0.00 1(10.(10 26 (.)7.48 96.43 26
100.00 99.87 27 94.89 94,28 27
100.00 l(l().()() 28 99.81 99.02 28
100.00 100.00 29 92.6!) 90.74 2!)
99.96 99.85 30 10().00 97.63 30
100.0l) 98.116 Yaw turn (+) to ( ) 31 95.74 95.22 31
aPercentage of data h)r all days in month on
RAT .......................................
PAT .......................................
Percentage of data h_r days in month with data on
RAT . ......................................
PAT .......................................
Date on which tape was archived at the NSSDC:
RAT . ......................................
PAT .......................................
NOAA 10 spacecraft
Percent age of
dafa ()ll
RNI" PAT Special evems
11}0,00 0.00
88.,13 0.[)(I
,(12.72 0.0(I
99.65 (I.00
99.72 9.9A8
99,98 99.39
99.98 99.67
100.01) 99.91
101).(10 99.91
100.(}0 99.19 SC INT, all NS ('Aids
99,94 99,46
92.69 92.39
!)!).72 99.67
99.94 99.67
93.83 93,80
11)(I.0(I !)!).87
10(I.()(} 99.85
IO(l.O0 99.57
(,19.87 99.69
100.(l[) !)!t.87
!)8.!)4 98.61
99.59 99.28
92.89 92,78
l(10.00 99,52 S(J INT, all NS ('AL's
!12.52 91,98
!14.1)6 93.93
97.46 97,17
l(}0.00 99.72
99.83 99,02
99.43 99,37
93.78 93.37
HIBS NOAA 9 NOAA 10
99,98 98.18 97.90
99.68 97,37 85.36
99.98 !18.18 97.90
!)!).68 97.37 98.0(I
Feb. 1988 S(,1)I. 1988 Oct. 199(I
July 198!) July 1989 June 1991
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Table 1. Concluded
ERBS spacecraft
Percentage of
data on
R AT PAT
100.00 99,93
100.00 99.94
100.0(1 99,93
100.00 91,).81
100.00 99.83
99.98 99,67
(,t!).52 99.06
100.00 99.89
100,00 99.72
11)0.00 99.96
100,00 91,t.69
100.[)0 99.81
100.00 99.85
99.94 99.33
100.00 (`)9.89
100.1)0 99.93
100.00 99.89
1(10.(10 99.80
l(lO.O0 99.78
10[).(11) (,t9,91
99.93 (`)9.48
l(}0.{10 99,65
101).()0 10(I.00
1011.00 99.50
100.00 99,83
100.00 99.(`)3
1(1(1.(10 (,t(,t,(,14
100.00 (,19.(,11
100.00 99.96
100.00 98.11
100,0(/ 99.98
(1) January 1987 _*
NOAA 9 spm:ecraft
Percelli age of
data on
Day of Day of
Special events month RAT PAT Special events inonth
l 90.26 89,89 l
2 100.00 99.56 2
3 100.00 99.74 3
4 91`t.85 98.85 4
5 99.80 99.30 5
6 99.87 97.54 6
SC INT, all NS CAL's 7 99.98 98,91 7
8 99.80 99.35 8
9 100.00 99.52 9
10 100,00 99.52 10
1l 11/0,00 99.37 11
12 1110.00 (`)!).57 12
13 99.87 99.35 t3
14 99.63 98.59 14
15 99.93 99.35 15
16 99.94 99.1i3 16
17 99.9:1 (,)9.8[) t7
18 93.31 93.07 18
19 99.98 91`t.22 19
20 98.46 97.65 20
SC INT, all NS CAL's 21 96,91 0.00 All NS CAL's 21
22 93.28 0.00 22
23 96.24 0.0(1 23
24 94,78 0.00 24
25 99.91 0.00 25
26 94.00 0.00 26
27 99,91 0.[)0 27
28 93.41 0./)() 28
29 98.22 0.00 29
Yaw turn ( ) I,) (+) 311 99.91 0.00 30
31 1//0,00 0,110 31
'_Percentage of data for all days in month on
RAT .......................................
PNF .......................................
Percentage of data for days in month with data on
RAT .......................................
PAT .......................................
Date on which tape wins archived at the NSSDC:
RAT .......................................
PAT .......................................
NOAA 10 spacecraft
P(!rCelltag(? of
data on
RAT
78.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
74.83
100.00
99,17
99.94
100.00
93.69
100.90
100.00
98,61
99.57
99.98
99, !t8
99.91
99,98
93.13
] 00.(}0
!19.98
!13.17
100.00
96,28
99.98
77.41
99.74
89.30
96.72
100.00
100.00
PAT Special events
77.85
99.72
99.80
99.89
74.81
99.96
99.06
99.61
99.96
93,52
99,63
(`t9.74
98.24
91,t.17
99.89
99.89
98.67
99.96
92.96
99.93
91}.91 SC INT, all NS CAL's
(.t2.74
99,80
95,07
99. 711
77.02
99.06
88.26
96,56
99.78
99.41
ERBS NOAA 9 NI)AA 10
99.98 98.30 96.43
99.74 63.48 95.82
99.98 98.30 96.,13
99.74 98.3(`) 95.82
May 1990 Oct. 1990 O_t. 1990
Nov. 1990 Feb. t991 Jllly 1991
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Table2. SpectralCharacteristicsof ERBEInstrumentDetectors
(a) Nonscannerdetectors
Detector Spectralrange,#m
Mediumfieldof view:
Shortwave........
Total ..........
Widefieldof view:
Shortwave........
Total ..........
Solarmonitor .......
0.2 to 5.0
0.2to >50.0
0.2to 5.0
0.2to >50.0
0.2to >50.0
(b) Scannerdetectors
Detector Spectralrange,l*m
Shortwave ......... 0.2 to 4.9
Longwave ......... 5.0 to 50.0
Total ........... 0.2 to >50.0
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Table3. OperationalandPulseDiscreteCommandsforhlstruments
(a) Nonscannerinst,rmnent
1. Mo(tecommands
Commandescription Hexvalue
Azimuthto 0° position 811
Azimuth to 90 ° position 812
Azimuth to 180 ° position 813
Azimuth to position A 814
Elcwation to internal source (stow) 821
Elevation to solar ports 822
Elevation to nadir (Earth view) 823
SMA shutter cycle on 831
SMA shutter cycle off 832
Detector heaters on 841
Detector heaters off 842
Solar port heaters on 851
Solar port heaters off 852
WFOV blackbody heater off 861
WFOV blackbody heater to temperature 1 862
WFOV blackbody heater to temperature 2 863
MFOV blackbody heater off 871
MFOV blackbody heater to temperature 1 872
MFOV blackbody heater to temperature 2 873
Detector calibration heater off 881
Detector calibration heater to level 1 882
Detector calibratiox: heater to level 2 883
Detector calibration heater to level 3 884
SWICS off 891
SWICS to level 1 892
SWICS to level 2 893
SWICS to level 3 894
Internal calibration sequence 8A1
Solar calibration sequence 8A2
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Table3. Cont,inuc(t
(a) Conclu(h_d
2. I)ata st,orage commands
C()mmand description
A(hh'ess for
Address for
A(htress ti)r
Address for
Address for
Address for
Address for
A(l(lr(_ss for
azimuth position A
MFOV total heat sink t,emt)cratm'e
MFOV SW heat Sillk t,(,mi)erat, ure
WFOV total heat sink tcmt)crature
\VFOV S\V heat sink tcmt)cra, ture
solar port teml)erature
MFOV |)lackbody t(mlperature 1
MFOV |)lack|)ody temt)erat, ure 2
Address for WFOV blackbody temperature 1
Address for WFOV I)lackbody telnperature 2
ties vahw
41(.)
422
42B
434
13D
4,16
461
463
,165
467
Data, most significant |)yt(_ 2xx
Data, least significant 1)yte lxx
3. Pulse discrete commands
Command description
Tllrtl Oil illst, rllnlOlllL power
Tm'n off instrument i)owt,r
Turn on standby heater 2 t)owt!r (t)(_(l(,sta[)
Turn off st,an(t|)y heater 2 power (pedestal)
Turn on pulse })us series relay
Turn off pulse lms series relay
Turn on pulse loa(t bus A power
Turn off pulse load bus A power
Turn (m pulse load bus B power
'I51rn off pulse h)ad bus B power
Turn on st, an(ti)y heater 1 power (}ma(t)
Turn off stmM1)y heater 1 power (head)
Tm'n on instrument heat(,r bus t)ower
Turn off instrument heater bus power
Turn on blackbody heater bus power
Turn off blackbo(ty heater bus p()wer
Turn OIl lllotor })llS
Turn off motor bus
CPU conmlan(t loa(t
CPU reset
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Table3. Continued
(b) Scannerinstrument
1. Modecommands
Commandescription Hexvalue
Azinmthto 0° position
Azimuthto 90° position
Azinmthto 180° position
Azinmthto positionA
Azimuthto positionB
Azimuthscanbetween0° andpositionA
Scanto stowposition
NormalEarthscan
NadirEarthscan
ShortEarthscan
MAM scan
SWICSoff
SWICSto level3
SWICSto level3 modulated
SWICSto level2
SWICSto level2 modulated
SWICSto level1
SWICSto level1 modulated
811
812
813
814
815
816
821
822
823
824
825
891
892
893
894
895
896
897
Internalcalibrationsequence 8A1
Solarcalibrationsequence 8A2
2. Datastoragecommands
Commandescription Hexvalue
Addressfor azimuthpositionA 419
Addressfor azimuthpositionB 41B
Data,mostsignificantbyte 2xx
Data,leastsignificantbyte lxx
4O
Table3. Concluded
(h) Concluded
3. Pulse discrete commands
Command description
Turll
Turll
Tllrn
Turn
TUFII
Turn
_lrn
Tllrn
Turn
TllrIi
Zllrll
TllFII
Turll
Tllril
CPU
CPU
on instrument power
off instrunmnt power
oi1 standby heater power (pedestal)
off standby heater power (pedestal)
on pulse bus series relay
off pulse bus series relay
on pulse load bus A power
off pulse load bus A power
on pulse load bus B power
off pulse load bus B power
on standby heater power (head)
off standby heater power (head)
on blackbody heater bus power
off blackbody heater bus power
command load
reset
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Ta|)le4. ScanProfilesof ScannerInstrunmnta
[Footnotes arc given at end of table]
Scan
position
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
Normal Earth inode
Scan angle,
(leg
14.00
View
Space
Short Earth mode
23.00
25.22
27.45
29.67
31.89
34.12
36.34
38.56
40.79
43.01
45.23
47.46
49.68
51.90
54.13
56.35
58.57
60.80
63.02
65.24
67.47
69.69
71.91
74.14
76.36
78.58
80.81
8ao3
85.25
87.48
89.70
91.92
94.15
96.37
98.59
100.82
Earth
Scan angle,
deg
14.0
View
Space
Earth
MAM scan mode
Scan angle,
deg
163.00
(b)23.00
25.22
27.45
29.67
31.89
34.12
36.34
38.56
40.79
43.01
45.23
47.46
49.68
51.90
54.13
56.35
58.57
60.80
63.02
65.24
67.47
69.69
71.91
74.14
76.36
78.58
80.81
83.03
85.25
87.48
89.70
91.92
94.15
96.37
98.59
100.82
233.00
View
Space
Transit
MAM
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Table4. Concluded
Scan
position
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
Ncrrmal Earth mode
Scan angle,
deg
103.04
105.26
107.49
109.71
111.93
114.16
116.38
118.60
120.83
123.05
125.27
127.50
129.72
131.94
134.17
136.39
138.61
140.84
143.06
145.28
147.51
149.73
151.95
154.18
156.40
158.62
190.00
View
Earth
INT CAL
Short Earth mode MAM scan mode
Scan angle,
deg View
233.00 MAM
Scan angle,
deg View
103.04 Earth
105.26
107.49
109.71
111.93
114.16
116.38
118.60
120.83
123.05
125.27
127.50
129.72
131.94
134.17
136.39
138.61
140.84
142.00
i
l
142.00 Earth
(b)
190.00
Transit
INT CAL
aScan angle is the elevation angle 0 defined in the "Coordinate Systems and In-flight Geometry"
section (p. 4) and is shown in figure 2(b).
bNot calculated.
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Table5. List of DataOutputbyInstruments
(a) Nonscanncrinstrument
Datadescription
WFOVtotal radiometric
WFOVSWradiometric
MFOVtotal radiometric
MFOVSWradiometric
Solarmonitorradiometric
Commandecho
Instrumentstatus
Elevationdriveposition
MFOVtotal aperturetemperature
MFOVSWaperturetemperature
Solarmonitorheatsinktemperature
WFOVtotal aperturetemperature
WFOVSWaperturetemperature
MFOVtotal FOVlimiter temperature
MFOVSWlimitertemperature
Calibrationheatervoltage
Solarmonitoraperturetemperature
WFOVtotal FOVlimiter temperature
WFOVSWFOVlimitertemperature
Beamelectronicsboardtemperature
Solarmonitorbaffletemperature
Azinmthdriveposition
WFOVtotal heatsinktemperature
WFOVSWheatsinktemperature
MFOVtotal heatsinktemperature
MFOVSWheatsinktemperature
WFOVblackbodytemperature
MFOVblackbodytemperature
WFOVsolarport temperature
MFOVsolarport temperature
SWICSphotodiodetemperature
SWICSamplifieroutput
Temperaturereferencevoltage
SASazimuthsine
SASazimuthcosine
SASelevationsine
SASelevationcosine
SAScoarsedata
RAT
units
Counts
(leg
°C
V
°C
deg
°C
V
V
Counts
PAT
units
W/m2
NotonPAT
Measurement
interval,sec
0.8
i
i
16
Measurements
per 16 sec
20
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Table5. Conchnled
(b) Scanner instrument
Data description
Total radiometric
LW ra,diometric
SW ra(tiometric
Scan position
Command echo
Instrument status
Azimuth position
Total detector temperature
LW detector temperature
SW detector temperature
Total blackbody tempcrature
LW blackbody temperature
S\VICS photodiode temperature
Detector positive bias voltage
Detector negative bias voltage
Total drift balance DAC voltage
LW drift balance DAC voltage
SW drift balance DAC voltage
Temperature reference voltage 1
Temperature reference voltage 2
SW MAM temperature
Total MAM baffle temperature
SW MAM baffle temperature
Total MAM temperature
SWICS amplifier output (1)
SWICS amplifier output (2)
SWICS amplifier output (3)
RAT
units
Counts
1
deg
Counts
Counts
(leg
°C
V
°C
V
1
PAT
units
W/m'-'/sr
!
Not on PAT
Measurement
interval, sec
0.033
Measurements
per 16 sec
296
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Table7. List of OperationalCommandsExecutedby InstrunmntsonERBSSpacecraft
(a) NonseannercommalMs
Universaltime
Minutes
of day
Hex
commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
02/05/86 01:42:40 103 419 Address azimuth position A
01:43:I2 103 2xx Data command, high byte
01:44:16 104 lxx Data command, low byte
02/05/86
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 72.38°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
10:02:56 603 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:03:28 603 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:04:00 604 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:40:00 700 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
o2/05/86 11:41:04
11:41:36
11:42:08
11:42:40
11:43:12
11:45:20
11:47:28
11:50:40
11:54:24
11:54:56
11:56:00
12:09:20
12:11:28
12:14:40
12:18:24
12:18:56
12:20:00
12:33:20
12:35:28
12:37:36
12:40:16
12:41:20
12:41:52
12:42:24
12:42:56
701
702
702
703
703
705
707
711
714
715
716
729
731
735
738
739
740
753
755
758
76O
761
762
762
763
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
I Begin internal calibrationDetector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
! Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
!
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
' SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at. temp. 2
] MFOV BB heater on at, temp. 2
I SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
02/05/86
02/o5/86
12:49:52
12:56:48
12:57:20
12:57:52
13:08:00
770 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
777 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
777 814 Azimuth to position A
778 883 Detector bias heater on at level 2
788 831 SMA shutter cycle on
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Universal time
Minutes Hex
Date hr:min:sec of day command Event description
02/05/86 13:38:56 819 832 SMA shutter cycle off
13:40:00 820 811 Azinmth to 0 °
13:40:32 821 881 Detector bias heater off
13:50:08 830 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sc( uence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
02/15/86 00:53:04 53 419 Address azimuth position A
00:53:36 54 2xx Data conmland, high byte
00:54:40 55 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 32.4°).
Begin preinterlml calibration sequence
02/15/86 08:50:24 530 821 [ Elevate to internal source (stow)
08:51:28 531 862 / WFOV BB heater Oil at temp. 1
08:52:00 532 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:27:28 627 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
02/15/86 10:28:32
10:29:04
10:29:36
10:30:08
10:30:40
10:32:48
10:34:56
10:38:08
10:41:52
10:42:24
10:43:28
10:56:48
10:58:56
11:02:08
11:05:52
11:06:24
11:07:28
11:20:48
11:22:56
11:25:04
11:27:44
11:28:48
11:29:20
11:29:52
11:30:24
629
629
63O
630
631
633
635
638
642
642
643
657
659
662
666
666
667
681
683
685
688
689
689
690
690
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters otf
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at lewq 2
S\VICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SVVICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
02/15/86 l 11:37:52 l 698 ] 823 I Elevate to nadir (Earth)
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
Universaltime
Minutes Hex
hr:min:sec of day command
Beginmodifiedsolarcalibrationsequence
Eventdescription
02/15/86 11:44:48
11:45:20
11:45:52
11:56:00
12:26:56
12:28:00
12:28:32
12:38:08
705
705
706
716
747
748
749
758
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se( uence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
02/26/86 l 01:47:28 1071419 Address azimuth position A
01:48:00 108 2xx Data command, high byte
01:48:32 109 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 30.83°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
02/26/86 09:37:52 578 821 1 Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:38:24 578 862 I WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
09:38:56 579 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:14:56 675 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
02/26/86 11:16:00
11:16:32
11:17:04
11:17:36
11:18:08
11:20:16
11:22:24
11:25:36
11:29:20
11:29:52
11:30:56
11:44:16
11:46:24
11:49:36
11:53:20
11:53:52
11:54:56
12:08:16
12:10:24
12:12:32
12:15:12
12:16:16
676
677
677
678
678
680
682
686
689
690
691
704
706
710
713
714
715
728
73O
733
735
736
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater oll at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
02/26/86
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
12:16:48
12:17:20
12:17:52
Minutes
of day
737
737
738
Uex
command
871
851
891
Event description
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters oil
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
02/26/86 12:24:48 745 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
02/26/86 12:32:16
12:32:48
12:33:20
12:43:28
13:24:32
13:25:36
13:26:08
13:35:44
752
753
753
763
805
806
806
816
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azinmth t.o position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calit)ration
03/05/86 01:01:20 61 419 Address azimuth position A
01:01:36 62 2xx Data command, high t)yte
01:02:40 63 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 59.4°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
03/05/86 09:22:56 563 821 Elevate to internal source (stow')
09:23:28 563 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
09:24:00 564 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:00:00 660 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
03/05/86 11:01:04
11:01:36
11:02:08
11:02:40
11:03:12
11:05:20
11:07:28
11:10:40
11:14:24
11:14:56
11:16:00
11:29:20
11:31:28
11:34:40
11:38:24
11:38:56
11:40:00
661
662
662
663
663
665
667
671
674
675
676
689
691
695
698
699
700
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate t.o internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
_NFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
03/05/86
Universal time
hr:min:sec
11:53:20
11:55:28
11:57:36
12:00:16
12:01:20
12:01:52
12:02:24
12:02:56
Minutes
of day
713
715
718
720
721
722
722
723
Hex
command
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
03/05/86 ] 12:09:52 1 730 [ 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration se( uenee
03/05/86 12:17:20
12:17:52
12:18:24
12:28:32
13:09:36
13:10:40
13:11:12
13:20:48
737 822
738 814
738 883
749 831
790 832
791 811
791 881
801 823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se( uence
03/12/86 l 15:07:11 [ [ Yaw nmnuever to X-axis negative
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
03/19/86 04:34:24 274 419 Address azimuth position A
04:34:56 275 2xx Data command, high byte
04:36:00 276 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 59.78°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
03/19/86 09:32:32 573 821 _ Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:33:04 573 862 [ WFOV BB heater on at temp. 109:33:36 574 872 MFOV BB heater oil at temp. 111:09:04 669 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
o3/19/86 11:10:08
11:10:40
11:1h12
11:11:44
11:12:16
11:14:24
11:16:32
11:19:44
11:23:28
11:24:00
11:25:04
670
671
671
672
672
674
677
680
683
684
685
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
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Tabh_7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
03/19/86
Universaltime
hr:lllill:sec
11:38:24
11:40:32
11:43:44
11:47:28
11:48:00
11:49:04
12:02:24
12:{)4:32
12:06:40
12:09:20
12:10:24
12:10:56
12:11:28
12:12:00
Minutes
of day
698
701
704
707
708
709
722
725
727
729
730
731
731
732
Hex
COllllll_Llld
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
89,1
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
Detector bias heater (m at hwel 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at Wrap. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp, 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port, heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
03/19/86 12:19:28 739 82'3 I Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration se( uenee
03/19/86 12:26:24
12:26:56
12:27:28
12:37:36
13:18:40
13:19:44
13:20:16
13:2!):52
746 822
747 814
747 883
758 831
799 832
800 811
800 881
810 823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutler cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End nlodified solar calibration se( uence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for solar calibration
04/02/86 02"2(/:00 140 419 Address azinmth position A
02:20:32 141 2xx Data command, high byte
02:21:04 141 lxx Data command, low byte
En<t azilnuth angle load commands (A = 28.88°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
04/02/86 09:14:24 55,1 821 ] Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:14:56 555 862 I WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
09:15:28 555 872 MFOV BB beater on at temp. 1
10:51:28 651 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
04/02/86 10:52:32
10:53:04
10:53:36
10:54:08
10:54:40
10:56:48
653
653
654
654
655
657
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
{)4/02/86
Universaltime
hr:inill:sec
10:58:56
11:02:08
11:05:52
11:06:24
11:07:28
11:20:48
11:22:56
11:26:08
11:29:52
11:30:24
11:31:28
11:44:48
11:46:56
11:49:04
11:51:44
11:52:48
11:53:20
11:53:52
11:54:24
Minutes
of day
659
662
666
666
667
681
683
686
690
690
691
705
707
709
712
713
713
714
714
Hex
conlnland
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater oil at teInp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater Oil at, level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater oi1 at ten:p. 2
MFOV BB heater on at, temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at: level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
04/02/86 I 12:01:20 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
04/02/86 12:08:16
12:{)8:48
12:09:20
12:19:28
13:00:32
13:01:36
13:02:08
13:11:44
I 721 823 [
Begin modified olar calibration sequence
728 822
729 814
729 883
739 831
781 832
782 811
782 881
792 823
Ehwate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se( uence.
Begin azinmth angle load comnmnds for solar calibration
04/16/86 03:43:44 224 T 419 Address azimuth position A
03:44:16 224 I 2xx Data command, }figh byte03:45:20 225 lxx Data co and low byte
End azimuth angle load commands A = 78.0°).
Begin preinternal calibration se( uence
04/16/86 08:54:08 534 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
08:54:40 535 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
08:55:12 535 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:30:40 631 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration se( uenee
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
Date hr:iilill:Sec
04/16/86 10:31:44
10:32:16
10:32:48
10:33:20
10:33:52
10:36:00
10:38:08
10:41:20
10:45:04
10:45:36
10:46:40
11:00:00
11:02:08
11:05:20
11:09:04
11:09:36
11:10:40
11:24:00
11:26:(18
11:28:16
11:30:56
11:32:(1(1
11:32:32
11:33:04
11:33:36
[]CX
of day comnmnd [ Event description
Begin internal calibration sequence
632
632
633
633
634
636
6:/8
641
645
646
647
660
662
665
669
670
671
684
686
688
691
692
693
693
694
8AI
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibralion
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
\VFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at t,emp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at h,vcl 2
Detector bias heater off
VVFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
S\VICS on at level 1
Detector bias tleater off
Solar port heaters oil
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
04/16/86 11:41:04 ] 701 I 82a Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration se( uence
04/16/86 11:48:(}0
11:48:32
11:49:(}4
11:59:12
12:40:16
12:41:2(/
12:41:52
12:51:28
04/18/86 I
708 822
709 814
709 88:/
719 831
760 832
761 811
762 881
771 823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cych' off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detect:or bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se( uence
16:17:19 Ya'3,r lllallll0VCT tO X-axis positive
Begin azimuth angle load comnmnds for solar calibration
04/30/86 03:01:36 182 419 Address azimuth position A
(}3:02:08 182 2xx Data cotnmand, high byte
03:02:40 183 I lxx Data command, low byle
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 54.23 °)
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
04/3{}/86
Universaltime
Minutes
hr:min:sec of day
nex
command Event description
09:21:52
09:22:24
09:22:56
10:58:56
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
562 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
562 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
563 872 MFOV BB heater on at tenq). 1
659 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
04/30/86 11:00:00
11:00:32
11:1)1:04
11:01:36
11:02:08
11:04:16
11:06:24
I 1:09:36
11:13:20
11:13:52
11:14:56
11:28:16
11:30:24
11:33:36
11:37:20
11:37:52
11:38:56
11:52:16
11:54:24
11:56:32
11:59:12
12:00:16
12:00:48
12:0h20
12:01:52
04/30/86 [ 12:08:48
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
660
661
661
662
662
664
666
670
673
674
675
688
690
694
697
698
699
712
714
717
719
720
721
721
722
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
End internal alibration sequence
] 729
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater oi1 at, lewfl 1
SWICS on at lew?l 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on a,t level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at; temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin inodified solar calibration se(
04/30/86 12:16:16
12:16:48
12:17:20
12:27:28
13:08:32
13:09:36
13:10:08
13:19:44
736 822
737 814
737 883
747 831
789 832
790 811
790 881
800 823
gnd modified solar calibration se(
UellCe
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bia_s heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle oll
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
tlellce
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of <lay,
Hox
conlnlandDate hr:min:sec Event description
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
05/14/86 01:24:32 85 419 Address azinmth position A
01:25:04 85 2xx Data comnlamt, high byte
01:26:08 86 lxx Data (:ommand, low /)yte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 63.6°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
05/14/86 09:01:04 541 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:01:36 542 862 WFOV BB heater on at. temp. 1
09:02:08 542 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:38:08 638 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
05/14/86 10:39:12
10:39:44
10:40:16
10:40:48
10:41:20
10:43:28
10:45:36
10:48:48
10:52:32
10:53:04
10:54:08
11:07:28
11:09:36
11:12:48
11:16:32
11:17:04
11:18:08
11:31:28
11:33:36
11:35:44
11:38:24
11:39:28
11:40:00
11:40:32
11:41:04
639
640
640
641
641
643
646
649
653
653
654
667
670
673
677
677
678
691
694
696
698
699
700
701
701
8A1
881
852
82t
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
89,1
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calil)ration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
S\VICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temt). 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWlCS on a,t level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at ielllp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at. level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
S_VICS off
End internal calibration sequence
05/14/86 11:48:00 708 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
05/14/86 11:55:28 715 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sml)
11:56:00 716 814 Azinmth to position A
11:56:32 717 883 Detector bias heater on at level 2
12:06:40 727 831 SMA shutt(,r cycle on
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of day
nex
commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
05/14/86 767
768
769
778
12:47:12
12:48:16
t2:48:48
12:58:24
832
811
881
823
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence
05/21/86 14:48:15 Yaw manuever to X-axis negative
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
oa/28/86 02:20:32
02:21:04
02:22:40
141
141
143
419
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 62.03°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
05/28/86 09:11:12 551 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:11:44 552 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
09:12:48 553 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:48:16 648 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
o5/28/86 10:49:20
10:49:52
1():5(}:24
10:50:56
10:51:28
10:53:36
10:55:44
10:58:56
11:02:40
11:03:12
11:04:16
11:17:36
11:19:44
11:22:56
11:26:40
11:27:12
1t:28:16
11:41:36
11:43:44
11:45:52
11:48:32
11:49:36
11:50:08
11:50:40
11:51:12
649
650
650
651
651
654
656
659
663
663
664
678
680
683
687
687
688
7O2
7O4
706
709
710
710
711
711
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
Universal time
hr:Inin:sec
Minutes
of (lay
Hex
colnmalld Event description
05/28/86 11:58:08 718 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
05/28/86 12:05:36
12:06:08
12:06:40
12:16:48
12:57:52
12:58:56
12:59:28
13:09:04
726
726
727
737
778
779
779
789
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater o11 at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth t.o 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate t.o nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se( uence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
06/04/86 02:07:44 i 128 419 t Address azinmth position A
02:08:16 128 2xx Data command, high byte
02:11:28 131 1xx Dat.a command, low byte
End azimuth angle load colnmands (A = 31.2°).
Begin azimuth angle load conmmnds for solar calibration
06/04/86 05:39:28 | 339 419 Address azinmth position A
05:40:00 [ 340 2xx Data command, high byte05:40:32 341 lxx Data COmlnatld, low byte
End azinmth angle load conunands A = 31.2°).
Begin preinternal calibration sec uence
06/04/86 08:53:04 533 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
08:53:36 534 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
08:54:40 535 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:30:08 630 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End prcinternal calibration sec uenee.
Begin internal calibration see uenee
06/04/86 10:31:12
10:31:44
10:32:16
10:32:48
10:33:20
10:35:28
10:37:36
10:40:48
10:44:32
10:45:04
10:46:08
10:59:28
11:01:36
11:04:48
11:08:32
11:09:04
631
632
632
633
633
635
638
641
645
645
646
659
662
665
669
669
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bi_s heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at. temp. 2
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
06/04/86
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
11:10:08
11:23:28
11:25:36
11:27:44
11:30:24
11:31:28
11:32:00
11:32:32
11:33:04
Minutes
of day
670
683
686
688
690
691
692
693
693
Hex
command
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port, heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters oil
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
06/04/86 [ 11:40:00 ] 700 [ 823 [ Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
06/04/86 11:47:28
11:48:00
11:48:32
11:58:40
12:39:44
12:40:48
12:41:20
12:50:56
707
708
709
719
760
761
761
771
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azinmth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration secuence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for solar calibration
06/19/86 00:14:08 _ 14 419 Address azimuth position A
00:14:40 / 15 2xx Data command, high byte00:16:48 17 lxx Data co and low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 33.68°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
06/19/86 09:07:28 547 821 1 Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:08:00 548 862 l WFOV BB heater on at, temp. 1
09:08:32 549 872 MFOV BB heater on at, temp. 1
10:44:32 645 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
06/19/86 10:45:36
10:46:08
10:46:40
10:47:12
10:47:44
10:49:52
10:52:00
10:55:12
10:58:56
10:59:28
11:00:32
646
646
647
647
648
650
652
655
659
659
661
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
06/19/86
Universal time
hr:nlin:scc
11:13:52
11:16:00
11:19:12
11:22:56
11:23:28
11:24:32
11:37:52
11:40:00
11:42:08
11:44:48
11:45:52
11:46:24
11:46:56
11:47:28
Minutes
of day
674
676
679
683
683
685
698
700
702
705
706
706
707
707
Uex
command
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on a.t level 3
SWICS on at. level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB }mater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibrat.ion sequence
06/19/86 11:54:24 _ 714 [ 823 j Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar ealibrati(m sequence
06/19/86 12:01:52
12:02:24
12:02:56
12:13:04
12:54:08
12:55:12
12:55:44
13:05:20
722
722
723
733
774
775
776
785
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Elevate to solar ports (S,m)
Azimuth to position A
Detector hias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calil)ration sec uence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands tbr solar calil)ration
06/25/86 03:27:12 207 ] 419 Address azimuth position A
03:27:44 208 1 2xx Data comnmnd, high })ytc
03:28:16 208 [ lxx Data command, low hyte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 59.78°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
06/25/86 08:42:24 522 821 ] Elevate to internal source (stow)
08:42:56 523 862 [ \VFOV BB heater on at. temp. 1
08:43:28 523 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:18:56 619 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
o6/25/s6 10:20:00
10:20:32
10:21:04
10:21:36
10:22:08
10:24:16
620
621
621
622
622
624
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port. heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
06/25/86
Universal time
hr:min:see
10:26:24
10:29:36
10:33:20
10:33:52
10:34:56
10:48:16
10:50:24
10:53:36
10:57:20
10:57:52
10:58:56
11:12:16
11:14:24
11:16:32
11:19:12
11:20:16
11:20:48
11:21:20
11:21:52
Minutes
of day,
626
630
633
634
635
648
650
654
657
658
659
672
674
677
679
680
681
681
682
Hex
command
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
SWICS on a.t level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater oll at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at, temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
S'_VICS off
Detector bias heater on at, level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port, heaters off
"WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
06/25/86 11:29:20 ] 689 1 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
06/25/86 11:36:16
11:36:48
11:37:20
11:47:28
12:28:32
12:29:36
12:30:08
12:39:44
696 822
697 814
697 883
707 831
749 832
750 811
750 881
760 823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azinmth to position A
Detector bias heater on at lev(_l 2
SMA shutter cych_ on
SMA shutter cyi:le off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se( uenee
07/02/86 [ 15:24:15 [ Yaw mammver to X-axis positive
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
07/09/86 01:09:36 70 419 Address azimuth position A
01:10:08 70 2xx Data command, high byte
01:13:20 73 lxx Data command, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands A = 67.28°).
Begin preintcrnal calibration se( uence
07/09/86 09:06:56 547 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:07:28 547 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp 1
09:08:00 548 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:44:00 644 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration se( uenee
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
Universaltime
hr:inill:SOC
Minutes
of day
Hex
command Event description
Begin internal calibration sequence
07/09/86 10:44:32
10:45:04
10:45:36
10:46:08
10:46:40
10:48:48
10:50:56
10:54:08
10:57:52
10:58:24
10:59:28
11:12:48
11:14:56
11:18:08
11:21:52
11:22:24
11:23:28
11:36:48
11:38:56
11:41:04
11:43:44
11:44:48
11:45:20
11:45:52
11:46:24
645
645
646
646
647
649
651
654
658
658
659
673
675
678
682
682
683
697
699
701
704
7O5
705
706
7O6
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
881
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
internal calibration
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port. heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on a,t level 2
S\VICS oil at, level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater oil at, tenlp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at, temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters tiff
\VFOV BB heater off
MFOV BI3 heater off
Solar port, heaters on
SWICS tiff
End sequence
07/09/86 1 11:53:52 I 714 l 823 _- Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
o7/o9/86 12:00:48
12:01:20
12:01:52
12:12:00
12:53:04
12:5-1:08
12:54:40
13:04:16
721
721
722
732
773
774
775
784
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth t.o 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sec uenee.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
07/23/86 00:31:12 ]- 31 419 Address azinmth position A
00:31:44 l 32 2xx Data command, high byte00:32:16 32 lxx Data co and, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 58.88 °)
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of (lay
Hex
conlInandDate hr:min:sec Event description
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
07/23/86 10:22:08 622 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:22:40 623 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:23:12 623 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:59:12 719 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
07/23/86 11:59:44
12:00:16
12:00:48
12:01:20
12:01:52
12:04:00
12:06:08
12:09:20
12:13:04
12:13:36
12:14:40
12:28:00
12:30:08
12:33:20
12:37:04
12:37:36
12:38:40
12:52:00
12:54:08
12:56:16
12:58:56
13:00:00
13:00:32
13:01:04
13:01:36
720
720
721
721
722
724
726
729
733
734
735
748
750
753
757
758
759
772
774
776
779
780
781
781
782
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at lewq 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on a,t lew_l 3
SWICS on at, level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
07/23/86 1 13:09:04 __ 789 _ 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration se( uenee
07/23/86 13:16:00
13:16:32
13:17:04
13:27:12
14:08:16
14:09:20
14:09:52
14:19:28
796 822
797 814
797 883
807 831
848 832
849 811
850 881
859 823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azinmth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se(uence
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Table7, Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of (lay
ttex
commandDate hr:min:sec Eventdescription
08/01/86 14:55:11 Yawmamuwerto X-axis nega.tiw_
Begin azimuth angle load eonunands for solar calibration
08/06/86 01:29:20 89 419 Address azinmth position A
01:29:52 90 2xx Data command, high byte
01:30:56 91 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 74.63°).
Begin preintcrnal calibration sequence
08/06/86 08:16:16 496 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
08:16:48 497 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
08:17:52 498 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
09:53:20 593 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
08/06/86 09:54:24
09:54:56
09:55:28
09:56:00
09:56:32
09:58:40
10:00:48
10:04:00
10:07:44
10:08:16
10:09:20
10:22:40
10:24:48
10:28:00
10:31:44
10:32:16
10:33:20
10:46:40
10:48:48
10:5(1:56
10:53:36
10:54:40
10:55:12
10:55:44
10:56:16
594
595
595
596
597
599
601
604
608
608
609
623
625
628
632
632
633
647
649
651
654
655
655
656
656
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
8!) 1
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at tenlp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at tenlp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at, level 2
S_,VICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
11:03:1208/06/86 I 663 l 823 I Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
08/06/86 11:10:40
11:11:12
11:11:44 671 1 822
671 814
672 883
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
08/06/86
Universaltime
hr:min:see
11:21:52
12:02:56
12:04:00
12:04:32
12:14:08
Minutes
of day
682
723
724
725
734
Hex
command
831
832
811
881
823
Event description
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
08/17/86 00:55:44 56 419 Address azinmth position A
00:56:16 56 2xx Data command, high byte
00:56:48 57 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 30.6°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
08/17/86 09:29:20 569 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:29:52 570 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
09:30:24 570 872 MFOV BB heater oil at temp. 1
11:05:52 666 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End prcinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
08/17/86 11:06:56
11:07:28
11:08:00
11:08:32
11:09:04
11:11:12
11:13:20
11:16:32
11:20:16
11:20:48
11:21:52
11:35:12
11:37:20
11:40:32
11:44:16
11:44:48
11:45:52
11:59:12
12:01:20
12:03:28
12:06:08
12:07:12
12:07:44
12:08:16
12:08:48
667
667
668
669
669
671
673
677
680
681
682
695
697
701
704
7O5
7O6
719
721
723
726
727
728
728
729
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
End internal calibration
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater oil at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
sequence
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
Minutes
of day
Hex
command Eventdescription
08/17/86 12:16:16 736 823 Elevateto nadir(Earth)
Beginmodifiedsolarcalibrationsequence
08/17/86 12:23:12
12:23:44
12:24:16
12:34:24
13:15:28
13:16:32
13:17:04
13:26:40
743
744
744
754
795
797
797
807
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Elevateto solarports(Sun)
Azimuthto positionA
Detectorbiasheateroil at level2
SMAshuttercycleOil
SMAshuttercycleoff
Azimuthto 0°
Detectorbiasheateroff
Elevateto nadir (Earth)
Endmodifiedsolarcalibrationsecuence.
Beginazimuthangleloadcommandsfor solarcalibration
08/28/86 01:45:20 105 419 AddressazimuthpositionA
01:45:52 106 2xx Datacommand,highbyte
01:48:00 108 lxx Datacommand,lowbyte
Endazimuthangleloadconunands (A = 30.83°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
08/28/86 10:21:36 622 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:22:08 622 862 WFOV BB heater on at, temp. 1
10:22:40 623 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:58:40 719 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
08/28/86 11:59:44
12:00:16
12:00:48
12:01:20
12:01:52
12:04:00
12:06:08
12:09:20
12:13:04
12:13:36
12:14:40
12:28:00
12:30:08
12:33:20
12:37:04
12:37:36
12:38:40
12:52:00
12:54:08
12:56:16
12:58:56
720
720
721
721
722
724
726
729
733
734
735
748
750
753
757
758
759
772
774
776
779
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
Begin internal calil)ration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temt). 1
MFOV BB heater on at. telnp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater (m at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at. level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of day
Hex
commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
08/28/86 13:00:00 780 861 WFOV BB heater off
13:00:32 781 871 MFOV BB heater off
13:01:04 781 851 Solar port heaters on
13:01:36 782 891 SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
08/28/86 13:08:32 789 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
08/28/86 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
09/03/86
09/03/86
13:16:00
13:16:32
13:17:04
13:27:12
14:07:44
14:08:48
14:09:20
14:18:56
796
797
797
807
848
849
849
859
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Azinmth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
01:23:28
01:24:00
01:25:04
End
09:59:12
09:59:44
10:00:16
11:35:44
83 419 Address azimuth position A
84 2xx Data command, high byte
85 lxx Data command, low byte
azimuth angle load commands (A = 55.28°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
599 821 Elevate to internal source (stt,w)
600 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
600 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
696 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal
09/03/86 11:36:48
11:37:20
11:37:52
11:38:24
11:38:56
11:41:04
11:43:12
11:46:24
11:50:08
11:50:40
11:51:44
12:05:04
12:07:12
12:10:24
12:14:08
12:14:40
697
697
698
698
699
701
703
706
710
711
712
725
727
730
734
735
calibration sequence
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWlCS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
09/03/86
Universaltinm
hr:nlin:sec
12:15:44
12:29:04
12:31:12
12:33:20
12:36:00
12:37:04
12:37:36
12:38:08
12:38:40
Mimltes
of day
736
749
751
753
756
757
758
758
759
H_x
command
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at, level 3
S\VICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater of[
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibrati(m sequence
09/03/86 12:46:08 l 766 ] 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration see uenee
09/03/86 12:53:04
12:53:36
12:54:08
13:04:16
13:45:20
13:4(i:24
13:46:56
13:56:32
773 822
774 814
774 883
784 831
825 832
826 811
827 881
837 823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azinmth to position A
Detector bias hea.t(,r on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Eh_wate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sec uence
09/11/86 ] 13:31:11 [ i ' Yaw mamwver to X-axis positive
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
09/17/86 00:57:20 57 419 Address azimuth l)osition A
()0:57:52 58 2xx Data comman(t, high byte
00:58:24 58 lxx I Data command, h)w byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 64.4;3°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
09/17/86 08:46:08 526 821 l Elevate to internal source (stow)
08:46:40 527 862 t "_VFOV BB heater on at. temp. 1
08:47:12 527 872 MFOV BB heater on at teInp. 1
10:23:12 62;3 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
09/17/86 10:24:16
10:24:48
10:25:20
10:25:52
10:26:24
10:28:32
10:30:40
10:33:52
10:37:36
10:38:08
624
625
625
626
626
629
631
634
638
638
8AI
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector t)ias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. l
MFOV BB heater on at temt). 1
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
09/17/86
Universal time
hr:min:sec
10:39:12
10:52:32
10:54:40
10:57:52
11:01:36
11:02:08
11:03:12
11:16:32
11:18:40
11:20:48
11:23:28
11:24:32
11:25:04
11:25:36
11:26:08
Minutes
of day,
639
653
655
658
662
662
663
677
679
681
683
685
685
686
686
Hex
eOlllnland
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
SWICS off
Detector bias heater (m at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater oil at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heate, r on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
09/17/86 I 11:33:04 ] 693 _ 823 [ Eh'vate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
09/17/86 11:40:32
11:11:04
11:41:36
11:51:44
12:32:16
12:33:20
12:33:52
12:43:28
701
701
702
712
752
753
754
763
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se( uence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
10/01/86 l 02:14:40 1351419 Address azinnlth position A
02:15:12 135 2xx Data command, high byte
02:16:16 136 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 29.03°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
10/01/86 08:31:12 511 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
08:31:44 512 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp, 1
08:32:16 512 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:08:16 608 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinteriml calibration sequence..
Begin internal calibration sequence
10/01/86 10:09:20
10:09:52
10:10:24
10:10:56
10:11:28
609
610
610
611
611
8A1
881
852
821
851
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
lO/Ol/86
Universal time
hI':illin:sec
10:13:36
10:15:44
10:18:56
10:22:40
10:23:12
10:24:16
10:37:36
10:39:14
10:42:56
10:46:40
10:47:12
10:48:16
11:01 ::36
11:03:44
11:05:52
11:08:32
11:09:36
11 :10:08
11 :10:40
11:11:12
Minutes
of day
614
616
619
623
623
624
638
610
6,13
647
647
648
662
664
666
669
670
670
671
671
Hex
COllllllt411d
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
88,1
894
88t
852
861
871
851
891
Event (tescrii)tion
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
\VFOV BB heater on at total). 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
S\VICS on al level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temt). 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on a,t level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB h('ater off
MF()V BB heater ()if
Solar t)ort heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
10/01/86 __ 11:18:08 l 678 1 823 Elevate to na(lir (Earth)
m/01/86 11:25:36
11:26:08
11:26:40
11:36:48
12:17:52
12:18:56
12:19:28
12:29:04
Begin modified solar calibration sec
686 822
686 814
687 883
697 831
738 832
739 811
739 881
749 823
llellce
Elevate to solar ports (Sml)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias lwat.er on at level 2
SMA shutt(,r cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate t.o nadir (Earth)
End me(lifted solar calibration sec uence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibra.tion
10/15/86 _ 02:55:12 175 419 Address azinmth 1)osition A
02:55:44 176 2xx Data coinman(t, high t)5'1(,
02:56:16 176 lxx Data COllllllatl(t, h)w byte
End azimuth angle load commands A -- 75.23°).
Begin preinternal calibration sec llell(:e
10/15/86 09:42:40 583 821 Elevate t,o internal source (stow)
09:43:44 58,1 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
09:44:16 584 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:19:44 680 823 Elevate to nadir (Eart h)
End preinternal calibration se(:uenee j
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
Minutes
of (lay
Rex
conunand Event description
Begin internal ca.libration sequence
10/15/86 11:20:48
11:2l :20
11:21:52
11:22:24
11:22:56
11:25:04
11:27:12
11:30:24
11:34:08
11:34:40
11:35:44
11:49:04
11:51:12
11:54:24
11:58:08
11:58:40
11:59:44
12:13:04
12:15:12
12:17:20
12:2(/:00
12:21:04
12:21:36
12:22:08
12:22:40
681
681
682
682
683
685
687
690
694
695
696
709
711
714
718
719
720
733
735
737
74(1
741
742
742
743
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
8(,tl
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (st.ow)
Solar port heaters on
I)etector bias heater on at. level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at lew'l 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
VVFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at telnt). 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
S\VICS Oil at level 1
Detector bias heat{'_r off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
S\VICS off
End internal calibration sequence
10115186 ] 12:30:08 L 750 I 823 Elevate, t.o nadir (I_;arth)
Begin modified solar calibration so( uonce
10115186 12:37:04
12:37:36
12:38:08
12:48:16
13:29:20
13:30:24
13:30:56
13:,10:32
757 822
758 81<1
758 883
768 831
809 832
810 811
811 881
821 823
Elevate to solar I)orts (Sun)
Azinnith to position A
Detector bias heater on at h.vel 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off"
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se( uence
10/17/86 j_ 14:28:15 [ i _.w nianuever to X-axis negative
Begin azilnuth angle load commands ii)r solar calibration
10/29/86 01:21:52 82 419 Address azimuth position A
01:22:24 82 2xx Data cominand, high byte
01:22:56 83 lxx Data. command, low byte
End aziInuth angle load commands (A = 55.43 °)
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of day
Hex
coin nl andDate hr:niin:sec Event description
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
10/29/86 08:18:56 499 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
08:19:28 499 862 \VFOV BB heater on at tenlt). 1
08:20:32 501 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
09:56:00 596 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
10/29/86 09:57:04
09:57:36
09:58:08
09:58:40
09:59:12
10:01:20
10:03:28
10:06:40
10:10:24
10:10:56
10:12:00
10:25:20
10:27:28
10:30:40
10:34:24
10:34:56
10:36:00
10:49:20
10:51:28
10:53:36
10:56:16
10:57:20
10:57:52
10:58:24
10:58:56
597
598
598
599
599
601
603
607
610
611
612
625
627
631
634
635
636
649
651
654
656
657
658
658
659
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
89.1
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at tenq). 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
_,VFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at tenip. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
S\VICS on at, level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
_VFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port, heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
10/29/86 I 11:05:52 I 666 [ 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sccuenee
10/29/86 11:13:20
11:13:52
11:14:24
11:24:32
12:05:36
12:06:40
12:07:12
12:16:48
673 822
674 814
674 883
685 831
726 832
727 811
727 881
737 823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at, level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater oil
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se( uence
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
11/12/86
11/12/86
Universaltime [Minutes Hexhr:min:see of day command Eventdescription
Beginazimuthangleloadcommandsfor solarcalibration
01:05:52 66 419 AddressazimuthpositionA
01:06:24 66 2xx Datacommand,highbyte
01:07:28 67 lxx Datacommand,lowbyte
Endazimuthangleloadcommands(A = 60.68°).
Beginpreinternalcalibrationsequence
09:38:56 579 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:39:28 579 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
09:40:00 580 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:16:00 676 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/12/86 11:17:04
11:17:36
11:18:08
11:18:40
11:19:12
11:21:20
11:23:28
11:26:40
11:30:24
11:30:56
11:32:00
11:45:20
11:47:28
11:50:40
11:54:24
11:54:56
11:56:00
12:09:20
12:11:28
12:13:36
12:16:16
12:17:20
12:17:52
12:18:24
12:18:56
677
678
678
679
679
681
683
687
690
691
692
705
707
711
714
715
716
729
731
734
736
737
738
738
739
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at, level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at t.emp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
11/12/86 I 12:25:52 I 746 I 823 { Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
11/12/86 12:30:08 750 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
12:30:40 751 814 Azimuth to position A
12:31:12 751 883 Detector bias heater on at level 2
12:41:20 761 831 SMA shutter cycle on
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Table 7. Continued
(a) Continued
Universal time
Minutes
of day
Hex
conlnlandDate hr:min:sec Event description
11/12/86 13:22:24 802 832 SMA shutter cycle off
13:23:28 803 811 Azimuth t,o 0°
13:24:00 804 881 Detector bias beater off
13:33:36 814 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence
11/20/86 14:56:15 Yaw mammver to X-axis positive
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
11/26/86 03:55:28 235 419 Address azimuth position A
03:56:00 236 2xx Data command, high byte
03:57:04 237 lxx Data comnmnd, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 65.03°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
11/26/86 10:00:48 601 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:01:20 601 862 "_VFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:01:52 602 872 MFOV BB heater on at t,emp. 1
11:37:52 698 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/26/86 11:38:56
11:39:28
11:40:00
11:40:32
11:41:04
11:43:12
11:45:20
11:48:32
11:52:16
11:52:48
11:53:52
12:07:12
12:09:20
12:12:32
12:16:16
12:16:48
12:17:52
12:31:12
12:33:20
12:35:28
12:38:08
12:39:12
12:39:44
12:40:16
12:40:48
699
699
700
701
701
703
705
709
712
713
714
727
729
733
736
737
738
751
753
755
758
759
760
760
761
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port },eaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias },eater off
WFOV BB beater on at tcmI). 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
S\VICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB beater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal cMibrat, ion sequence
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
Universal time
hr:min:sec
Minutes
of day
Hex
command Event description
11/26/86 12:47:44 768 I 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
11/26/86 12:55:12
12:55:44
12:56:16
13:06:24
13:47:28
13:48:32
13:49:04
13:58:40
775
776
776
786
827
829
829
839
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azinmth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
12/04/86 00:31:12
00:31:44
00:32:48
31
32
33
419
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 30.53°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
12/04/86 03:32:00
03:32:32
03:33:36
05:09:04
212
213
214
309
821
862
872
823
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV BB heater on at. temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
12/04/86 05:10:08
05:10:40
05:11:12
05:11:44
05:12:16
05:14:24
05:16:32
05:19:44
05:23:28
05:24:00
05:25:04
05:38:24
05:40:32
05:43:44
05:47:28
05:,18:00
05:49:04
06:02:24
06:04:32
06:06:40
310
311
311
312
312
314
317
320
323
324
325
338
341
344
347
348
349
362
365
367
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at. temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
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Table7. Continue(t
(a) Continued
Date
12/o4/86
Universal time
hr:iilill:Sec
06:09:20
06:10:24
06:10:56
06:11:28
06:12:00
Mimltes
of (tay
369
370
371
371
372
Hex
conlnlatld
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal ealit)ration sequence
12/04/86 _ 06:18:56 [ 379 ] 82;/ I Ehwate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sequence
 2/o4/8 06:26:24
06:26:56
06:27:28
06:37:36
07:18:40
07:19:44
07:20:16
07:29:52
386
387
387
398
439
44O
440
450
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azinmth to i)osition A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias [mater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se_ uenee.
Begin azimuth angle load conmmn(ls for solar calibration
12/18/86 00:06:08 6 .'119 [ Address azimuth position A
00:06:40 7 2xx l Data command, high 1)yte00:08:16 8 txx Data co and, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 31.8°).
12/18/86 08:24:16 504 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
08:24:48 505 862 WFOV BB heater on at t.emp. 1
08:25:20 505 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:01:20 601 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin internal calibration se( uence.
Begin preinternal calibration se( uence
12/18/86 10:02:24 602 8A 1 Begin internal ealil)ration
10:02:56 603 881 Detector bias heater off
10:0"1:28 603 852 Solar port heaters off
10:04:00 604 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
End l)reinternal calit)ration se( uence
12/18/86 I0:04:32
10:06:40
10:08:48
10:12:00
10:15:44
10:16:16
10:17:20
10:30:40
10:32:48
10:36:00
10:39:44
605
607
609
612
616
616
617
631
633
636
640
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWlCS on at hwel 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at, temp. 2
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
12/18/86
Universal time
hr:tllin:sec
10:40:16
10:41:20
10:54:40
10:56:48
1(}:58:56
11:01:36
11:02:40
11:03:12
11:03:44
11:0,1:16
Minutes
of day
640
641
655
657
659
662
663
663
664
664
Hex
command
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
MFOV BB heater oil at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on a.t level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibrAtion sequence
12/18/86 I 11:11:12 t 671 } 823 I Ehwate to nadir (EArth)
Begin modified solar cAlibration sequence
12/18/86 11:18:40
11:19:12
11:19:44
11:29:52
12:10:56
12:12:00
12:12:32
12:22:08
679
679
680
690
731
732
733
742
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
ElevAte to solar ports (Sun)
Azinmth to position A
Detector bias heater on At level 2
SMA shutter cycle oi1
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (EArth)
End modified solar calibration scc uencc.
Begin azimuth angle load commands re," solar calibration
12/24/86 01:33:36 [ 94 419 Address Azimuth position A
01:3,1:08 I 94 2xx Data command, high byte01:35:12 95 lxx Data coimnand, low byte
End azimuth angle loAd comman(ts (A = 58.5°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
12/24/86 09:32:00 572 821 / Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:32:32 573 862 l WFOV BB heater on at. temp. 1
09:33:04 573 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:(18:32 669 823 Elevate to na(tir (EArth)
End t)reillternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calihration sequence
 2/24/86 11:09:36
11:10:08
11:10:40
11:11:12
11:11:44
11:13:52
11:16:00
11:19:12
11:22:56
670
670
671
671
672
674
676
679
683
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on At level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. i
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Table7. Continued
(a) Contimled
Date
12/24/86
Universal time
hr:lllill:Sec
11:23:28
11:24:32
11:37:52
11:40:00
11:43:12
11:46:56
11:47:28
11:48:32
12:01:52
12:(14:00
12:06:08
12:08:48
12:09:52
12:10:24
12:10:56
12:11:28
Minutes
of day
683
685
698
700
703
707
707
709
722
724
726
729
730
730
731
731
Hex
COilllllail(t
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
S\¥ICS on at, level 2
Detector bias heater off
'WF()V BB heater on at. temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at lew_l 3
SWICS on at. l(wel 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar i)ort heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters 011
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
12/24/86 I 12:18:56 I 739 ] 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration se(uence
12/24/86 12:25:52
12:26:24
12:26:56
12:37:04
13:18:08
13:19:12
13:19:44
13:29:20
746 822
746 814
747 883
757 831
798 832
799 811
800 881
809 823
Elevate to solar ports (Sin0
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0 °
Detector bias heater off
Elewtte to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se(uenee
12/31/86 i 15:15:11 _ _ Yaw manuever to X-axis negative
Begin azimuth angle h)ad eommmlds for solar calibration
01/07/87 01:11:12 71 [ 419 I Address azimuth t)ositionA
01:11:44 72 2xx Data c()mmand, high byte
01:12:48 73 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 67.58°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
01/07/87 09:41:36 582 821 _ Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:42:40 583 862 1 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
09:43:12 583 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:18:40 679 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
01/07/87 11:19:44 680 { 8A1 Begin internal calibration
11:20:16 680 [ 881 Detector bias heater off11:20:48 681 852 Solar port heaters off
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Table7. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
01/07/87
Universaltime
hr:lniil:sec
11:21:20
11:21:52
11:24:00
11:26:08
11:29:20
11:33:04
11:33:36
11:34:40
11:48:00
11:50:08
11:53:20
11:57:04
11:57:36
1I:58:40
12:12:00
12:14:08
12:16:16
12:18:56
12:20:00
12:20:32
12:21:04
12:21:36
Minutes
of day
681
682
684
686
689
693
694
695
708
710
713
717
718
719
732
734
736
739
740
741
741
742
Hex
colnlnand
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater oil at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater (m at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
\VFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWlCS off
Detector bias heater on at. level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
01/07/87 l 12:29:04 I 749 I 823 _ Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin inodified solar calibration sequence
Ol/07/87 12:36:00
12:36:32
12:37:04
12:,17:12
13:28:16
13:29:20
13:29:52
13:39:28
756
757
757
767
808
809
810
819
822
814
883
831
832
811
881
823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se¢ uence.
Begin azimuth angle load conmmnds for solar calibration
01/21/87 ] 02:28:00 148 419 Address azimuth position A
I 02:28:32 149 2xx Data command, high byte02:29:36 150 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 58.88°).
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
01/21/87 09:19:44 l 560 I 821 1 Elevate to internal source (stow):20:16 62 WFOV BB h ater on at temp. 1
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Table 7. Continued
(a) Concluded
Universal time
Minutes
of day
Hex
eOnllllandDate hr:nfin:sec Event description
01/21/87 09:20:48 561 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:56:48 657 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
Ol/21/87 10:57:52
10:58:24
10:58:56
10:59:28
11:00:00
11:02:08
11:04:16
11:07:28
11:11:12
11:11:44
11:12:48
11:26:08
11:28:16
11:31:28
11::35:12
11:35:44
11:36:48
11:50:08
11:52:16
11:54:24
11:57:04
11:58:08
11:58:40
11:59:12
11:59:44
658
658
659
659
660
662
664
667
671
672
673
686
688
691
695
696
697
710
712
714
717
718
719
719
720
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
89:1
881
S52
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow}
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
S'WICS on at hwel 3
Detector bias heater off
"_VF()V BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at, level 2
S\VICS on at, hwel 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bia_s heater on at, level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
01/21/87 [ 12:06:40 I 727 1 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin modified solar calibration sec uence
Ol/21/s7 12:13:36
12:14:08
12:14:40
12:24:48
13:05:52
13:06:56
13:07:28
13:17:04
734 822
734 814
735 883
745 831
786 832
787 811
787 881
797 823
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azinmth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SMA simtter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Azimuth to 0°
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End modified solar calibration se( uence
01/30/87 ._ 14:45:19 1 ] Yaw mmmever to X-axis positive
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Table7. Continued
(b) Scannercommands
Date
Universaltime
hr:nlin:sec
Minutes
of day
Hex
command Event description
02/05/86 11:41:04
11:41:36
11:43:12
11:44:48
11:46:24
11:49:36
11:51:12
11:52:48
11:54:24
12:13:36
12:15:12
12:16:48
12:18:24
Begin internal calibration
701 8A1
702 897
703 895
705 893
706 891
710 897
711 895
713 893
714 891
734 897 SWICS
735 895 SWICS
737 893 SWICS
738 891 SWICS
internal calibration sequence.
sequence
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
on at level 3 modulated
off
on at level 1 modulated
on at level 2 modulated
on at level 3 modulated
off
on at level 1 modulated
on at level 2 modulated
on at level 3 modulated
off
End
Begin aziinuth angle load commands for Sun avoidance angles
02/14/86 16:24:48
16:25:20
16:26:24
16:27:28
16:28:00
16:29:04
985
985
986
987
988
989
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data coinmaild, low byte
Address azinmth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 179 °, B = 145°).
Begin internal calibration sequence
02/15/86 10:28:32
10:29:04
10:30:40
10:32:16
10:33:52
10:37:04
10:38:40
10:40:16
10:41:52
11:01:04
11:02:40
11:04:16
11:05:52
629
629
631
632
634
637
639
640
642
661
663
664
666
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at. level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin Sun avoidance operation
02/16/86 15:54:24 954 t 815 1Azimuth to position B02/25/86 21:05:52 1266 813 Azimuth to 180 °
End Sun avoidance operation
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Table7. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
Universal time
hr:nlin:see
Minutes
of day
Hex
conunand Event description
Begin internal calibration sequence
02/26/86 11:16:00
11:16:32
11:18:08
11:19:44
11:21:20
11:24:32
11:26:08
11:27:44
11:29:20
11:48:32
11:50:08
11:51:44
11:53:20
676
677
678
680
681
685
686
688
689
709
710
712
713
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at. level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS oil at level 1 modulated
SVVICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SVVICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
o3/05/86
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
11:01:04
11:01:36
11:03:12
11:04:48
11:06:24
11:09:36
11:11:12
11:12:48
11:14:24
11:33:36
11:35:12
11:36:48
11:38:24
661
662
663
665
666
670
671
673
674
694
695
697
698
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on a.t. level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at. level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
S_,VICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
03/12/86 [ 15:07:11 I ] 1 Yaw manuever to X-axis negative
Begin internal calibration sequence
03/19/86 11:10:08
11:10:40
11:12:16
11:13:52
11:15:28
11:18:40
11:20:16
11:21:52
11:23:28
11:42:40
11:44:16
670
671
672
674
675
679
680
682
683
703
704
8AI
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
Begin internal calit)ration
SWICS on at, level 1 modulated
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
on at, level 2 modulated
on at level 3 modulated
off
on at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at, level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
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Table7. Continued
(b) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of (lay
nex
commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
03/19/86 11:45:52 706 893 SWICS on at level 3 modulated
11:47:28 707 891 SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
04/02/86 10:52:32
10:53:04
10:54:40
10:56:16
10:57:52
11:01:04
11:02:40
11:04:16
11:05:52
11:25:04
11:26:40
11:28:16
11:29:52
653
653
655
656
658
661
663
664
666
685
687
688
690
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS oil
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
04/16/86 10:31:44
10:32:16
10:33:52
10:35:28
10:37:04
10:40:16
10:41:52
10:43:28
10:45:04
11:04:16
11:05:52
11:07:28
11:09:04
632
632
634
635
637
641)
642
643
645
664
666
667
669
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWlCS on a,t level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 inodulated
SWICS on at level 3 modubLted
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
04/18/86 16:17:19 Yaw manuever to X-axis positive
Begin internal calibration sequence
04/30/86 11:00:00
11:00:32
11:02:08
11:03:44
11:05:20
11:08:32
11:10:08
11:11:44
11:13:20
660
661
662
664
665
669
670
672
673
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWlCS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level i modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWlCS on at level 3 modulated
SWlCS off
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Table7. (',om,inued
(b) Continued
Date
04/30/86
Universaltime
hr:lllill:see
11:32:32
11:34:08
11:35:44
11:37:20
Minutes
of day
693
694
696
697
Hex
conllllaIld
897
895
893
891
Event description
SWICS Oil at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
S\VICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal ealil)ration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
05/14/86 10:39:12
10:39:44
10:41:20
10:42:56
10:44:32
10:47:44
10:49:20
10:50:56
10:52:32
11:11:44
11:13:20
11 :11:56
11:16:32
639
640
641
643
645
648
649
651
653
672
673
675
677
End internal
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal ealil)ration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at, level 1 modulate(t
at, level 2 modulate(t
at, hwel 3 mo(tulate(t
at level 1 mo(tulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
ealit)ration sequence
()5/21/86 14:48:15 Yaw manuever t,() X-axis negativ('
Begin internal calit)ration sequence
10:49:20
10:49:52
10:51:28
10:53:04
10:54:40
10:57:52
10:59:28
11:01:04
11:02:4(/
11:21:52
11:23:28
11:25:04
11:26:40
6i9
65O
651
653
655
658
659
661
6(i3
682
683
685
687
8A1
8!)7
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 mo(hflate(t
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWIGS on at level 1 modulate(t
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
S\VICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at, level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
06/04/86 10:31:12
10:31:44
10:33:20
10:34:56
10:36:32
10:39:44
10:41:20
631
632
633
635
637
640
641
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
Begin internal calil)ration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 mo(hflated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
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Table7. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
06/04/86
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
10:42:56
10:44:32
11:03:44
11:05:20
11:06:56
11:08:32
Minutes
of day
643
645
664
665
667
669
Hex
conlinan(t
893
891
897
895
893
891
Event description
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS oll at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
S'_VICS (m at level 3 modulated
S\VICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for Sun avoidance angles
06/04/86 14:08:16
14:08:48
14:09:20
14:10:24
14:10:56
14:12:00
848
849
849
850
851
852
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azinmth position A
Data command, high byte
Data Comlnand, low byte
Address azimuth posit, iol_ B
Data conmmnd, high byte
Data conmmnd, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 179 ° B = 145°).
Begin Sin1 avoidance ol)eration
06/04/86 16:45:04 1005 815 Azimuth to position B
06/18/86 15:20:16 920 813 Azinmth to 180 °
End Sun avoidance operation.
Begin internal calibration sequence
06/19/86 10:45:36
10:46:08
10:47:44
10:49:20
10:50:56
10:54:08
10:55:44
10:57:20
10:58:56
11:18:08
11:19:44
11:21:20
11:22:56
646
646
648
649
651
654
656
657
659
678
680
681
683
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 lno(tulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
06/25/86 10:20:00
10:20:32
10:22:08
10:23:44
10:25:20
10:28:32
10:30:08
10:31:44
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
620
621
622
624
625
629
630
632
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
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Table7. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
06/25/86
Universaltime
hr:Itlilt:Sec
1{}:33:20
10:52:32
10:54:08
10:55:4,1
10:57:20
Minutes
of day
633
653
65,1
656
657
Hox
cointlla,lld
891
897
895
893
891
Event description
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
S\VICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
07/02/86 15:24:15 [ I I Yaw manuever to X-axis positive
Begin internal calibration sequence
or/ o;Vsc, 10:45:04
10:15:36
10:47:12
10:48:48
10:50:24
10:53:36
10:55:12
10:56:48
10:58:24
11:17:36
11:19:12
11:2(}:48
11:22:24
645
646
647
619
650
654
655
657
658
678
679
681
682
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
S\VICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SVVICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
S\VICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
07/23/86 12:00:16
12:0(}:48
12:02:24
12:04:00
12:05:36
12:08:48
12:10:24
12:12:00
12:13:36
12:32:48
12:34:24
12:36:00
12:37:36
720
721
722
724
726
729
730
732
734
753
754
756
758
8A1
897
8!15
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at h'vel 2 modulated
at, level 3 mo(tulat('d
at, level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
a,t level 3 mo(tulated
at level 1 modulated
a,t level 2 modulated
at hwel 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence
08/01/86 [ 14:55:11 I Y_,w manuever to X-axis negative
Begin internal calibration se(tuenee
08/06/86 09:54:24
09:5,1:56
09:56:32
09:58:08
09:59:44
594
595
597
598
600
8A1
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at lev(q 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at hw('l 3 m()(tulated
S\VICS off
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Table7. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
08/06/86
Universal time
hr:inin:sec
10:02:56
10:04:32
10:06:08
10:07:44
10:26:56
10:28:32
10130:08
10:31:44
Minutes
of day
603
605
606
608
627
629
630
632
Hex
COlillilaIld
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Event
SWICS on
SWICS oi1
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
description
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at hwel 3 modulated
End inte, rnal calit)ration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
08/17/86 11:06:56
11:07:28
11:09:04
11:10:40
11:12:16
11:15:28
11:17:04
11:18:40
11:20:16
11:39:28
11:41:04
11:42:40
11:44:16
667
667
669
671
672
675
677
679
680
699
701
703
704
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at le.vel 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWIGS on
SWICS ()if
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS ()if
at level 2 modulated
at Icvel 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at, level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load conmmnds for Sun avoidance angles
08/17/86 16:37:04
16:38:40
16:39:44
16:40:48
16:42:24
16:43:28
997
999
1000
1001
1002
1003
419
2xx
1xx
41 B
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data coinmand, high byte
Data contman(t, h)w })yte
Address azimuth position B
I)ata command, high |)yte
Data colnnlalld, low t)yte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 179 °, B 145 °)
Begin Sun av))idance operation
08/18/86 16:00:16 960 815 Azimuth to position B
08/27/86 18:10:24 1090 813 Azimuth to 18(1°
End Sun avoidance operation.
Begin internal calibration se(tuenee
08/28/86 11:59:44
12:00:16
12:01:52
12:03:28
12:05:04
12:08:16
720
720
722
723
725
728
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
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Table7. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
08/28/86
Universal time
hr:nlin:soe
12:09:52
12:11:28
12:13:04
12:32:16
12:33:52
12:35:28
12:37:04
Minutes
of (lay
730
731
733
752
754
755
757
Hex
conlnland
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Event description
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS oi1 at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
S\VICS on at, level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
09/03/86 11:36:48
11:37:20
11:38:56
11:40:32
11:42:08
11:45:20
11:46:56
11:48:32
11:50:08
12:09:20
12:10:56
12:12:32
12:14:08
697
697
699
701
702
705
707
709
710
729
731
733
734
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulaled
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequenee
09/11/86 I 13:31:11 I l Yaw manuever to X-axis positive
Begin internal calibration sequence
09/17/86 10:24:16
10:24:48
10:26:24
10:28:00
10:29:36
10:32:48
10:34:24
10:36:00
10:37:36
10:56:48
10:58:24
11:00:00
11:01:36
624
625
626
628
630
633
634
636
638
657
658
660
662
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
8!11
Begin internal calil)ration
S\VICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS oll
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 nlo(hllate([
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at h've] 2 modulated
at level 3 m()dulated
at level 1 modulat(,d
at hwel 2 modulat('d
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
10/01/86 10:09:20
10:09:52
10:11:28
10:13:{14
609
610
611
613
8A1
897
895
893
Begin internal ealit)ration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
S\VICS on at level 2 modulated
S'_VICS on at level 3 modulated
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Table7. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
lO/Ol/86
Universal time
hr:nlin:sec
10:14:40
10:17:52
10:19:28
10:21:04
10:22:40
10:41:52
10:43:28
10:45:04
10:46:40
Minutes
of day
615
618
619
621
623
642
643
645
647
Hex
conlnland
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Event description
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS oll at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS oil at level 1 modulated
SWICS on a,t level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
10/15/86 11:20:48
11:21:20
11:22:56
11:24:32
11:26:08
11:29:20
11:30:56
11:32:32
11:34:08
11:53:20
11:54:56
11:56:32
11:58:08
10/17/86 1,1:28:15
10/29/86 09:57:04
09:57:36
09:59:12
10:00:48
10:02:24
10:05:36
10:07:12
10:08:48
10:10:24
10:29:36
10:31:12
10:32:48
10:34:24
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
681
681
683
685
686
689
691
693
694
713
715
717
718
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at, level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence
Yaw manuever to X-axis negative
Begin internal calibration sequence
597
598
599
601
6O2
6O6
607
6O9
610
63O
631
633
634
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWtCS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/12/86 11:17:04 677 8A 1 Begin internal calibration
11:17:36 678 897 SWICS on at level 1 modulated
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Table7. Contimmd
(b) Contimled
Date
11/12/86
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
11:19:12
11:20:48
11:22:24
11:25:36
11:27:12
11:28:48
11:30:24
11:49:36
11:51:12
11:52:48
11:54:24
Minutes
of<lay
679
681
682
686
687
689
690
710
711
713
714
Hex
cotninand
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Event description
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWlCS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
a,t, level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at, level 2 modulated
a,t level 3 modulaled
at, level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence
11/20/86 [ 14:56:15 [ [ [ Yaw manuever to X-axis positive
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/26/86 11:38:56
11:39:28
11:41:04
11:42:40
11:44:16
11:47:28
11:49:04
11:50:40
11:52:16
12:11:28
12:13:04
12:14:40
12:16:16
699
699
701
703
704
707
709
711
712
731
733
735
736
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWlCS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWlCS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulate(t
at level 2 mo(hflated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
12/04/86 05:10:08
05:10:40
05:12:16
05:13:52
05:15:28
05:18:40
05:20:16
05:21:52
05:23:28
05:42:40
05:44:16
05:45:52
05:47:28
310
311
312
314
315
319
320
322
323
343
344
346
347
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulate(t
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at, level 2 modulated
SWICS on at, level 3 modulated
SWICS off
S_VICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
S\VICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
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Table7. Continued
(b) Continued
Date Universaltime ]I Minutes Hexhr:min:sec of day command Eventdescription
Beginazimuthangleloadcommandsfor Sunavoidanceangles
12/04/86 14:45:04
14:45:36
14:46:40
14:47:44
14:48:16
14:49:20
885
886
887
888
888
889
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azinmth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 179 °, B = 145°).
Begin Sun avoidance operation
12/04/86 20:07:12 1207 815 Azinmth to position B
12/17/86 16:47:12 1007 813 Azinmth to 180 °
End Sun avoidance operation.
Begin internal calibration sequence
12/18/86 10:02:24
10:02:56
10:04:32
10:06:08
t0:07:44
10:10:56
10:12:32
10:14:08
10:1.5:44
10:34:56
10:36:32
10:38:08
10:39:44
602
603
605
606
608
611
613
614
616
635
637
638
640
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
Oil
on
off
on
Oil
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 nlodulated
on at level 3 modulated
off
on at level 1 inodulated
on at level 2 modulated
on at level 3 modulated
off
End interIml :alibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence,
12/24/86 11:09:36
11:10:08
11:11:44
11:13:20
11:14:56
11:18:08
11:19:44
11:21:20
11:22:56
11:42:08
11:43:44
11:45:20
11:46:56
670
670
672
673
675
678
680
681
683
702
704
705
707
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulaled
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulaled
at level 3 modulaled
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulaved
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence
12/31786- I 15:15:11 1 1 [ Yaw manuever to X-axis negative
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Table7. Concluded
(b) Concluded
Date
Universaltime
hr:min:see
Minutes
of (lay
Hex
command Eventdescription
Begininternalcalibrationsequence
01/07/87 11:19:44
11:20:16
11:21:52
11:23:28
11:25:04
11:28:16
11:29:52
11:31:28
11:33:04
11:52:16
11:53:52
11:55:28
11:57:04
680
680
682
683
685
688
690
691
693
712
714
715
717
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begininternalcalibration
SWICSonat level1modulated
SWICSonat level2 modulated
SWICSonat level3 modulated
SWICSoff
SWICSonat level1modulated
SWICSonat level2 modulated
SWICSonat level3 modulated
SWICSoff
SWICSonat level1 modulated
SWICSonat level2 modulated
SWICSonat level3modulated
SWICSoff
Endinternalcalibrationsequence.
Begininternalcalibrationsequence
01/21/87 10:57:52
10:58:21
11:00:00
11:01:36
11:03:12
11:06:24
11:08:00
11:09:36
11:11:12
11:30:24
11:32:00
11:33:36
11:35:12
658
658
66(1
662
663
666
668
670
671
690
692
694
695
8A1
8.(t7
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begininternalcalibration
SWICSonat level1modulated
SWlCSon
SWICSon
SWICSoff
SWICSon
SWICSOI1
SWICSon
SWICSoff
SWICSon
SWICSon
SWICSon
SWICSoff
at level2 modulated
at,level3 modulated
at,level1modulate(t
at level2 modulated
at level3 modulated
at level1modulated
at level2 modulated
at level3 modulated
Endinternal calibration sequence
OllaOlSr I 14:45:19 i I -_ Yaw mmmever to X-axis positive I
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Table 8. List of Operational Commands Executed by hlstruments on NOAA 9 Spacecraft
(a) Nonscanner connnands
Universal time
Minutes
of day
Hex
(:Olnlllan(iDate hr:min:see Event description
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
02/05/86 09:,18:21 588 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
(19:48:53 589 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:04:21 604 872 MFOV BB heater on at tenlp. 1
11:31 :17 691 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
02/05/86 11:31:49
11:32:21
11:32:53
11:33:25
11:33:57
11:36:05
11:38:13
11:41:25
11:45:09
11:45:41
11:46:45
12:00:05
12:02:13
12:05:25
12:09:09
12:09:41
12:10:45
12:24:05
12:26:13
12:28:21
12:31:01
12:32:05
12:32:37
12:33:09
12:;13:41
692
692
693
693
694
696
698
701
705
706
707
720
722
725
729
730
731
744
746
748
751
752
753
753
754
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
88,1
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port. heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters On
Detector bias hea.ter on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on a.t temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at, level 2
S\VICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB treater on at temt). 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on al level 3
SXVICS on at level 1
Detector I)ias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
02/05/86 12:36:21 756 419 Address azimuth position A
12:36:53 757 2xx Data command, high byt_
12:37:25 757 lxx Data comnmnd, h)w byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 128.03°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
02/05/86 12:37:57
12:38:29
12:39:01
12:39:33
12:40:05
758
758
759
760
760
8A2
852
822
814
882
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sin0
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
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Table8. Cominued
(a) Continued
Date
o2/o5/8¢ 
Universal time
hr:min:sec
12:49:41
12:50:13
13:21:09
13:21:41
13:22:13
13:22:45
13:32:21
13:32:53
Minutes
of day
770
770
801
802
802
803
812
813
Hex
COnlIll_ll(l
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Event description
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter ey(qe Oil
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port, heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater oil
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle h)ad conmmn(ls for 170 °
02/05/8  13:38:13
13:38:45
13:39:17
818 419
819 2xx
819 lxx
End azimuth angle ioadcommands
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
A = 170°)
02/05/86 13:39:49 ] 820 [ 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin preinternal calibration se( uence
02/19/86 10:42:13 642 821 Elevate to infernal source (stow)
10:42:45 643 862 \VFOV BB heatt,r on at temp. 1
10:58:13 658 872 MFOV BB heater on at temt). 1
12:25:09 745 823 Elevate t,o nadir (Earth)
En(t t)reinternal calibration sec uenee.
Begin internal (:alibration sec u(,nce
02/19/86 12:25:41
12:26:13
12:26:45
12:27:17
12127:49
12:29:57
12:32:05
12:35:17
12:39:01
12:39:33
12:40:37
12:53:57
12:56:05
12:59:17
13:03:01
13:03:33
13:04:37
13:17:57
13:20:05
13:22:13
13:24:53
13:25:57
746
746
747
747
748
750
752
755
75(,)
760
761
774
776
779
783
784
785
798
800
802
805
806
8AI
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
Begin internal ealit)ration
Detector bias h(,ai(,r off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector /)i_s heater off
\VFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
S\VICS off
Detector bias heater on a,t level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
_:F()V BB heater on at temt). 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Deteetor bias heater on at, level 3
S\VICS on at, level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of (lay
Hex
eomnlandDate hr:min:sec Event description
02/19/86 13:26:29 806 871 MFOV BB heater off
13:27:01 807 851 Solar port heaters on
13:27:33 808 891 SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
02/19/86 13:30:13 810 419 Address azimuth position A
13:30:45 811 2xx Data command, high byte
13:31:17 811 lxx Data command, low t)ytc
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 128.18 °)
Begin solar calibration sequence
0 /19/86 13:31:49
13:32:21
13:32:53
13:33:25
13:33:57
13:43:33
13:44:05
14:15:01
14:15:33
14:16:05
14:16:37
14:26:13
14:26:45
812
812
813
813
814
824
824
855
856
856
857
866
867
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
02/19/86 14:32:05 872 419 Address azinmth position A
14:32:37 873 2xx Data command, high byte
14:33:09 873 lxx Data Command, low byte
End azimuth angle load comnmnds 'A = 170 °)
02/19/86 I 14:33:41 I 874 I 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin preinternal calibration se( uence
03/05/86 09:54:13
09:54:45
10:10:13
11:37:09
594 821
595 862
610 872
697 823
End preinternal calibration se(
Begin internal calibration se(
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at, temt). 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Hence.
uence
03/05/86 11:37:41
11:38:13
11:38:45
11:39:17
11:39:49
11:41:57
11:44:05
698
698
699
699
700
702
704
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at, level 3
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Table8. Contilmed
(a) Continued
Date
03/05/86
Universal time
hr:min:sec
11:47:17
11:51:01
11:51:33
11:52:37
12:05:57
12:08:05
12:11:17
12:15:01
12:15:33
12:16:37
12:29:57
12:32:05
12:34:13
12:36:53
12:37:57
12:38:29
12:39:01
12:39:33
Minutes
of day
707
711
712
713
726
728
731
735
736
737
750
752
754
757
758
758
759
760
Uex
command
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
Detector bins heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temt). 1
MFOV BB heater on at, temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at h,vel 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater oll at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at. temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at. h,vel 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
03/05/86 12:42:13 762 419 A<hh'ess azimuth position A
12:42:45 763 2xx Data command, high byte
12:43:17 763 lxx Data command, h)w t)yte
End azinmth angle load comnmn(ts (A = 128.55 °).
Begin solar calibration sequence
03/(}5/86 12:43:49
12:44:21
12:44:53
12:45:25
12:45:57
12:55:33
12:56:05
13:27:01
13:27:33
13:28:05
13:28:37
13:38:13
13:38:45
764
764
765
765
766
776
776
807
808
808
809
818
819
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azinmth to 180 °
D(,tect.or bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load comman(ts for 170 °
03/05/86 13:44:051824 419 [ Address azimuth position A
13:44:37 825 2xx Data command, high byte
13:45:09 825 lxx Data comnmnd, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A =170 °)
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
03/05/86
Universal time
hr:min:sec
13:45:41
Minutes
of day
826
Hex
command
814
Event description
Azimuth to position A
03/19/86 10:48:37
10:49:09
11:04:37
12:31:33
Begin preinternal
649
649
665
752
calibration sequence
821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
862 WFOV BB heater oil at temp. 1
872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End prcinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
03/19/86 12:32:05
12:32:37
12:33:09
12:33:41
12:34:13
12:36:21
12:38:29
12:41:41
12:45:25
12:45:57
12:47:01
13:00:21
13:02:29
13:05:41
13:09:25
13:09:57
13:11:01
13:24:21
13:26:29
13:28:37
13:31:17
13:32:21
13:32:53
13:33:25
13:33:57
752
753
753
754
754
756
758
762
765
766
767
780
782
786
789
790
791
804
8O6
809
811
812
813
813
814
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector t)ias heater on at level 1
SWICS oil at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater oil at. temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater oil at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters oll
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for solar calibration
03/19/86 13:36:37 I 817 419 Address azimuth position A
13:37:09 t 817 2xx Data command, high byte13:37:41 818 lxx Data co and, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 128.78°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
03/19/86 13:38:13 818 8A2 Begin solar calibration
13:38:45 819 852 Solar port heaters off
13:39:17 819 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
13:39:49 820 814 Azimuth to position A
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
03/19/86
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
13:40:21
13:49:57
13:50:29
14:21:25
14:21:57
14:22:29
14:23:01
14:32:37
14:33:09
Minutes
of day
820
830
830
861
862
862
863
873
873
Hex
conlmand
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Eventdescription
Detectorbiasheateroil at level1
Solarport heaterso11
SMAshuttercycleon
SMAshuttercycleoff
Solarport heatersoff
Azimuthto 180°
Detectorbiasheateroff
Elevateto nadir (Earth)
Solarport heaterson
03/19/86
Begin
Endsolarcalibrationsequence.
azimuthangleloadcommandsfor 170°
14:38:29 878 419
14:39:01 879 2xx
14:39:33 880 lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, h)w byte
En( azimuth angle load commands (A = 170 °)
03/19/86 14:40:05 880 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
04/02/86 10:00:37 601 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:01:09 601 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:16:37 617 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:43:33 704 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
04/02/86 11:44:05
11:44:37
11:45:09
11:45:41
11:46:13
11:48:21
11:50:29
11:53:41
11:57:25
11:57:57
11:59:01
12:12:21
12:14:29
12:17:41
12:21:25
12:21:57
12:23:01
12:36:21
12:38:29
12:40:37
12:43:17
704
705
705
706
706
708
710
714
717
718
719
732
734
738
741
742
743
756
758
761
763
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at. level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at. temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at. temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at h, vel 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on a.t temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at, level 3
SWICS on a.t level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes Hex
Date hr:min:sec of day command Eventdescription
04/02/86 12:44:21 764 861 WFOV BB heater off
12:44:53 765 871 MFOV BB heater off
12:45:25 765 851 Solar port heaters on
12:45:57 766 891 SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle toad commands for solar calibration
04/02/86 12:48:37 769 419 Address azimuth position A
12:49:09 769 2xx Data command, high byte
12:49:41 770 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 128.78°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
04/02/86 12:50:13
12:50:45
12:51:17
12:51:49
12:52:21
13:01:57
13:02:29
13:33:25
13:33:57
13:34:29
13:35:01
13:44:37
13:45:09
770
771
771
772
772
782
782
813
814
814
815
825
825
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port. heaters oil
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port. heaters off
Azinmth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port. heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
04/02/86 13:50:29 830 419 Address azimuth position A
13:51:01 831 2xx Data command, high byte
13:51:33 832 lxx Data command, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 170 °)
04/02/86 13:52:05 832 814 Azinmth to position A
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
04/16/86 09:12:37 553 821 Elevate to internal source (stow')
09:13:09 553 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
09:28:37 569 872 MFOV BB heater on at temt). 1
Data dropout
04/16/86 12:16:37
12:45:25
12:45:57
12:46:29
12:47:01
12:56:37
12:57:(/9
737
765
766
766
767
777
777
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of (lay" I ttexCOllllll_tlldDate hr:min:see Event description
Begin azimuth angle load conmlands for 170 °
04/16/86 13:02:29 782 419 [ Address azimuth position A
13:03:01 783 2xx ] Data comnla.nd, high byte13:03:33 784 lxx Data eomnmnd, low byte
End azinnlth angle load commands (A = 170 °)
04/16/86 i 13:(/4:(15 l 784 I 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin prcinternal calibration set uence
04/30/86 10:05:57 606 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:06:29 606 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:21:57 622 872 MFOV BB heat.er on at temp. 1
11:48:53 709 823 Elew_te to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration s(,quenee
04/30/86 11:4!):25
11:49:57
11:50:29
11:51:01
11:51:33
11:53:41
11:55:49
11:59:01
12:02:45
12:03:17
12:04:21
12:17:41
12:19:49
12:23:01
12:26:45
12:27:17
12:28:21
12:41:41
12:43:49
12:45:57
12:48:37
12:49:41
12:50:13
12:50:45
12:51:17
709
71(1
710
711
712
714
716
719
723
723
724
738
740
743
747
747
748
762
764
766
769
770
770
771
771
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
89l
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS (m at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SV_rlCS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at t.(,mp. 2
MFOV Bt3 heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB tmat.er off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibrati(m
04/30/86 12:53:57 774 _ 41.(t Address azimuth position A
12:5,4:29 774 1 2xx Data command, high [)yte12:55:01 775 lxx Data co and, low t)yte
End azimuth angle load eominands (A = 127.43 °)
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
Universaltime
hr:nlill:Sec
Minutes
of day
Hox
coInlnand Event description
Begin internal
05/28/86 11:53:42
11:54:14
11:54:46
11:55:18
11:55:50
11:57:58
12:00:06
12:03:18
12:07:02
12:07:34
12:08:38
12:21:58
12:24:06
12:27:18
12:31:02
12:31:34
12:32:38
12:45:58
12:48:(16
12:50:14
12:52:54
12:53:58
12:54:30
12:55:02
12:55:34
714 8A1
714 881
715 852
715 821
716 851
718 882
720 892
723 881
727 862
728 872
729 891
742 883
744 893
747 881
751 863
752 873
753 891
766 884
768 894
770 881
773 852
774 861
775 871
775 851
776 891
calibration sequence
I Begin internal calii)ration
Detector t)ias heater off
Solar port hcm;ers off
Elevate t.o internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at. temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS ()if
Detector t)ias h(,ater on at level 2
SWICS on a.t level 2
Detector bias heater off
_VFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at. temp. 2
SWlCS off
Detector bias heater on at lewq 3
SWICS on at hwel 1
l)etector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port; heaters on
SWICS off
05/28/86
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load comnlan(ts for solar ealil)ration
12:58:14 778 419 W Address azimuth position A
12:58:46 779 2xx 1 Data command, high byte12:59:18 779 lxx IData eo aiM, low t)yte
End azinmth angle load comman(ts (A = 115.2°).
Begin solar calit)ration sequence
05/28/86 12:59:50
13:00:22
13:00:54
13:01:26
13:01:58
13:11:34
13:12:06
13:43:02
13:43:34
13:44:06
13:44:38
780
780
781
781
782
792
792
823
824
824
825
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off"
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port. heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
05/2s/s6
Universal time
hr:n]in:sec
13:54:14
13:54:46
05/28/86 1 14:00:06
14:00:38
14:01:10
05/28/86 I 14:01:42 I 842 I 814
06/11/86
Minutes Hex
of clay conunand Event description
834 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
835 851 Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
840 419 Address azinmt.tl position A
841 2xx Data command, high byte
841 lxx Data command, low byle
End azimuth angle load commands A = 170 °)
09:20:38
09:21:10
09:36:38
11:03:34
Begin preinternal calibration sec
561 821
561 862
577 872
664 823
End preinternal calibration se(
Begin internal calibration se(
Azimuth to position A
illellCe
Elevate to internal source (stow)
_VFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at. t.emp, l
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
lieIice.
llonce
06/11/86 11:04:06
11:04:38
11:05:10
11:05:42
11:06:14
11:08:22
11:10:30
11:13:42
11:17:26
11:17:58
11:19:02
11:32:22
11:34:30
11:37:42
11:41:26
11:41:58
11:43:02
11:56:22
11:58:30
12:00:38
12:03:18
12:04:22
12:04:54
12:05:26
12:05:58
664
665
665
666
666
668
671
674
677
678
679
692
695
698
701
702
703
716
719
721
723
724
725
725
726
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
End internal calibration
Begin internal cMibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
S\VICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS o12 {_Itlevel 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar l)ort heaters on
SWICS off
seql leIICC
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Table8. Contimmd
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutesof day
Hex
commandDate hr:min:sec Eventdescription
Beginazimuthangleloadcommandsfor solarcalibration
06/11/86 12:08:38 ) 729 419 AddressazimuthpositionA
12:09:10 [ 729 2xx Datacommandhighbyte42 30 lx ,lowbyte
Endazimuthangleloadcommands(A = 123.75°).
Beginsolarcalibrationsequence
06/11/86 12:10:14
12:10:46
12:11:18
12:11:50
12:12:22
12:21:58
12:22:30
12:53:26
12:53:58
12:54:30
12:55:02
13:04:38
13:05:10
730
731
731
732
732
742
743
773
774
775
775
785
785
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Beginsolarcalibration
Solarport heatersoff
Elevateto solarports(Sun)
Azimuthto positionA
Detectorbiasheateronat level1
Solarport heaterson
SMAshuttercycleon
SMAshuttercycleoff
Solarportheatersoff
Azimuthto 180°
Detectorbiasheateroff
Elevateto nadir(Earth)
Solarportheaterson
Endsolarcalibrationsequence.
Beginazimuthangleloadcommandsfor 170°
06/11/86 13:10:30 _ 791 419 AddressazimuthpositionA
13:11:02 [ 791 2xx Data command, high byte13:11:34 792 1xx Data co nmnd, low byte
End azimuth angle load comnlands A = 170 °)
06/11/86 [ 13:12:06 1 792 [ 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin preinternal calibration se( uence
06/25/86 10:12:22 612 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:12:54 613 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:28:22 628 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:55:18 715 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration see uence.
Begin internal calibration secuenee
06/25/86 11:55:50
11:56:22
11:56:54
11:57:26
11:57:58
12:00:06
12:02:14
12:05:26
12:09:10
12:09:42
12:10:46
716
716
717
717
718
720
722
725
729
730
731
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on al level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
06/25/86
Universaltime
hr:inin:sec
12:24:06
12:26:14
12:29:26
12:33:10
12:33:42
12:34:46
12:48:06
12:50:14
12:52:22
12:55:02
12:56:06
12:56:38
12:57:10
12:57:42
Minutes
of day
744
746
749
753
754
755
768
770
772
775
776
777
777
778
Hex
COlllllland
883
893
881
863
873
891
Event (tescrit)tion
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector I)ias heater off
WFOV BB heater (m at lemt). 2
MFOV BB heater (m at teml). 2
SWICS off
884 Detector bias heater
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
on at, level 3
SWICS on at, level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
06/25/86 13:00:22 780 419 Address azimuth position A
13:00:54 781 2xx Data cominand, high t)yte
13:01:26 781 lxx Data command, low t)yl,(_
End azimuth angle load eomnlands (A = 123.15°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
06/25/86 13:01:58
13:02:30
13:03:02
13:03:34
13:04:06
13:13:42
13:14:14
13:45:10
13:45:42
13:46:14
13:46:46
13:56:22
13:56:54
782
783
783
784
784
794
794
825
826
826
827
836
837
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calit)ration
Solar port, heaters off
Elevate to solar t)orts (Sun)
Azinmth to t)osition A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector t)ias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin aziinuth angle load comlnands h)r 170 °
06/25/86 14:02:14
14:02:46
14:03:18
06/25/86 14:03:50
07/09/86 09:21:42
09:22:14
842 419 Address azimuth position A
843 2xx Data command, high byte
843 lxx Data conmland, low t)yte
End azimuth angle load commands A = 170 °)
] 844 [ 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin preinternal calibration se(nence
562 / 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
562 ] 862 WFOV BB heater on at teInp. 1
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of day
Uex
commandDate hr:min:sec Event description
07/09/86 09:37:42 578 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:04:38 665 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
07/09/86 11:05:10
11:05:42
11:06:14
11:06:46
11:07:18
11:09:26
11:11:34
11:14:46
11:18:30
11:19:02
11:20:06
11:33:26
11:35:34
11:38:46
11:42:30
11:43:02
11:44:06
11:57:26
11:59:34
12:01:42
12:04:22
12:05:26
12:05:58
12:06:30
12:07:02
665 8A1
666 881
666 852
667 821
667 851
669 882
672 892
675 881
679 862
679 872
680 891
693 883
696 893
699 881
703 863
703 873
704 891
717 884
720 894
722 881
724 852
725 861
726 871
727 851
727 891
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load (:ommands for solar
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
calibration
07/09/86
07/09/86
12:09:42
12:10:14
12:10:46
End
12:11:18
12:11:50
12:12:22
12:12:54
12:13:26
12:23:02
12:23:34
12:54:30
730 419
730 2xx
731 lxx
tzimuth angle load commands (A =
Begin solar calibration sequence
731
732
732
733
733
743
744
775
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
Address azimuth position A
Data conunand, high byte
Data eolmnaild, low byte
123.3°).
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elewtte to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at lew_l 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
07/o9/86
Universal time
tlr:Illiil:sec
12:55:02
12:55:34
12:56:06
13:05:42
13:06:14
Minutes
of (lay
775
776
776
786
786
Hex
command
852
813
881
823
851
Event description
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth t,o 180 °
Detector bia.s heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
07/09/85 13:11:34
13:12:06
13:12:38
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin aziinuth angle load conmtands for 170 °
792
792
793
419
2xx
1xx
End azinmth angle load commands
(/7/09/86 13:13:10 793 814
o7/23/85
Begin prcinternal
613
613
629
716
10:12:54
10:13:26
10:28:54
11:55:50
calibration se(
[862872
823
Address azimuth position A
Data conmmnd, high byte
Data command, low byte
(A = 170 °)
Azimuth to posilion A
llellC(_
Elevate to internal source (stow)
VVF()\: BB heater on at temp. 1
MF()\ _ BB heat('r on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
07/23/86
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calil)ration sequence
11:55:22
11:56:54
11:57:26
11:57:58
11:58:30
12:00:38
12:02:46
12:05:58
12:09:42
12:10:14
12:11:18
12:24:38
12:26:46
12:29:58
12:33:42
12:34:14
12:35:18
12:48:38
12:50:46
12:52:54
12:55:34
12:56:38
12:57:10
716
717
717
718
719
721
723
726
730
730
731
745
747
750
754
754
755
769
771
773
776
777
777
]-- 8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
87;{
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
Begin internal calil)ralion
Detector })ias }l(_ater off
Solar port heaters oil
Elevate to internal source (stow)
' Solar port heaters on
D('tcctor bias ]].(_ait('_r()ll at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater otf
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temt). 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
S\VICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at, temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at hwcl 1
Detector bias heater off
i Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of day
Uex
COHlnlaildDate hr:min:sec Event description
07/23/86 12:57:42 778 851 Solar port heaters (m
12:58:14 778 891 SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load comnlands for solar calibration
07/23/86 13:00:54 781 419 Address azimuth position A
13:01:26 781 2xx Data command, high byte
13:01:58 782 lxx Data command, low byte
, p.OEnd azimuth angle load commands (A = 124.3o ).
Begin solar calibration sequence
07/23/86 13:02:30
13:03:02
13:03:34
13:04:(}6
13:04:38
13:14:14
13:14:,16
13:45:42
13:46:14
13:46:46
13:47:18
13:56:54
13:57:26
783
783
784
784
785
794
795
826
826
827
827
837
837
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at. level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azinmth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calit)ration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load comInands for 170 °
07/23/86 14:02:46 843 419 Address azinmth position A
14:03:18 843 2xx Data command, high byte
14:03:50 844 lxx Data conmmnd, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands A = 170 °)
07/23/86 1 14:04:22 [ 844 814 Azinmth to position A
Begin preinternal calil)ration sec u('nce
08/06/86 09:22:14 562 821 Elevate to internal souree (stow)
09:22:46 563 862 WFOV Bt3 heater on at temt). 1
09:38:14 578 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:05:10 665 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration se_ uence.
Begin internal calibration see uence
08/06/86 11:05:42
11:06:14
11:06:46
11:07:18
11:07:50
11:09:58
11:12:06
11:15:18
666
666
667
667
668
670
672
675
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
08/06/86
Universaltime
hr: IIlill :SOC
11:19:02
11:19:34
11:20:38
11:33:58
11:36:06
l 1:39:18
11:43:02
11:43:34
11:44:38
11:57:58
12:00:06
12:02:14
12:04:54
12:05:58
12:06:30
12:07:02
12:07:34
Minutes
of day
679
680
681
6!)4
696
699
703
704
705
718
720
722
725
726
727
727
728
Hex
conllnand
862
872
89t
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
WFOV BB heater on at tenlp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temt>. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
S\VICS on at, hwel 2
Detector bias healer off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temt). 2
SWICS off
Det(,ctor bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detect(_r t)ias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End im('rnal (:alibration se(tuenc('.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
08/06/86 12:10:14 730 419 Address azimuth l>osition A
12:10:46 731 2xx Data comman(t, high byte
12:11:18 731 lxx Data conmmn(t, h)w byte
End azimllth angle load commands (A = 126.15 °).
Begin solar caJibration sequence
08/06/86 12:11:50
12:12:22
12:12:54
12:13:26
12:13:58
12:23:34
12:24:06
12:55:02
12:55:34
12:56:06
12:56:38
13:06:14
13:06:46
08/06/86
732
732
733
733
734
744
744
775
776
776
777
786
787
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port hea, ters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sml)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters (>if
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
13:12:06 792
13:12:38 793
13:13:10 793
419
2xx
I xx
Address azinnlth position A
Data coimnan(1, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170 °)
08/06/86 13:13:42 I 794 I 814 Azimuth to position A
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Table 8. Cont.immd
(a) Continued
Date
08/20/86
Universal time
Minutes
hr:nfin:sec of day
Begin preinternal
10:12:55
10:13:27
10:28:55
11:55:51
613
613
629
716
Hex
command
calibration see
821
862
872
823
Event description
uence
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater oil at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
08/20/86 11:56:23
11:56:55
11:57:27
11:57:59
11:58:31
12:00:39
12:02:47
12:05:59
12:09:43
12:10:15
12:11:19
12:24:39
12:26:47
12:29:59
12:33:43
12:34:15
12:35:19
12:48:39
12:50:47
12:52:55
12:55:35
12:56:39
12:57:11
12:57:43
12:58:15
716
717
717
718
719
721
723
726
730
730
731
745
747
750
754
754
755
769
771
773
776
777
777
778
778
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
_,VFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load conlmands for solar calibration
08/20/86 13:00:55 781 419 Address azimuth position A
13:01:27 781 2xx Data command, high byte
13:01:59 782 lxx Data command, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 128.7°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
08/20/86 13:02:31
13:03:03
13:03:35
13:04:07
13:04:39
783
783
784
784
785
8A2
852
822
814
882
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
08/20/86
Universal time
hr:min:sec
13:14:15
13:14:47
13:45:43
13:46:15
13:46:47
13:47:19
13:56:55
13:57:27
Minutes
of day
794
795
826
826
827
827
837
837
Hex
COllllllaIl(t
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Event descrit)tion
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle <m
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angh,' load comlnands for 170 °
08/20/86 14:02:47 843 419 Address azimuth position A
14:03:19 843 2xx Data command, high t)yte
14:03:51 844 lxx Data command, h)w byte
End azimuth angle load commands A = 170 °)
08/20/86 ] 14:04:23 ] 844 [ 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin preint,ernal calibration se( uenee
09/03/86 09:21:11 561 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:21:43 562 862 WFOV BB heater on at, temp. 1
09:37:11 577 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:04:07 664 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration secuence,
Begin internal calibration se( uence
0(,)/03/s6 11:04:39
11:05:11
11:05:43
11:06:15
11:06:47
11:08:55
11:11:03
11:14:15
11:17:59
11:18:31
11:19:35
11:32:55
11:35:03
11:38:15
11:41:59
11:42:31
11:43:35
11:56:55
11:59:03
12:01:11
12:03:51
12:04:55
665
665
666
666
667
669
671
674
678
679
680
693
695
698
702
7(}3
704
717
719
721
724
725
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at, temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
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Table 8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
09/03/86
Universal time
hr:min:sec
12:05:27
12:05:59
12:06:31
Minutes
of day
725
726
727
Hex
command
871
851
891
Event description
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters oil
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
09/03/86 12:09:11 729 419 Address azimuth position A
12:09:43 730 2xx Data command, high byte
12:10:15 730 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 1131.63°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
09/03/86 12:10:47
12:11:19
12:11:51
12:12:23
12:12:55
12:22:31
12:23:03
12:53:59
12:54:31
12:55:03
12:55:35
13:(}5:11
13:05:43
731
731
732
732
733
743
743
774
775
775
776
785
786
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater oi1 at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port, heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for 170 °
09/03/86 13:11:03 791 419 Address azimuth position A
13:11:35 792 2xx Data command, high byte
13:12:07 792 lxx Data. Command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170 °)
09/03/86 13:12:39 793 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin preinternal calibration sec uence
09/17/86 10:11:19 611 821 Elevate to internal source (slow)
10:11:51 612 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:27:19 627 872 MFOV BB heater on at. temp. 1
11:54:15 714 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
09/17/86 11:54:47
11:55:19
11:55:51
11:56:23
11:56:55
11: 59:03
12:01:11
715
715
716
716
717
719
721
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at. level 3
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
09/17/86
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
12:04:23
12:08:07
12:08:39
12:09:43
12:23:03
12:25:11
12:28:23
12:32:07
12:32:39
12:33:43
12:47:03
12:49:11
12:51:19
12:53:59
12:55:03
12:55:35
12:56:07
12:56:39
Minutes
of day
724
728
729
730
743
745
748
752
753
754
767
769
771
774
775
776
776
777
Hex
command
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
Detector bias heater off
VVFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater oil at level 2
SWICS oi1 at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at. level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB beater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calit)ration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load comnmnds for solar calibration
09/17/86 12:59:19
12:59:51
13:00:23
779 419
780 2xx
780 lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data conmmnd, high byte
Data comnmnd, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 134.7°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
09/17/86 13:00:55
13:01:27
13:01:59
13:02:31
13:03:03
13:12:39
13:13:11
13:44:07
13:44:39
13:45:11
13:45:43
13:55:19
13:55:51
781
781
782
783
783
793
793
824
825
825
826
835
836
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calil)ration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azinmth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
09/17/86 14:01:11 841 419 Address azimuth position A
14:01:43 842 2xx Data eonlnland, high l)yte
14:02:15 842 lxx Data COmlnand, low t)yte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170 °)
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
Universaltime
hr:min:see
09/17/86 14:02:47
10/01/86
Minutes
of day
843
Beginpreinternal
09:19:03
09:19:35
09:35:03
11:01:59
559
560
575
662
Hex
command Event description
814 Azimuth to position A
calibration sequence
821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
862 WFOV BB heater on at, temp. 1
872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
823 Eh,vate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence,
Begin internal calibration sequence
10/01/86 11:02:31
11:03:03
11:03:35
11:04:07
11:04:39
11:06:47
11:08:55
11:12:07
11:15:51
11:16:23
11:17:27
11:30:47
11:32:55
11:36:07
11:39:51
11:40:23
11:41:27
11:54:47
11:56:55
11:59:03
12:01:43
12:02:47
12:03:19
12:03:51
12:04:23
663
663
664
664
665
667
669
672
676
676
677
691
693
696
7OO
7OO
701
715
717
719
722
723
723
724
724
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
V_TFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
calibration
10/01/86
10/01/86
12:07:03
12:07:35
12:08:07
End
12:08:39
12:09:11
12:09:43
12:10:15
727 419
728 2xx
728 lxx
azimuth angle load commands (A =
Begin solar calibration sequence
729 8A2
729 852
730 822
730 814
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
137.33°).
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
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Table8. Continued
(a) Contimmd
Date
10/01/86
Universal time
hr: Inin: s('c
12:10:47
12:20:23
12:20:55
12:51:51
12:52:23
12:52:55
12:53:27
13:03:03
13:03:35
Minutes
of (lay
731
740
741
772
772
773
773
783
784
Hox
COllllllall(]
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Event description
Detector bias h('ater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cych, on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters ott"
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Ehwatc to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
10/01/86 13:08:55
13:09:27
13:09:59
10/01/86 13:10:31 791 I _14
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth anglc load commalMs fl)r 170 °
789 419 Ad(tress azinmth position A
789 2xx Data comman(t, high byt.e
790 lxx Data (:omman(t, h)w byte
End azimuth angle h)a.d commands A = 170 °)
1()/15/86 10:09:11
10:09:43
10:25:11
11:52:(17
Begin pr(,internal calibration s(,(
609 821
610 862
625 872
712 823
End prcinternal calibration so(
Begin internal calibration so(
Azimuth to position A
llCIIC(_
Ehwate to internal sourc(' (stow)
\VF()V BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB lmat.cr on at total). 1
El(ware to nadir (Earth)
ucnc(L
IlCIlCO
10/15/86 11:52:39
11:53:11
11:53:43
11:54:15
11:54:47
11:56:55
11:59:03
12:02:15
12:05:59
12:06:31
12:07:35
12:20:55
12:23:03
12:26:15
12:29:59
12:30:31
12:31:35
12:44:55
12:47:03
12:49:11
12:51:51
713
713
714
714
715
717
719
722
726
727
728
7,11
743
746
75O
751
752
765
767
769
772
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
Begin internal calibration
I)etcctor bias h(,atcr off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to int(,rnal som'cc (stow)
Solar porl hcat(,rs on
D(_tcct.or bi_s h('at.(,r on at level 1
SWICS on at hwcl 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB hcat('r on at. temp. 1
MFOV BB tleater on at, t(mlp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias tmat('r on at level 2
S\VICS on at: hwcl 2
D(,tector bias lmat.(,r off
WFOV BB hcat('r on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at. temp. 2
SWICS off
Det(,ctor bias heat.or on at level 3
SWICS on at lcv(_l 1
Detector bias |mater off
Solar port heaters off
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Tat)le8. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes Hex
Date tlr:min:sec of (lay command Eventdescription
10/15/86 12:52:55 773 861 \VFOVBB heateroff
12:53:27 773 871 MFOVBB heateroff
12:53:59 774 851 Solarport heatersOil
12:54:31 775 891 SWICSoff
End internalcalibrationsequence.
Beginazimuthangleloadconmmndsforsolarcalibration
10/l5/86 12:57:11 777 419 Address azimuth t)osition A
12:57:43 778 2xx Data command, high byte
12:58:15 778 lxx Data colninan(l, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 139.28°).
Begin solar calibration se(tuenee
10/15/86 12:58:47
12:59:19
12:59:51
13:00:23
13:00:55
13:10:31
13:1 1:03
13:41:59
13:42:31
13:43:03
13:43:35
13:53:11
13:53:43
779
779
780
780
781
791
791
822
823
823
824
833
834
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port, heaters off
Elevate t,o solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port, heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
D(_teetor bias heater off'
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar t)ort heaters on
End solar calil)ration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
10/15/86 13:59:03 839 419 Address azimuth position A
13:59:35 840 2xx Data command, high })yte
14:00:07 840 lxx Data command, low byte
End azilnuth angle load commands A = 170 °)
1,4:00:39 ] 841 ] 814
Begin t)reinternal eMit)ration sec uence
10/15/86 ]
10/29/86 09:16:23
09:16:55
09:32:23
10:59:19
556 821
557 862
572 872
659 823
Azimuth to position A
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temt), t
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibratioil sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
10/29/86 10:59:51
11:00:23
lh00:55
11:01:27
11:01:59
11:04:07
66O
660
661
661
662
664
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
Begin interiml calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar t)ort heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
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Table8. Continued
(a) Comimwd
Date
10/29/86
Universaltime
hr:lllill:SOc
11:06:15
11:09:27
11:13:11
11:13:43
11:14:47
11:28:07
11:30:15
l 1 :;33:27
11:37:11
11:37:43
11:38:47
11:52:07
11:54:15
11:5(i:23
11:59:03
12:00:07
12:00:39
12:01:11
12:01:43
Minutes
of day
666
669
673
674
675
688
690
693
697
698
699
712
714
716
719
720
721
721
722
Hox
COlllIllalld
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event descriplion
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias h('ater off
WF()\; BB treater ()n at temp. 1
MF()V BB heater (m at t(,ml). 1
SWICS off
Deteclor t}ias h(,at('r on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WF()V BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at lemi). 2
S\VICS off
I)etector bias heat(,r on at level 3
SWI(?S on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heat(,r off
MF()V BB twater off
Solar port heaters (m
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calil)ration
10/29/86 12:04:23 724 1 419 A(hlress azimuth position A
12:04:55 725 2xx Data comman(t, high 1)vt('
12:05:27 725 lxx 1)ata command, low t)yte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 140.25°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
10/29/86 12:(15:59
12:06:31
12:07:03
12:08:07
12:17:43
12:18:15
12:4!): 11
12:19:43
12:50:15
12:50:47
13:00:23
13:0():55
726
727
727
728
738
7;38
769
770
770
771
780
781
8A2
852
822
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters otf
Elevate to s,,lar ports (Sun)
Detcclor bias h('ater on at lev(,1 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cy('h' on
SMA shutter cy(qe off
Solar t)ort heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector t)ias heater off
Elevat.e to nadir (Earth)
Solar t)ort heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load connnands for 170 °
10/29/86 I 13:06:15 786 419 t Address azinmlh posilion A
13:06:47 787 2xx Data. conmmn(t, high t)5't('
13:07:19 787 lxx Data command, low byt(,
End azimuth angle load (:ommands (A = 170 °)
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Table8. Continued
(a) Contimlcd
Date
Universaltime
hr:inill:see
Minutes
of day
Hox
COlllnlaIld Event description
10/29/86 13:07:51 788 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
11/12/86 10:06:32 607 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
10:07:04 6(17 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:22:32 623 872 MFOV BB hca.ter on at temp. 1
11:49:28 709 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/12/86 11:50:00
11:50:32
11:51:04
11:51:36
11:52:08
11:54:16
11:56:24
11:59:36
12:03:20
12:03:52
12:04:56
12:18:16
12:20:24
12:2:3:36
12:27:20
12:27:52
12:28:56
12:42:16
12:44:24
12:46:32
12:49:12
12:50:16
12:50:48
12:51:20
12:51:52
710
711
711
712
712
714
716
720
723
724
725
738
740
744
747
748
749
762
764
767
769
770
771
771
772
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
88:3
893
881
863
873
891
88,1
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heat(,r on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector t)ias heater on at level 2
SV¢ICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at t.emI). 2
MFOV BB heater on at. temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at, level 3
SWICS on at. level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azirnuth angle load commands h)r solar calibration
11/12/86 12:54:32 775 419 Address azinmtb position A
12:55:04 775 2xx Data command, high byte
12:55:36 [ 776 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 140.1°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
11 / 12/86 12:56:08 776 8A2 Begin solar calibration
12:56:40 777 852 Solar port heaters off
12:57:12 777 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
12:57:44 778 814 Azinmth to position A
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
11/12/86
Universal time
hr:min:sec
12:58:16
13:07:52
13:08:24
13:39:20
13:39:52
13:40:24
13:40:56
13:50:32
13:51:04
Minutes
of (lay
778
788
788
819
820
820
821
8;11
831
nex
command
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Event descrit)tion
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle (m
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
11/12/86 13:56:24
13:56:56
13:57:28
170 °
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for
836 419
837 2xx
837 1xx
En(tazimuthangle load commands A =
838 [ 814
Begin preinternal calibration sec
555 821
555 862
570 872
657 823
Endt)reinternal calibration se(uence.
Bcgininternal calibration secuence
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high I)yte
Data comnmn(t, low byte
170 ° )
11/12/86 [ 13:58:00 Azinmth to t)osition A
uence
11/26/86 09:14:32 Elevate t,o internal source (stow)
09:14:48 \VFOV BB heate*" (lit at temp. 1
09:30:16 MFOV BB heater oil at temp. 1
10:57:12 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
11/26/86 10:57:44
10:58:16
10:58:48
10:59:20
10:59:52
11:02:00
11:04:08
11:07:20
11:11:04
11:11:36
11:12:40
11:26:00
11:28:08
11:31:20
11:35:04
11:35:36
11:36:40
11:50:00
11:52:08
11:54:16
11:56:56
658
658
659
659
660
662
664
667
671
672
673
686
688
691
695
696
697
710
712
714
717
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector 1)ias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at, level 3
Detector bias heater off
\VFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at, level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
\VFOV BB heater on at temt). 2
MFOV BB heater on at temt). 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at hwel 3
S_VICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
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Table8. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of (lay
Hex
colnnlandDate tlr:min:sec Event description
11/26/86 11:58:00 718 861 WFOV BB heater off
11:58:32 719 871 MFOV BB heater off
11:59:04 719 851 Solar port heaters on
11:59:36 720 891 SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for solar calibration
11/26/86 12:02:16 722 419 Address azimuth position A
12:02:48 723 2xx Data command, high byte
12:03:20 723 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 139.13°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
11/26/86 12:03:52
12:04:24
12:04:56
12:05:28
12:06:00
12:15:36
12:16:08
12:47:04
12:47:36
12:48:08
12:48:40
12:58:16
12:58:48
724
724
725
725
726
736
736
767
768
768
769
778
779
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begm azimuth angle load commands for 170 °
11/26/86 13:04:08 784 419 Address azimuth position A
13:(14:40 785 2xx Data coininand, high byte
13:05:12 785 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170 °)
11/26/86 13:(}5:44 786 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
12/10/86 10:04:56 605 821 Elevate to interlml source (stow)
10:05:28 605 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
10:20:56 621 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
11:47:52 708 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
12/10/86 11:48:24
11:48:56
11:49:28
11:50:00
11:50:32
11:52:40
708
709
709
710
711
713
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at. level 1
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Table8. Contimmd
(a) Continued
Date
12/10/86
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
11:54:48
11:58:00
12:01:44
12:02:16
12:03:20
12:16:40
12:18:48
12:22:00
12:25:44
12:26:16
12:27:20
12:40:40
12:42:48
12:44:56
12:47:36
12:48:40
12:49:12
12:49:44
12:50:16
Minutes
of day
715
718
722
722
723
737
739
742
746
746
747
761
763
765
768
769
769
770
77O
Hex
COllllnan(t
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater oil at lewq 2
SWICS (m at level 2
Detector t/ias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Delector t/ias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector tlias heater off
Solar port heaters off
\VFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar t>ort ]maters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
12/10/86 12:52:56 773 419 A(t<tress azimuth position A
12:53:28 773 2xx Data comman<t, high t>yte
12:54:00 774 lxx Data c<>mman<t, l<)w byte
End azimuth angle loa<l comman<ts (A 137.7°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
12/10/86 12:54:32
12:55:04
12:55:36
12:56:08
12:56:40
13:06:16
13:06:48
13:37:44
13:38:16
13:38:48
13:39:20
13:48:56
13:49:28
775
775
776
776
777
786
787
818
818
819
819
829
829
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calil)ration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to l)osition A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycl(, off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calil)ration sequence
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Tat)le8. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
12/10/86 13:54:48
13:55:20
13:55:52
Universal time
Minutes
hr:min:sec of day
Uex
command
End azimuth angle load commands
12/10/86 ] 13:56:24 I 836 [ 814
Event; description
Begin azimuth angle load comman(ts for 170 °
835 419 A(htress azimuth position A
835 2xx Data command, high 1)ytc
836 lxx Data command, h)w byte
i = 170 °)
Begin preinternal calibration sec
12/24/86 09:14:16
09:14:48
09:30:16
10:57:12
554
555
570
657
821
862
872
823
End preintcrnal calibration se(
Begin internal calibration se(
Azimuth to position A
uenec
Elevate to internal source (stow)
V_TF()V BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
uence.
llencc
12/24/86
12/24/86
10:57:44
10:58:16
10:58:48
10:59:20
10:59:52
11:02:00
11:04:08
11:07:20
11:11:04
11:11:36
11:12:40
11:26:00
11:28:08
11:31:20
11:35:04
11:35:36
11:36:40
11:50:00
11:52:08
11:54:16
11:56:56
11:58:00
11:58:32
11:59:04
11:59:36
658
658
659
659
660
662
664
667
671
672
673
686
688
691
695
696
697
710
712
714
717
718
719
719
720
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
End internal calibration sequen(:e.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar
12:02:16 722 419
12:02:48 723 2xx
12:03:20 723 lxx
End azimuth
Begin internal calit)ration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at. temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWlCS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at. level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at t.emp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at. temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
S'_VICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
\VFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
calibration
angle load commands (A =
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
136.28 ° )
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Table8. Continued
• • ((a) (ontunm t
Date
Universal time
hr: Illill: sec
Minutes
of (lay"
Hox
command Event description
Begin solar calibration sequence
12/24/86 12:03:52
12:04:24
12:04:56
12:05:28
12:06:00
12:15:36
12:16:08
12:47:04
12:47:36
12:48:08
12:48:40
12:58:16
12:58:48
724
724
725
725
726
736
736
767
768
768
769
778
779
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
S32
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to t)osition A
Deteclor bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Eh'vate lo nadir (Earlh)
Solar port heaters oil
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands fl)r 170 °
12/24/86 13:04:08 1 784 419 Address azimuth position A
13:04:40 I 785 2xx Data command, high byte13:05:12 785 lxx Data co an(t, low lute
End azimuth angle load commands A = 170 °)
12/24/86 [ 13:05:44 ] 786 I 814 Azimulh to position A
Begin preinternal calibration secuence
01/21/87 09:16:24 556 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
09:16:56 557 862 WFOV t3B heater on at, temp, 1
09:32:24 572 872 MFOV Big healer on al temp. 1
10:59:20 659 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sec uence.
Begin internal calibration sec uenee
01/21/87 10:59:52
11:00:24
11:00:56
11:01:28
11:02:00
11:04:08
11:06:16
11:09:28
11:13:12
11:13:4,1
11:14:48
11:28:08
11:30:16
11:33:28
11:37:12
11:37:44
660
660
661
661
662
664
666
669
673
674
675
688
690
693
697
698
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
Begin internal calibration
I)etector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Ehwate to internal source (stow)
Solar port healers on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on al, hwel 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on a,t temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
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Table8. Continued
(a) Concluded
Date
01/21/87
Universaltime
hr:Illin:sec
11:38:48
1l:52:08
11:54:16
ii:56:24
11:59:04
12:00:08
12100140
12101112
12101:44
Minutes
of day
699
712
714
716
719
72O
721
721
722
Hex
eomlnand
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off"
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters Oil
SWICS off
01/21/87
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar
12:04:24 724 ] 419 I
12104156 725 2xx
12:05:28 725 lxx
calibration
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data comman(t, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 134.48°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
01/21/87 12:06:00
12:06:32
12:07:04
12:07:36
12:08:08
12:17:44
12:18:16
12:49:12
12:49:44
12:50:16
12:50:48
13:00:24
13:00:56
726
727
727
728
728
738
738
769
770
770
771
780
781
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands fl)r 170 °
01/21/87 13:06116
13:06:48
13:07:20
786
787
787
419
2xx
1xx Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low I)yte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 170 °)
01/21/87 [ 13107152 [ 788 ] 814 __ Azimuth to position A
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Table8. Continued
(b) Scannerc(mnnands
Date
Universaltime
hr:illin:sec
Minutes
of day
Hex
coIninand Event description
Begin internal calibration sequence
o2/o5/86 10:04:53
10:05:25
10:07:01
10:08:37
10:10:13
10:13:25
10:15:01
10:16:37
10:18:13
10:37:25
10:39:01
10:40:37
10:42:13
605
605
607
609
610
613
615
617
618
637
639
641
642
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
8!)3
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
on at level 2 mo(hflate(1
on at level 3 modulate(t
off
on at level 1 mo(hflated
on at h,vel 2 modulate(l
on a,t hwel 3 modulated
at level 1 mo(hflate(t
at level 2 modulate(1
at level 3 modulate(t
End internal calil)ration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load conmmnds for solar calibration
02/05/86 14:29:57
14:30:29
14:31:01
14:31:33
14:32:05
14::]2:37
870
870
871
872
872
873
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
Ixx
Address azinmth t)osition A
Data comnmn(t, high t)yte
Data conmmn(t, low t)yte
A(htress azimuth t)osition B
I)ata comnmn(l, high byte
Data eommand, h)w t)yt(,
02/0 /86
End azinmth angle h)a(t commands (A = 112.88 °, B = 127.88°).
Begin solar (:alibration sequenee
14:33:09
14:33:41
14:34:13
14:34:45
14:39:33
14:44:53
14:51:17
14:56:37
14:57:09
15:01:57
873
874
874
875
880
885
891
897
897
902
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calil)ration
Short scan mo(te
Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azinmth t,o position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal ealit)ration sequence
02/19/86 10:58:45
10:59:17
11:00:53
11:02:29
11:04:05
11:07:17
11:08:53
11:10:29
659
659
661
662
664
667
669
670
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at. level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulate(t
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
S'WICS on at level 1 modulated
SV_rICS on at level 2 modulate(t
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
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Table8. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
02/19/86
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
11:12:05
11:31:17
11:32:53
11:34:29
11:36:05
l Minutesof(lay
672
691
693
694
696
Hex
comnmnd
891
897
895
893
891
Eventdescription
SWICSoff
SWICSon at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS oil at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
02/19/86 15:23:49
15:24:21
15:24:53
15:25:25
15:25:57
15:26:29
924
924
925
925
926
926
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azinmth position B
Data eolnnland, high byte
Data eomnmnd, h)w byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 113.03 °, B = 128.03°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
02/19/86 15:27:01
15:27:33
15:28:05
15:28:37
15:33:25
15:38:45
15:45:09
15:50:29
15:51:01
15:55:49
927
928
928
929
933
939
945
950
951
956
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azinmth t.o 0°
Azinmth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short. scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
03/05/86 10:10:45
10:11:17
10:12:53
10:14:29
10:16:05
10:19:17
10:20:53
10:22:29
10:24:05
10:43:17
10:44:53
10:46:29
10:48:05
611
611
613
614
616
619
621
622
624
643
645
646
648
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWlCS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
En(l internal calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for solar calibration
03/05/86 14:35:49 876 419 Address azimuth position A
14:36:21 876 2xx Data command, high byte
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Table8. Continued
(b) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes Hex
Date hr:min:sec ofday command Eventdescription
03/05/86 14:36:53 877 lxx Datacommand,h)wbyte
14:37:25 877 41B AddressazimuthpositionB
14:37:57 878 2xx Datacommand,high1)yte
14:38:29 878 lxx Datacommand, low t)yte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 113.33 °, B = 128.33°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
03/05/86 14:39:01
14:39:33
14:40:05
14:40:37
14:45:25
879
880
880
881
885
8A2
824
811
814
825
Begin solar calibration
Short scan too(h,
Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mo(te
Data dropout of 1 hr, 37 rain, 20 sec
03/05/86 i 16:24:37 [ 985 [ 822 Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calit)ration sequence
03/19/86 11:05:09
11:05:41
11:07:17
11:08:53
11:10:29
11:13:41
11:15:17
11:16:53
11:18:29
11:37:41
11:39:17
11:40:53
11:42:29
665
666
667
669
670
674
675
677
678
698
699
701
702
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS (m
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS (),,
SWICS on
S\VICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at h,vel 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at lev(,1 3 mo(tulate(t
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at hwel 3 modulated
End internal calibrati(m sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for solar calibration
03/19/86 15:30:13
15:30:45
15:31:17
15:31:49
15:32:21
15:32:53
930
931
931
9:12
932
933
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
1xx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low t)yte
Address azinmth position 13
Data command, high t)yte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 113.63 °, B = 128.63°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
03/19/86 15:33:25
15:33:57
15:34:29
15:35:01
15:39:49
15:45:09
933
934
934
935
940
945
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
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(b) Continued
Date
03/19/86
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
15:51:33
15:56:53
15:57:25
16:02:13
Minutes
of day
952
957
957
962
Hex
conlmand
814
824
811
822
Event. description
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
04/02/86 10:17:09
10:17:41
10:19:17
10:20:53
10:22:29
10:25:41
10:27:17
10:28:53
10:30:29
10:49:41
10:51:17
10:52:53
10:54:29
617
618
619
621
622
626
627
629
630
650
651
653
654
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for solar calibration
04/02/86 14:42:13
14:42:45
14:43:17
14:43:49
14:44:21
14:44:53
882
883
883
884
884
885
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data comnmnd, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azinnlth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 113.63 °, B = I28.63°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
04/02/86 14:45:25
14:45:57
14:46:29
14:47:01
14:51:49
14:57:09
15:03:33
15:08:53
15:09:25
15:14:13
885
886
886
887
892
897
904
909
909
914
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan ,node
Azimuth to 0°
Azinmth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Normal scan inode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
04/16/86 09:29:09 569 8A1 Begin internal calibration
09:29:41 570 897 SWICS on at level 1 modulated
09:31:17 571 895 SWlCS on at level 2 modulated
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Table 8. Continued
(b) Continued
Universal time
Minutes
Date
04/16/86
hr: Illill :sec
09:32:53
09:34:29
09:37:41
09:39:17
09:40:53
09:42:29
10:01:41
10:03:17
10:04:53
10:06:29
of day
573
574
578
579
581
582
602
603
605
606
Hex
command
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Event
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
description
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulate(t
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at, level 3 modulate(t
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
04/16/86 15:36:05
15:36:37
15:37:09
15:37:41
15:38:13
15:38:45
936
937
937
938
938
939
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
1xx
Address azinmth position A
Data command, high byte
Data COlnmand, low })yte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high })yte
Data coimnan(t, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 113.18 °, B = 128.18°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
04/16/86 15:39:17
15:39:49
15:40:21
15:40:53
15:45:41
15:51:01
15:57:25
16:02:45
16:03:17
16:08:05
939
940
940
941
946
951
957
963
963
968
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calil>ration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mo<te
Azimuth to 0 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
04/30/86 10:22:29
10:23:01
10:24:37
10:26:13
10:27:49
10:31:01
10:32:37
10:34:13
10:35:49
10:55:01
10:56:37
622
623
625
626
628
631
633
634
636
655
657
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulate(t
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWlCS
Oil at level 2 modulated
on at level 3 modulated
off
on at level 1 modulated
Oll
Oll
off
Oil
on
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at, level 1 modulated
at level 2 mo<hdat(,(t
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(b) Continued
Universal time
Minutes
of day
Hex
conlmandDate hr:min:sec Event description
04/30/86 10:58:13 658 893 SWICS on at level 3 modulated
10:59:49 660 891 SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
(14/30/86 14:48:05
14:48:37
14:49:09
14:49:41
14:50:13
14:50:45
888
889
889
89O
890
891
419
2xx
1xx
41t3
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 112.28 °, B = 127.28°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
04/30/86 14:51:17
14:51:49
14:52:21
14:52:53
14:57:41
15:(/3:01
15:09:25
15:14:45
15:15:17
15:20:05
891
892
892
893
898
903
909
915
915
920
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azinmth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Norinal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
05/14/86 09:33:58
09:34:30
09:36:06
09:37:42
09:39:18
09:42:30
09:44:06
09:45:42
09:47:18
10:06:30
10:08:06
10:09:42
10:11:18
574
575
576
578
579
583
584
586
587
607
608
610
611
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at. level 2 modulated
SWICS Oil at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modldated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
05/14/86 13:59:02
13:59:34
14:00:06
14:00:38
839
840
840
841
419
2xx
lxx
41B
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byt,,
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position 13
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(b) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of day
ltex
COllllllandDate tlr:min:sec Event description
05/14/86 14:01:10 841 2xx Data comnland, high byte
14:01:42 842 lxx Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load conunands (A = 111.0 °, B = 126.0°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
05/14/86 14:02:14
14:02:46
14:03:18
14:03:50
14:08:38
14:13:58
14:20:22
14:25:42
14:26:14
14:31:02
842
843
843
844
84!)
854
860
866
866
871
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short SCall IllOd(!
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azinmth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
05/28/86 10:26:46
10:27:18
10:28:54
10:30:30
10:32:06
10:35:18
10:36:54
10:38:30
10:40:06
10:59:18
11:00:54
11:02:30
11:04:06
Begin
627 8A 1
627 897
629 895
631 893
632 891
635 897
637 895
639 893
640 891
659 897
661 895
663 893
66,1
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulaled
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
S\\_ICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
891 S\¥ICS
Oil
Oil
off
Oll
Oil
Oil
O_'
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
on at, level 1 modulated
on at level 2 modulated
on at level 3 modulated
oil
End internal calibration sequence.
azinmth angle h)ad commands for solar calibration
05/28/86 14:51:50
14:52:22
14:52:54
14:53:26
14:53:58
14:54:30
892
892
893
893
894
895
419
2xx
Ixx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth t)osition A
Data command, high I)yte
Data conmtand, low byte
Address azimuth t)osition B
Data collinlan(t, high })yte
Data command, low byte
End azimuthangle loadcommands (A "_°= 109.6o, B = 124.65°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
05/28/86 14:55:02
14:55:34
14:56:06
14:56:38
15:01:26
895
896
896
897
901
8A2
824
811
814
825
Begin solar calil)ration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
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Table 8. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
05/28/86
Universal time
hr:nlin:sec
15:06:46
15:13:10
15:18:30
15:19:02
15:23:50
Mimltes
of day
907
913
919
919
924
Hex
COmlnalld
815
814
824
811
822
Event descrit)tion
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
06/11/86 09:37:10
09:37:42
09:39:18
09:40:54
09:42:30
09:45:42
09:47:18
09:48:54
09:50:30
10:09:42
10:11:18
10:12:54
10:14:30
577
578
579
581
583
586
587
589
591
610
611
613
615
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at lewfl 3 modulated
SWlCS off
SWICS on at; level 1 modulated
SWICS on a.t level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 Inodulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on a.t level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load eonmmnds for solar calibration
06/11/86 14:02:14
14:02:46
14:03:18
14:03:50
14:04:22
14:04:54
842
843
843
844
844
845
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azinmth position A
Data eomnmnd, high tute
Data eoinmand, low byte
Address azinmth position B
Data command, high byte
Data eonmtand, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 108.6 °, B = 123.6°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
06/11/s6 14:(15:26
14:05:58
14:06:30
14:07:02
14:11:50
14:17:10
14:23:34
14:28:54
14:29:26
14:34:14
845
846
847
847
852
857
864
869
869
874
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azinmth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequenee.
Begin internal calibration sequence
06/25/86 10:28:54 629 8A1
10:29:26 629 897
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modu
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Table8. Continued
Date
0 /25/86
(b) Continued
Universal time
hF:illiIl :S("C
10:31:02
10:32:38
10:34:14
10:37:26
10:39:02
10:-10:38
10:42:14
11:01:26
11:03:02
11:04:38
11:06:14
Minutes
of day
631
63;I
63,1
637
639
641
612
661
663
665
666
tlcx
COllllllall(]
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Evont
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS {m
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off'
SWICS on
SWICS
SWICS
SWIGS
description
at lev{'l 2 inodulatcd
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 motlulaled
at level 2 modulated
at hwcl 3 modulated
at level 1 mo(htlat.(,d
on at hwel 2 mo(t,,iat(,(t
on at level 3 m{)(lulal(,(t
off
End internal calit)ration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle loa(1 coinmands for solar calibration
o6/25/86 14:53:58
14:54:30
14:55:02
14:55:34
14:56:06
14:56:38
894
895
895
896
896
897
,119
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address a,zinmth t)ositi{}n A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
A(hh'ess azimuth position B
Data command, high l)yte
Data command, low t)yto
End azimuth
()(i/25/86 14:57:10
14:57:42
14:58:14
14:58:,16
15:03:34
15:08:54
15:15:18
15:20:38
15:21:10
15:25:58
angle load comnmnds (A = 108.0 °, B = 123.{}°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
897
898
898
899
904
909
915
921
921
926
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan m{){t{,
Azimuth t() positi(m B
Azimuth to t)oMti(}n A
Short scan too(to
Azimuth to 0 °
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration se{tu{m{:(,.
Begin internal calibration sequence
o7/o{.)/86 09:38:14
09:38:46
(}9:4(}:22
09:41:58
09:43:3.1
09:46:46
09:48:22
09:49:58
(}9:51:34
10:10:46
10:12:22
578
579
580
582
584
587
588
590
592
611
612
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on ;it level 1 m{}(tulat{,d
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off"
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS {}if
SWICS on
SWICS on
at level 2 mo(lulal(,d
at level 3 modulaled
at level 1 mo(tulate{t
at lcw_l 2 modulated
at level 3 mo(tulate(l
at level 1 modulat(,d
at level 2 nlo(lulatc{t
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Table8. Continued
(b) Continued
Universal tilne
Minutes
of day"
Hex
colnlnandDate hr:min:sec Event description
07/09/86 10:13:58 614 893 SWICS on at, level 3 modulated
10:15:34 616 891 SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for solar calibration
or/og/sG 14:03:50
1,1:04:22
14:04:54
14:(15:26
I4:tl5:58
14:06:30
844
844
845
845
846
847
419
2xx
1xx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 108.23 °, B = 123.23°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
07/09/86 14:07:02
14:07:34
14:08:06
14:08:38
07/09/86 1 15:42:31
847 8A2
848 824
848 811
849 814
Datadrot)outof 1 hr, 32 min, 32 _ec
I 943 822
End solar calibration sequence.
Begininternal calibrationsequence
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azinmth to 0°
Azimuth to t)osition A
Normal scan mode
(i)7/23/86 10:29:26
10:29:58
10:31:34
10:33:10
10:3,1:46
10:37:58
10:39:31
10:41:10
10:42:46
11:01:58
11:03:31
11:05:10
11:06:46
629
630
632
633
(i35
638
640
641
643
662
664
665
667
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
8!)5
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 inodulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
07/23/86 1_1:55:02
14:55:34
14:56:06
14:56:38
1,i:57:10
14:57:42
895
896
896
897
897
898
419
2xx
lxx
41t3
2xx
lxx
End azimuth angle load commands (A
Address azinmth position A
Data command, high byte
Data eolmtland, low byte
Address azimuth position [3
Data command, high byte
Data command, tow t)yte
= 109.2 °, B = 124.2 °)
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Table8. Contimmd
(b) Contimmd
Date
Universal time
hr:iilin:sec
Miimtes
of day
Itex
conlnlalld Event description
Begin solar calibration sequence
07/23/86 14:58:14
14:58:46
14:59:18
14:59:50
15:04:38
15:09:58
15:16:22
15:21:42
15:22:14
15:27:02
898
899
899
900
905
910
916
922
922
927
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
811
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azinmth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azinmth to 0°
Nornlal sc/,lll nlo(l(_
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
08/06/86 09:38:46
09:39:18
09:40:54
09:42:30
09:44:06
09:47:18
09:48:54
09:50:30
09:52:06
10:11:18
10:12:54
10:14:30
10:16:06
579
579
581
583
584
587
589
591
592
611
613
615
616
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at. level 1 modulated
S_,VICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
S\VICS off
SWqCS oi1 at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at, level 2 mod'tllated
SWICS on a.t level 3 nlothllate{t
SWICS off
SWICS on at hwel 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for solar calibration
08/06/86 14:03:50
14:04:22
14:04:54
14:05:26
14:05:58
14:06:30
844
844
845
845
846
847
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azinmth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data comnland, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 111.0 °, B = 126.0°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
08/06/86 14:07:02
14:07:34
14:08:06
14:08:38
14:13:26
14:1.8:46
14:25:10
14:30:30
847
848
848
849
853
859
865
871
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azinmth to position A
Short scan mode
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Table8. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
08/06/86
Universaltime
hr:nlin:see
14:31:02
14:35:50
Minutes
of day
871
876
Hex
comnmnd
811
822
Event description
Azimuth to (}°
Normal scan inode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
o8/2o/86 10:29:27
10:29:59
10:31:35
10:33:11
10:34:47
10:37:59
10:39:35
10:41:11
10:42:47
11:01:59
11:03:35
11:05:11
11:06:47
629
630
632
633
635
638
640
641
643
662
664
665
667
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS oil
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load eonmmnds for solar calibration
08/20/86 14:54:31
14:55:03
14:55:35
14:56:07
14:56:39
14:57:11
895
895
896
896
897
897
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 113.55 °, B = 128.55°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
o8/2o/8(i 14:57:43
14:58:15
14:58:47
14:59:19
15:04:07
15:09:27
15:15:51
15:21:11
15:21:43
15:26:31
898
898
899
899
904
909
916
921
922
927
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Azinmth to t)osition A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azinmth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azinmth to 0 °
Normal scan mode
09/03/86 09:37:43
09:38:15
09:39:51
09:41:27
09:43:03
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
578
578
580
581
583
8A1
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
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Table8. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
09/03/86
Universaltime
hr:Inin:sec l Minutesof day
09:46:15
09:47:51
09:49:27
09:51:03
10:10:15
10:11:51
10:13:27
10:15:03
586
588
589
591
610
612
613
615
Hex
coIllnlaild
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Event description
SWICS Oil at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
S'WICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWlCS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calit)ration
09/03/86 14:02:47
14:03:19
14:03:51
14:04:23
14:04:55
14:05:27
843
843
844
844
845
845
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
I lxx[
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 116.48 °, B = 131.48°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
09/03/86
Address azimuth t)osition A
Data command, high t)yte
Data command, low byte
Address azinmth position B
Data command, high I)yte
Data command, low hyte
14:05:59
14:06:31
14:07:()3
14:07:35
14:12:23
14:17:43
14:24:07
14:29:27
14:29:59
14:34:47
846
847
847
848
852
858
864
869
870
875
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mo(te
Azimuth to 0°
Aziinuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mo(le
Azimuth to position B
Azinmth to position A
Short scan mode
Azinmth to 0°
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
09/17/86 10:27:51
10:28:23
10:29:59
10:31:35
10:33:11
10:36:23
10:37:59
10:39:35
10:41:11
11:00:23
11:01:59
11:03:35
11:05:11
628
628
630
632
633
636
638
640
641
660
662
664
665
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on a,t, level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at, level 3 modulated
SWICS off
S'WICS on at level ] modulated
SWICS on at, level 2 modulated
SWICS on at. level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
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Table8. Continued
(b) Continued
Date Universaltime [ [Minutes Hexhr:ufin:sec of day command Eventdescription
Beginazimuthangleloadcommandsfor solarealit)ration
09/17/86 14:52:55
14:53:27
14:53:59
14:54:31
14:55:03
14:55:35
893
893
894
895
895
896
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
AddressazimuthpositionA
Dataconmland,highbyte
Datacommand,lowtwte
Addressazimutht)ositionB
Datacommand,highbyte
Datacommand,lowbyte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 119.48 °, B = 134.48°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
09/17/86 14:56:07
14:56:39
14:57:11
14:57:43
15:02:31
15:07:51
15:14:15
15:19:35
15:20:07
15:24:55
896
897
897
898
903
908
914
920
920
925
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Azinmth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azilnuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
lO/Ol/86 09:35:35
09:36:07
09:37:43
09:39:19
09:40:55
09:44:07
09:45:43
09:47:19
09:48:55
10:08:07
10:09:43
10:11:19
10:12:55
576
576
578
579
581
584
586
587
589
608
610
611
613
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at. level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on a.t level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
10/01/86 14:01:11
14:01:43
14:02:15
14:02:47
14:03:19
14:03:51
841
842
842
843
843
844
419
2xx
1xx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low I)yte
Address azimuth position B
Data colnmand, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 122.18 °, B = 137.18 °)
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Table 8. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
Universal time
hr:nlin:see
Minutes
of clay
.cx [
cominand Event description
Begin solar calibrati(m sequence
10/01/86 14:04:23
14:04:55
14:05:27
14:05:59
14:10:47
14:16:07
14:22:31
14:27:51
14:28:23
14:33:11
844
845
845
846
851
856
863
868
868
873
8A2
824
811
81,1
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azinmth to 0°
Normal SCall Ino(](,
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
10/15/86 10:25:43
10:26:15
10:27:51
10:29:27
10:31:03
10:34:15
10:35:51
10:37:27
10:39:03
10:58:15
10:59:51
11:01:27
11:03:03
626
626
628
629
631
634
636
637
639
658
660
661
663
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
8(,tl
897
895
893
891
Begin internal ealil)ration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
S\VICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 mo(tulatcd
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at h,vcl 2 modulated
at h,vel 3 modulated
at level 1 mo(tulated
at level 2 modulat('d
at h,vel 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load eomman(ts for solar ealibration
10/15/86 14:50:47
14:51:19
14:51:51
14:52:23
14:52:55
14:53:27
891
891
892
892
893
893
End azimuth angle lo3(t
Begin
10/15/86 14:53:59
14:54:31
14:55:03
14:55:35
15:00:23
15:05:43
15:12:07
15:17:27
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
eominands (A = 124.13 °,
solar calibration se(tuetlce
894
895
895
896
900
906
912
917
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
B = 139.13°).
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azinnlth to 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) sean mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
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Table8. Continued
(b) Continue(t
Universaltiine
Minutes
of day
Hex
conlnlandDate hr:inin:sec Event description
10/15/86 15:17:59 918 811 Azimuth to 0°
15:22:47 923 822 Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
1/}/29/86 09:32:55
09:33:27
09:35:03
09:36:39
09:38:15
09:41:27
09:43:03
09:44:;39
09:46:15
10:05:27
10:07:03
10:08:39
10:10:15
573
573
575
577
578
581
583
585
586
605
607
609
610
8A1
897
895
8!);3
891
897
895
893
891
897
8!)5
893
891
Begin internal calibration
S\VICS on at, level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 nto(tulated
at level 3 modulated
at le.vel 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulate(t
at level 1 inodulate(t
at level 2 mo(hflate(t
at level 3 modulated
End internal calit)ration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
10/29/86 13:57:59
13:58:31
13:59:03
13:59:35
14:00:07
14:00:39
838
839
839
840
840
841
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx I
En(t azinmth angle load commands (A = 125.03 °, B = 140.(}3°).
Begin solar calibration sequenee
10/29/86
Address azimuth t)osition A
Data command, high byte
Data eomnmnd, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data eomnmnd, low byte
14:01:11
14:01:43
14:02:15
14:02:47
14:07:35
14:12:55
14:19:1q
14:24:39
14:25:11
14:29:59
841
842
842
843
848
853
859
865
865
870
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calil)ration
Short scan mo(te
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to t)osition A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to t)osition B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Normal scan mo(le
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration se(tueilce
11/12/86 10:23:04
10:23:36
10:25:12
10:26:48
10:28:24
623
624
625
627
628
8A1
897
895
8923
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulat, ed
SWICS off
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Table8. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
11/12/86
Universaltime
hr:IlliIl:Sec
10:31:36
10:33:12
10:34:48
10:36:24
10:55:36
10:57:12
1(1:58:48
11:00:24
Minutes
of day
632
633
635
636
656
657
659
660
Hex
COllllll3Iltt
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Event
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWIC8 off
description
at. level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 ntodulated
at level 2 ntodulated
at. level 3 nto(hflate(t
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calil)ra.tion
11/12/s6 14:48:08
14:48:40
14:49:12
14:49:4,1
14:50:16
14:50:48
888
889
889
89(I
890
891
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, h)w 1)yte
Address azimuth position B
Data comnmnd, high byte
Data command, h)w byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 124.88 °, B = 139.88°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
11/12/s6 14:51:20
14:51:52
14:52:24
14:52:56
14:57:44
15:03:04
15:09:28
15:14:48
15:15:20
15:20:08
891
892
892
893
898
903
909
915
915
920
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Azimuth to posilion A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0 °
Nornml scan mode
End solar calit)ration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/26/s6 09:30:48
09:31:20
09:32:56
09:34:32
09:36:08
09:39:20
09:40:56
09:42:32
09:44:08
10:03:20
10:04:56
10:06:32
10:08:08
571
571
573
575
576
579
581
583
584
603
605
607
608
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin illt ernal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWlCS
SWICS
Oll
on
off
Oil
O11
O11
off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at lew,l 3 modulated
on at. level 1 modulated
on at level 2 modulated
on at level 3 modulated
off
End internal calibration sequence
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Table 8. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
Universal time
hr:min:sec Minutesof day
gex
command Event description
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
11/26/86 15:38:16
15:38:48
15:39:20
15:39:52
15:40:24
15:40:56
938
939
939
940
940
941
419
2xx
J×x
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 123.83 °, B = 138.83°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
11/26/86 15:41:28
15:42:00
15:42:32
15:43:04
15:47:52
15:53:12
15:59:36
16:04:56
16:05:28
16:10:16
941
942
943
943
948
953
960
965
965
970
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibration
Short scan mode
Azimuth t.o 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
12/10/86 10:21:28
10:22:00
10:23:36
10:25:12
10:26:48
10:30:00
10:31:36
10:33:12
10:34:48
10:54:00
10:55:36
10:57:12
10:58:48
621
622
624
625
627
630
632
633
635
654
656
657
659
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SVVICS on at level 2 modulated
SV_TICS on at level 3 Inodulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
12/10/86 14:46:32
14:47:04
14:47:36
14:48:08
14:48:40
14:49:12
887
887
888
888
889
889
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
1xx
Address azimuth position A
Data coinmand, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle loa(t commands (A = 122.48 °, B = 137.48 °)
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Table8. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
Universal time
hr:Illin:sec
Minutes
of day
ltex
C{}Illlllalld Event {tescription
Begin solar calibration sequence
12/10/86 14:49:44
14:50:16
14:50:48
14:51:20
14:56:08
15:01:28
15:07:52
15:13:12
15:13:44
15:18:;]2
890
890
891
891
896
901
908
913
914
919
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
811
822
Begin solar calibra.tion
Short scan mode
Azinmth to 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to t)ositi{m B
Azimuth to posiNon A
Short seal] nl{)(te
Azimuth t{) 0 °
Norn]al scan mode
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin interna calibration sequence
12/24/86 09:30:48
09:31:20
09:32:56
09:34:32
09:36:{}8
09:39:20
{}9:40:56
09:42:32
09:44:08
10:03:20
10:04:56
1{}:(}6:32
10:08:08
571
571
573
575
576
579
581
583
584
603
605
607
608
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calil}ration
SWlCS (}I1 at hwel 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 mo(tulaled
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS {}n at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS {m at level 1 modulated
SWICS on al level 2 modulate{t
SWICS Oil at, h,vel 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angh" load conimands for solar calibralion
12/24/86 15:37:44
15:38:16
15:38:48
15:39:20
15:39:52
15:40:24
938
938
939
939
940
940
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
1xx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data comInand, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low t}yte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 120.98 °, B = 135.98°).
Begin solar calibration seqnence
12/24/86 15:40:56
15:41:28
15:42:00
15:42:32
15:47:2(/
15:52:40
15:59:{}4
16:04:24
941
941
942
943
947
953
959
964
8A2
824
811
814
825
815
814
824
Begin solar calit)ration
Short scan mode
Azimuth to 0°
Azimuth to position A
MAM (solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azimuth to position A
Short scan m{}de
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Table8. Concluded
(b) Concluded
Universaltime
Minutes
of (lay
Hex
colnmandDate hr:min:sec Event description
12/24/86 16:04:56 965 811 Azimuth to 0°
16:09:44 970 822 Normal scan mode
End solar calibration sequence
01/20/87 } [ ] I Scanner failed
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Table9. List of Operational Commands Executed by" Instrunmnts on NOAA 10 Spaceeraft
(a) Nonscanner commands
Date
10/24/86
Universal time
hr:inin:sec
12:28:08
20:46:16
Minutes
of day
748
1246
Uex
command Event description
821
823
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
10/25/86 13:00:40 781 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
13:01:12 781 862 WFOV BB heater on at t.emt_. 1
13:16:40 797 872 MFOV BB heater on a.t temp. 1
14:43:36 884 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
10/25/86 14:44:08
14:44:40
14:45:12
14:45:44
14:46:16
14:48:24
14:50:32
14:53:44
14:57:28
14:58:00
14:59:04
15:12:24
15:14:32
15:17:44
15:21:28
15:22:00
15:23:04
15:36:24
15:38:32
15:40:40
15:43:20
15:44:24
15:44:56
15:45:28
15:46:00
884
885
885
886
886
888
891
894
897
898
899
912
915
918
921
922
923
936
939
941
943
944
945
945
946
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at, level 1
S\VICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port. heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load coinmands for solar calibration
10/25/86 15:48:40 949 419 Address azimuth position A
15:49:12 949 2xx Data command, high byte
15:49:44 950 lxx Data conmmnd, h)w byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 156.3°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
10/25/86 15:50:16 950 8A2 Begin solar calibration
15:50:48 951 852 Solar port, heaters off
15:51:20 951 822 Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
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Table9. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
10/25/86
Universaltime
hr:Inill:Sec
15:51:52
15:52:24
16:02:00
16:02:32
16:33:28
16:34:00
16:34:32
16:35:04
16:44:40
16:45:12
Minutes
of day
952
952
962
963
993
994
995
995
1005
1005
Hex
command
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Event description
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port, heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin preinternal Calibration sequence
10/29/86 09:52:24
09:52:56
10:08:24
11:35:20
592
593
608
695
821
862
872
823
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calit)ration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
10/29/86 11:35:52
11:36:24
11:36:56
11:37:28
11:38:00
11:40:(/8
11:42:16
11:45:28
11:49:12
11:49:44
11:50:48
12:0,1:08
12:06:16
12:09:28
12:13:12
12:13:44
12:14:48
12:28:08
12:30:16
12:32:24
12:35:04
12:36:08
12:36:40
12:37:12
12:37:44
696
696
697
697
698
70O
702
705
7O9
710
711
724
726
729
733
734
735
748
750
752
755
756
757
757
758
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
End internal calibration
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector t)ias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at, temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at, level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
sequence
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Table9. Continued
(a) Continued
Universaltime
Minutes
of dry
Hcx
coIlllilandDate hr:Inin:sec Event description
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
1(I/29/86 12:40:24 760 419 Address azimuth position A
12:40:56 761 2xx Data conmland, high byte
12:41:28 761 lxx Data command, low t)yte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 156.08°).
Begin solar alit}ration sequence
10/29/86 12:42:00
12:42:32
12:43:04
12:43:36
12:44:08
12:53:44
12:54:16
13:25:12
13:25:44
13:26:16
13:26:48
13:36:24
13:36:56
762
763
763
764
764
774
774
805
806
806
807
816
817
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle {m
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azinmth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
11/01/86 10:28:08
10:28:40
10:44:08
12:11:04
End s{}lar calibration seque, nce.
Begin preinternal calibration sequence
628
629
644
731
821
862
872
823
I Elevate to internal source (stow)
\VFOV BB heat{n" on al temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/Ol/86 12:11:36
12:12:08
12:12:40
12:13:12
12:13:44
12:15:52
12:18:00
12:21:12
12:24:56
12:25:28
12:26:32
12:39:52
12:42:00
12:45:12
12:48:56
12:49:28
12:50:32
732
732
733
733
734
736
738
741
745
745
747
760
762
765
769
769
771
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
Begin internal calil}ration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters oil
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on a,t level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
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Table9. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
Universaltime
hr:nlill:sec
Minutes
of day
Uex
command Event description
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/12/86 11:34:48
11:35:20
11:35:52
11:36:24
11:36:56
11:39:04
11:41:12
11:44:24
11:48:08
11:48:40
11:49:44
12:03:04
12:05:12
12:08:24
12:12:08
12:12:40
12:13:44
12:27:04
12:29:12
12:31:20
12:34:00
12:35:04
12:35:36
12:36:08
12:36:40
695
695
696
696
697
699
701
704
7O8
709
710
723
725
728
732
733
734
747
749
751
754
755
756
756
757
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elewtte to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater oil at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at, lew_l 3
SWICS on at, lew_l 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load conmmnds for solar calibration
11/12/86 12:39:20 759 419 Address azimuth position A
12:39:52 760 2xx Data command, high byte
12:40:24 760 lxx Data command, low byte
Emt azinmth angle load commands (A = 155.1°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
11/12/86 12:40:56
12:41:28
12:42:00
12:42:32
12:43:04
12:52:40
12:53:12
13:24:08
13:24:40
13:25:12
13:25:44
761
761
762
763
763
773
773
804
805
805
806
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azinmth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
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Table9. Continued
(a) Continued
Universal time
Minutes
of day
}'I(?x
colnlllatldDate hr:min:sec Event description
11/12/86 13:35:20 815 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
13:35:52 816 851 Solar port heaters on
11/26/86
11/26/86
09:49:31
09:50:03
10:05:31
11:32:27
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin preinternal calibration secuence
590 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
590 862 "WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
6(16 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
692 823 Elevate to nadir (Em'th)
End preinternal calibration se( uencc.
Begin internal calibration sec uence
11:32:59
11:33:31
11:34:03
11:34:35
11:35:07
11:37:15
11:39:23
11:42:35
11:46:19
11:46:51
11:47:55
12:01:15
12:03:23
12:06:35
12:1(t:19
12:11):51
12:11:55
12:25:15
12:27:23
12:29:31
12:32:11
12:33:15
12:33:47
12:34:19
12:34:51
693
694
694
695
695
697
699
703
706
707
708
721
723
727
730
731
732
745
747
750
752
753
754
754
755
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Begin internal calil)ration
Detector t)ias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at hwel 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at, temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at hwel 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
S\VICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
S_,VICS on at. level 1
Detector hi,us heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB ]mat('r off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load comnlan(ts for solar calibration
11/26/86 12:37:31 758 ,119 Address azimuth t)osition A
12:38:(/3 758 2xx Data comnian(t, high byte
12:38:35 759 lxx Data ('onmmn(t, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 153.6°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
11/26/86 12:39:07 j 759 8A2 ] Begin solar calibra.tion: :39 60 5 Solar port he ters off'
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Table9. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
11/26/86
Unive, rsal time
hr:min:sec
12:40:11
12:40:43
12:41:15
12:50:51
12:51:23
13:22:19
13:22:51
13:23:23
13:23:55
13:33:31
13:34:03
Minutes
of day
760
761
761
771
771
802
803
803
804
814
814
Hex
command
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Event description
Elevate to solar ports (Sun)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA simtter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
12/10/86
12/10/86
09:47:23
09:47:55
10:03:23
11:30:19
End solar calibration sequence.
Begirt preinternal calibration sequence
587 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
588 862 WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
603 872 MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
690 823 Elevate to nadir (Earth)
End preinternal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
11:30:51
11:31:23
11:31:55
11:32:27
11:32:59
11:35:07
11:37:15
11:40:27
11:44:11
11:44:43
11:45:47
11:59:07
12:01:15
12:04:27
12:08:11
12:08:43
12:09:47
12:23:07
12:25:15
12:27:23
12:30:03
12:31:07
12:31:39
691
691
692
692
693
695
697
700
704
705
706
719
721
724
728
729
730
743
745
747
750
751
752
8A1
881
852
821
851
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
Begin internal calibration
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to internal source (stow)
Solar port heaters on
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS on at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 3
SWICS on at level 1
Detector bias heater off
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
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Table9. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
12/10/86
Universaltime
hr:Illin:see
12:32:11
12:32:43
Minutes
of day
752
753
Hex
conlnland
851
891
Event description
Solar port heaters oi1
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load comnmnds for solar calibration
12/10/86 12:35:23 755 419 Address azimuth position A
12:35:55 756 2xx Data command, high byte
12:36:27 756 lxx Data command, low t)yte
End azimuth angle load conmmnds (A = 154.95°).
Begin solar calibration sequence
12/10/86 12:36:59
12:37:31
12:38:03
12:38:35
12:39:07
12:48:43
12:49:15
13:20:11
13:20:43
13:21:15
13:21:47
13:31:23
13:31:55
757
758
758
759
759
769
769
8OO
801
801
8O2
811
812
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calil)ration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar t)orts (Sun)
Azimuth to t)osition A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar t)ort heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter eyeh' off
Solar port heaters off
Azimuth to 180 °
Detector t)ias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence.
Begin preinternal calil)ration sequence
12/24/86 09:45:15
09:45:47
10:01:15
11:28:11
585
586
601
688
821
862
872
823
Elevate to internal source (stow)
WFOV BB heater on at, temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
11:28:43
11:29:15
11:29:47
11:30:19
11:30:51
11:32:59
11:35:07
End preinternal calibration sequenee.
Begin internal calibration sequence
689 8A1 Begin internal calibration
689 881 Detector hias heater off
690 852 Solar port heaters off
690 821 Elevate to internal source (stow)
691 851 Solar port heaters on
693 882 Detector bias heater on at level 1
695 892 SWICS on at level 3
698 881
702 862
7O3 872
7O4 891
717 883
719 893
722 881
12/24/86
11:38:19
11:42:03
11:42:35
11:43:39
11:56:59
11:59:07
12:02:19
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
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Table9. Continued
(a) Continued
Date
12/24/86
12/24/86
Universaltime
hr:nlin:sec
12:06:03
12:06:35
12:07:39
12:20:59
12:23:07
12:25:15
12:27:55
12:28:59
12:29:31
12:30:03
12:30:35
Minutes
of (lay'
726
727
728
741
743
745
748
749
750
750
751
Hex
conllnand
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Endinternalcalibrationsequence.
Beginazimuthangleloadcommandsff)rsolar
12:33:15 753 419
12:33:47 754 2xx
12:34:19 754 lxx
Eventdescription
WFOVBB heateroll at temp.2
MFOVBB heateronat temp.2
SWICSoff
Detectorbia_sheater(mat.level3
SWICSonat level1
Detectorbiasheateroff
Solarport heatersoff
WFOVBB heateroff
MFOVBB heateroff
Solarport heatersoll
SWICSoff
calibration
Addressazimutht)ositionA
Datacommand,highbyte
Datacomman(t,lowbyte
Endazinmthangleloadconlnlands(A = 156.15°).
Beginsolarcalibrationsequence
12/24/86 12:34:51
12:35:23
12:35:55
12:36:27
12:36:59
12:46:35
12:47:07
13:18:03
13:18:35
13:19:07
13:19:39
13:29:15
13:29:47
755
755
756
756
757
767
767
798
799
799
800
809
810
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Beginsolarcalibration
Solarportheatersoff
Elevateto solarports(Sml)
Azimuthto positionA
Detectorbiasheateronat level1
Solarportheaterson
SMAshuttercycleon
SMAshuttercycleoff
Solarport heatersoff
Azimuthto 180°
Detectorbiasheateroff
Elevateto nadir (Earth)
Solarport heaterson
01/21/87
01/21/87
09:37:47
09:38:19
09:53:47
11:20:43
11:21:15
11:21:47
11:22:19
11:22:51
11:23:23
Endsolarcalibrationsequence.
Beginpreinternalcalibrationsequence
578 821 Elevateto internalsource(stow)
578 862 WFOVBB heateronat temp.1
594 872 MFOVBB heateronat temp.1
681 823 Elevateto nadir (Earth)
Endpreinternalcalibrationsequence.
Begininternal
681
682
682
683
683
calibrationsequence
8A1 Begininternalcalibration
881 Detectorbiasheateroff
852 Solarport heatersoff
821 Elevateto internalsource(stow)
851 Solarport heaterson
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Table9. Continued
(a) Concluded
Date
01/21/87
Universaltime
hr:nlin:sec
11:25:31
11:27:39
11:30:51
11:34:35
11:35:07
11:36:11
11:49:31
11:51:39
11:54:51
11:58:35
11:59:07
12:00:11
12:13:31
12:15:39
12:17:47
12:20:27
12:21:31
12:22:03
12:22:35
12:23:07
Minutes
of day
686
688
691
695
695
696
710
712
715
719
719
720
734
736
738
74O
742
742
743
743
Hex
COllllilalld
882
892
881
862
872
891
883
893
881
863
873
891
884
894
881
852
861
871
851
891
Event description
Detector bias heater on at level 1
SWICS oll at level 3
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater ott at temp. 1
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 1
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at level 2
SWICS on at level 2
Detector bias heater off
WFOV BB heater on at temi). 2
MFOV BB heater on at temp. 2
SWICS off
Detector bias heater on at lewq :3
S_,VICS {m at level 1
I)etector bias heater otf
Solar port heaters off
WFOV BB heater off
MFOV BB heater off
Solar port heaters on
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
01/21/87 12:25:47 _ 746 419 Address azinmth position A
12:26:19 ] 746 2xx Data command, high byte12:26:51 747 l xx Data command, low byte
End azinmth angle load commands (A = 160.65°),
Begin solar calibration sequence
01/21/87 12:27:23
12:27:55
12:28:27
12:28:59
12:29:31
12:39:07
12:39:39
13:10:35
13:11:{)7
13:11:39
13:12:11
13:21:47
13:22:19
747
748
748
749
750
759
760
791
791
792
792
802
802
8A2
852
822
814
882
851
831
832
852
813
881
823
851
Begin solar calibration
Solar port heaters off
Elevate to solar ports (Smi)
Azimuth to position A
Detector bias heater on at level 1
Solar port heaters on
SMA shutter cycle on
SMA shutter cycle off
Solar port heaters off
Azinmth to 180 °
Detector bias heater off
Elevate to nadir (Earth)
Solar port heaters on
End solar calibration sequence
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Table9. Continued
(b) Scanner commands
Universal tinm
Minutes
of day
Hex
commandDate hr:min:see Event description
10/24/86 12:29:44 750 821 Scan to stow
14:08:56 849 813 Azinmth to 18(1°
15:46:00 946 814 Azinmth to position A
17:25:12 1045 822 Normal scan mode
Begin internal calibration sequence
10/24/86 Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
20:48:56
20:49:28
20:51:04
20:52:40
20:54:16
20:57:28
20:59:04
21:00:40
21:02:16
21:21:28
21:23:04
21:24:40
21:26:16
1249
1249
1251
1253
1254
1257
1259
1261
1262
1281
1283
1285
1286
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWlCS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 inodulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal alibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
10/25/86 13:17:12
13:17:44
13:19:20
13:20:56
13:22:32
13:25:44
13:27:20
13:28:56
13:30:32
13:49:44
13:51:20
13:52:56
13:54:32
797
798
799
801
803
806
807
809
811
830
831
833
835
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWlCS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on a,t level 2 modulated
S\¥ICS on at, level 3 modulated
SWICS off"
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
1o/29/86 10:08:56
10:09:28
10:11:(/4
10:12:40
10:14:16
10:17:28
10:19:04
10:20:40
10:22:16
609
609
611
613
614
617
619
621
622
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on a,t level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 mo(iulated
SWICS off
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Table 9, Continued
(b) Continued
Date
10/29/86
Universal time
hF:Iilin:sec
10:41:28
10:43:04
10:44:40
10:46:16
Minutes
of clay
641
643
645
646
Hex
cOIllllland
897
895
893
891
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
Event description
SWICS on at. level 1 modulated
S\_:ICS on at. level 2 modulat(,d
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
11/01/86 10:44:40
10:45:12
10:46:48
10:48:24
10:50:00
10:53:12
10:54:48
10:56:24
10:58:00
11:17:12
11:18:48
11:20:24
11:22:00
645
645
647
648
650
653
655
656
658
677
679
680
682
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal ca.lit)ration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on a.t level 2 modulaled
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SVVICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 3 modulat(,(t
at level 1 nlodul_te(t
at lev(q 2 nlodulate(t
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at level 2 modulat.e(t
at level 3 modulat.ed
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/o5/86 10:59:04
10:59:36
11:01:12
11:02:48
11:04:24
11:07:36
11:09:12
11:10:48
11:12:24
11:31:36
11:33:12
11:34:48
11:36:24
659
660
661
663
664
668
669
671
672
692
693
695
696
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
8.91
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calit)ration
SWICS on at level 1 mo(tubtted
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWlCS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SVVICS on
SVVICS on
SVVICS off
at. level 2 modulated
at lev(q 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at lev(q 2 mo(hflat(_(t
at h'vel 3 mo(tulate(l
at level 1 modulated
at. lev(q 2 modulated
at level 3 modulate(t
En(t internal ealil)ratioll sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/12/86 10:07:52
10:08:24
10:10:00
10:11:36
10:13:12
10:16:24
10:18:00
10:19:36
6(18
608
610
612
613
616 !
618
620
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
Begin internal calit)ration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at. level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at. level 2 mo(hflated
SWIGS on at level 3 modulate(t
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Table9. Continued
(b) Continued
Date
11/12/86
Universaltime
hr:min:sec
10:21:12
10:40:24
10:42:00
10:43:36
10:45:12
Minutes
of day
621
640
642
644
645
nex
conmland
891
897
895
893
891
Event description
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azimuth angle load commands for solar calibration
11/12/86 14:09:28
14:10:00
14:10:32
14:11:04
14:11:36
14:12:08
849
850
851
851
852
852
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
1xx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 34.95 °, B = 154.65 °)
11/12/86
11/13/86
11/18/86
14:12:40
14:13:44
14:52:40
14:56:24
16:52:08
18:33:47
18:24:43
853
854
893
896
1012
1114
1105
825
815
814
822
821
822
821
MAM (Solar) scan mode
Azimuth to position B
Azinmth to position A
Normal scan inode
Scan to stow
Normal scan mode
Scan to stow
Begin azinmth angle load commands for 35 ° operation
11/19/86 18:01:47
18:02:51
18:04:59
18:07:07
18:08:11
19:45:15
1082
1083
1085
1087
1088
1185
419
2xx
lxx
41B
2xx
lxx
Address azimuth position A
Data command, high byte
Data command, low byte
Address azimuth position B
Data comnmnd, high byte
Data command, low t)yte
End azimuth angle load coinmands (A = 34.95 °, B = 154.65 °)
11/20/86 14:24:11 864 815 Azimuth to position B
16:01:47 962 814 Azimuth to position A
Begin internal calibration sequence
11/26/86 10:06:03
10:06:35
10:08:11
10:09:47
10:11:23
10:14:35
10:16:11
10:17:47
10:19:23
606
607
608
610
611
615
616
618
619
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
SWICS
on at level 2 modulated
on at level 3 modulated
off
on at level 1 moduhtted
on at level 2 modulated
on at level 3 modulated
off
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Table 9. Continued
(b) C(mtimmd
Universal time
Minutes
of day
Hex
COllllllalldDate tlr:min:sec Event description
11/26/86 10:38:35 639 897 SWICS on at hwel 1 modulated
10:40:11 640 895 SWICS on at level 2 modulated
10:41:47 642 893 SWICS on at level 3 modulated
10:43:23 643 891 SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence.
Begin azinmth angle load commands for 35 ° operation
12/03/86 18:02:19 1082 419 Address azimuth position A
18:03:23 1083 2xx Data command, high [)yte
18:04:59 1085 lxx Data cOmnland, low byte
End azimuth angle load commands (A = 34.95 °)
12/04/86 14:20:27 860 811 Azimuth to 0°
19:21:47 1162 814 Azimuth to position A
12/05/86 15:36:11 936 822 Normal scan mode
Begin internal calibration sequence
12/10/86 Begin internal calibration
S\VICS on at level 1 modulated
10:03:55
10:04:27
10:06:03
10:07:39
10:09:15
10:12:27
10:14:03
10:15:39
10:17:15
10:36:27
10:38:03
10:39:39
10:41:15
604
604
606
608
609
612
614
616
617
636
638
640
641
8A1
897
895
393
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
SWICS Oll at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
S\VICS on at level 1 modulated
SWIGS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at, level 1 modulated
SWICS on at lew'l 2 modulaled
S\VICS on at level 3 m(}(hdated
SWICS {}ff
En{t internal calibration sequence.
Begin internal calibration sequence
12/24/86 10:01:47
10:02:19
10:03:55
10:05:31
10:{}7:07
10:10:19
10:11:55
10:13:31
10:15:07
10:34:19
10:35:55
10:37:31
10:39:07
602
602
6(}4
606
607
610
612
614
615
634
636
638
639
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calit)ration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on
SWICS {m
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS on
SWICS off
at level 2 modulate(t
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 modulated
at, level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
at level 1 mo{tulated
at level 2 modulated
at level 3 modulated
End internal calibration sequence
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Table9. Concluded
(b) Concluded
Date
Universal time
hr:min:sec
Minutes
of day
Uex
coinmand Event description
Begin internal calibration sequence
01/21/87 09:54:19
09:54:51
09:56:27
09:58:03
09:59:39
10:02:51
10:04:27
10:06:03
10:07:39
10:26:51
10:28:27
10:30:03
10:31:39
594
595
596
598
600
603
604
606
608
627
628
630
632
8A1
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
897
895
893
891
Begin internal calibration
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 modulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at level 2 inodulated
SWICS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
SWICS on at level 1 modulated
SWICS on at, level 2 modulated
SWtCS on at level 3 modulated
SWICS off
End internal calibration sequence
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Table10.Characteristicsof ERBSandNOAA9 ()rl)itsoil January1, 1985,1986,and1987,
andNOAA 10OrbitsonNovember1,1986,andJanuary1,1987
(a) ERBSspacecraft
Parameter
Semimajoraxis,km .............
Eccentricity . ...............
Inclination, deg ...............
Period, rain ................
Mean altitude, km .............
Minimum altitude, km ............
Maximum altitude, km ...........
Mean anomaly rate, deg/min .........
Argument of perigee
rate of change, deg/day . .........
Rotation rate of right ascension
of ascending node, deg/day .........
Local time of ascending node,
hr:nfin of day' ...............
Value at beginning of
1985
6981
0.00189
57.00
96.75
611.28
599.65
630.08
3.72
1986
6981
0.00141
56.99
96.75
611.01
600.37
625.67
3.72
1.761.75
-3.95
23:17
-3.97
23:25
year
1987
6981
0.00099
57.01
96.75
610.88
602.17
623.86
3.72
1.75
-3.95
23:40
(b) NOAA 9 spacecraft
Parameter
Semimajor axis, km .............
Eccentricity ................
Inclination, deg ...............
Period, min ................
Mean altitude, km .............
Minimum altitude, km ............
Maximum altitude, km ...........
Mean anomaly rate, deg/min .........
Argument of perigee
rate of change, deg/day ..........
Rotation rate of right ascension
of ascending node, deg/day . ........
Local time of ascending node,
hr:min of day ...............
Value at beginning of year
1985 1986 1987
7230
0.00198
98.93
102.00
866.63
847.95
879.01
3.53
-2.83
1.000
14:20
7230
0.00117
98.98
101.97
866.38
855.73
878.71
3.53
-2.82
1.003
14:36
723(}
0.00109
99.03
101.96
866.22
848.84
876.47
3.53
-2.82
1.010
15:13
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Table10.Concluded
(c) NOAA10spacecraft
Parameter
Semimajoraxis,km .............
Eccentricity ................
Inclination,deg...............
Period,min ................
Meanaltitude,km .............
Minimumaltitude,km ............
Mmximumaltitude,km ...........
Meananomalyrate,deg/min .........
Argumentof perigee
rateof change,deg/day . .........
Rotationrateof rightascension
of ascendingnode,deg/day.........
Local time of ascending node,
hr:min of day . ..............
Value at listed date -
1, 1986
7192
0.00212
98.74
101.16
829.16
809.22
852.47
3.56
-2.89
0.996
Nov.
07:31
Jan. 1, 1987
7192
0.00186
98.74
101.17
828.61
811.02
842.10
3.55
-2.87
0.988
07:32
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TaBlell. Edit Limitsfor KeyInstrmnentHousekeepingMeasurements
[Forexplanationof abbreviations,ee"Nomenclature"onp. 1]
(a) Nonscannerinstrument
Measurement
Telemetrysubsystemedit limits
Low ] High Rateof
limit U'_fitI mint, U tit change
ERBSspacecraft
33.55 ° 2 [ 33.7_-o
0 I 30.0
33.0 i 34.2
0 I 30.0
0 I 35.0
10.0 30.O
10.0 ! 30.0
0 -- 40.0
Heat sink temp. of all Earth-viewing detectors
Heat sink temp. of solar monitor .........
Aperture temp. of all Earth-viewing detectors
Aperture temp. of solar monitor .........
FOVL temp. of all Earth-viewing detectors ....
_,VFOV BB temp ................
MFOV BB temp ................
Slice 3 temp ..................
NOAA 9 spacecraft
Heat sink temp. of all Earth-viewing detectors 33_- ° 2
Heat sink teInp, of solar monitor ......... 0
Aperture temp. of all Earth-viewing detectors 33.0 i
Aperture temp. of solar monitor ......... _J
FOVL temp, of all Earth-viewing detectors .... I_ i
WFOV BB temp ................ 10.0 I
MFOV BB temp ................ 10.0 I
Slice 3 t emp .................. {; I ,,
NOAA 10 spacecraft,
Heat sink temp. of all Earth-viewing detectors 33.5 I o,_?
Heat sink temp. of solar monitor ......... 0 I
Aperture t emt). of all Earth-viewing detectors 32.2 I
Aperture temp. of solar monitor ......... 0 I
FOVL t,emp. of all Earth-viewing detectors ..... 0 I I
WFOV BB temp ................ 10.0 I
MFOV BB temp ................ I 10.0 I i
Slice 3 t emp .................. l 0 I
Unit
0.005
0.003125
0.003125
I 0.03125
0.025
0.00625
. 06
0.0625
°C/see
33.7 °_ 0.005
30.0 0.003125
34.0 0.003125
30.0 0.003125
30.0 0.025
30.0 0.00625
30.(I 0.00625
40.0 ,- 0.0625
°C/see
33._- ° 2 0.005
30.0 0.003125
33.2 0. 003125
30.0 0.003125
30.0 i I 0.025
30.0 0.00625
30.0 ] ' 0.00625
4001 " i o.o(_25
°C/sec
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Table11. Concluded
(b) Scannerinstmunent
Measurement
Det temp, all .................
DACvoltages all ...............
LW BB temp..................
TOT BB temp.................
Slice3temp..................
Boxbeamtemp.................
_1iL_u_lcmet ry subsystem
/ r/ighi----[
ERBS spacecraft
NOAA 9 spacecraft
Det temp, all .................
DAC voltages all ...............
LW BB teinp ..................
TOT BB telnp .................
Slice 3 temp ..................
Box beam temp .................
37'5 I °C I 38"5 I °C [
(") (-) , l
o °c 50.0 °C ]
0 50.0 [
o I so.o 1 /
10.0 • 35.0
NOAA 10 spacecraft
De( tenip, all .................
DAC voltages all ...............
LW BB temp ..................
TOT BB temp .................
Slice 3 temp ..................
Box beam tcmp .................
37'5 I °C I 38.5 -°C
(_') o (') o
0 C 50.0 C
(I 50.0
o 5o.o/ I /
10.0_
edit limits
Rate of Ichange Unit
0.01 °C/sec
0.0125 V/scc
0.1 °C/see
0.1 10.0625
0.0625
0.01 °C/sec
0.0125 V/sec
0.1 °C/see
0.1 j0.0625
0. (/625
0.01 I'C/see
0.0125 V/sec
0.1 °C/sec
0.1
O.0625
0.0625 __
aNot applicable.
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KEY
II IVT Instrument validation tape
I PAT Processed archival tape
iI QC Quality control reports and plots
_ RAT Raw archival tape
f::::
NOAA/GSFC GSFC
ITelemetry Ephemeris I
/ Converted HK Processed
telemetry data ephemeris data _K,
QC _ QC
(,_,_'_,_,Tdl,-,_ _ RAT _ NSSDC
QC_ T -'_c iLcaRCTeam
Radiometric data at
satellite altitude
PAT _ NSSDC
ScienCeQcTeam
Radiant fluxes
at TOA
Monthly
"_ NSSDC
Science Team
Nes_ NSSDC
NOAA AVHRR/HIRS data _ I ,output _ Science Team
-_,,, products _
QC AVHRRIHIRS/ERBE
scene identification
Figure 1. Overview of ERBE data processing.
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Baseplate
Pedestal Azimuthdriveassemblyand
cablewrap
Solar Monilor
Assembly ISMA )
Solar port(s)
Elevation drive
assembly
Contamination
covers
X O, XNS
(a) Nonscanner.
Mirror Attenuator
Mosaic (MAM)
Z YSC
Contamination ,/
covers
Figure 2.
Z#, XSC
(b) Scanner.
Diagram of ERBE instruments illustrating coordinate axes.
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ZNS,ZSO VE
YNS'YSC'XE
XNs, XSC, Z E
(a) ERBS spacecraft.
_i_/7 ERBS
iii N NOAA spacecraft
!ilSC Scanncrinstmmcnt
(b) NOAA spacecraft.
Figure 3. Spacecraft coordinate systems and alignment of axes with instrunmnt axes.
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VLH XE' XLH Z] _ #_r_ YE, YLH
ct - 270_-_ S' Ysc u" V "
- o _____0o ZNs, Zs C
VLtt, XLH
YLH
80°
•_ _:oo---.-..:_/ -'"_<_
ZNS' ZSC _ YNS' YSC
X-axis backward
(a) ERBS spacecraft.
VLH YNS' YSC _o
_oo _:_
ZNS, ZSC
Z N, ZLH _ _ ] _.
a = 180 °, N _ c_ = 90 °_ YN, YLH
r,
(b) NOAA spacecraft.
Figure 4. Alignment between spacecraft and their local horizon coordinates.
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-ca
1986 1987
180 180
160 _ 160
140 ? 140
100 100
80 80
60 _ 60
40 40
20 20
0 0
Feb, 1986 _rough J_. 1987
(a) ER13S spacecraft if)z" February 1986 through January 1987.
1986 Iq'87
60 6O
\
k
55 , \ 55
/
50 50
45 ,'/ 45
/
e
40 40
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._o_ _ _
Feb. 1986 through Jan. 1987
(b) NOAA 9 spacecraft for F(_t,ruary 1986 through January 1987.
Figure 5. Beta angles (._3) for ERBS, NOAA 9, and NOAA 10 spacecraft, orbits.
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30 1986 198730
28
26
24
Z2
/
2B
26
24
22
20
Feb. 1986 through Jan. 1987
20
(c) NOAA 10 spacecraft for February 1986 through January 1987.
Figure 5. Concluded.
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Figure 6. Beta angles (/4) for ERBS. NOAA 9, and NOAA 10 spacecraft orbits for each month.
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Figure 6, Concluded.
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(a) ERBS spacecraft.
Figure 7. Daily values of minimum, mean, and maximum scan angles of elevation beam on scanner instrument.
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Figure 7. Concluded.
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Figure 8. Daily values of minimum mean, and maximum housekeeping measurenmnts from nonsemmer
instrument on ERBS spacecraft.
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Figure 10. Daily values of minimmn, mean, and maxinmm housekeeping measurements from nonscammr
instrument on NOAA 9 spacecraft.
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Figure 11. Daily vahms of minimum, tnean, and maximum housekeeping measurenmnts from scanner instru-
ment on NOAA 9 spacecraft. Asterisks (*) denote scanner failure on January 20, 1987. No valid data were
available after this date.
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Figure 12. Daily values of minimum, mean, and maximum housekeeping measurements from llonscanner
instrument on NOAA 10 spacecraft.
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Figure 12. Concluded.
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